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Geraint Richards, Trustee.

Our vision: To maximise the economic and environmental value of trees and promote wood as a renewable natural resource.

After 21 years Woodland Heritage will
finally have its first employee. I am
very pleased to announce the

appointment of Guy Corbett-Marshall as
our new Development Director and we
very much look forward to him joining us
this summer.

Conscious of the need for a succession
policy we have also taken the opportunity
to strengthen our links with Scotland by
appointing a new Trustee. Tom Christian is
based at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
and is also the project officer for the National
Tree Collections of Scotland. 

With thanks to the generosity of a long
standing member and staunch supporter we
have been able to fund some imaginative and
educational signage for the Big Tree Trail at
Dunkeld, which our members so enjoyed
during our Perthshire Field Weekend last year.

Our commitment to Acute Oak Decline
(AOD) research continues to make great
strides due to the unremitting fundraising 
efforts of our Chairman Peter Goodwin, 

who has made this a
unique public-private
sector partnership with
Forest Research. 

As a result, we have
published a 16-page
scientific report covering
the many strands of the
research headed up by
Dr Sandra Denman.
This is available upon request.

Last autumn we engaged a professional film
team to try to capture the essence of our
widely acclaimed ‘Woodland to Workshop’
courses in Herefordshire. This short film
entitled “Growing and Using our Woodland
Heritage” can be seen on our website
www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

There are just so many exciting new
developments happening at the moment and
so Peter and I are eagerly waiting for Guy to
arrive with reinforcements ! 

As ever, we are indeed most grateful to our
Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales, for his continuing encouragement and
inspirational support. Lewis Scott“Growing and

Using our
Woodland
Heritage”

New Era ... New Director
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Our New Development Director

I started my working life as a trainee
Accountant, before moving on to
become an Assistant Manager at Lloyds
Bank where I was responsible for
some 50 staff over five sites. During
this time I was also a voluntary
fundraiser for the WWF and RSPB
before I left to join the Wiltshire
Wildlife Trust as their Marketing officer
and then was head-hunted as
Marketing Manager for the Dorset
Wildlife Trust. A career move followed
and I took on the post of Director for
the Water UK and Wildlife Trusts Otter and Rivers
Project, at a difficult time when funding was a real
problem. For several years I was also on the Editorial
Board of ‘Natural World’, the membership magazine
for the Wildlife Trusts. I also secured and scripted the
only ever Wildlife Trust BBC Broadcast Appeal, with
David Bellamy.

Some 15 years ago I joined the Staffordshire
Wildlife Trust as its Chief Executive during which time
the charity conducted a survey of Local Wildlife Sites
(LWSs) across the county. LWSs are fine examples of
the whole range of habitats to be found in a county,
but other than through local authorities’ planning
systems, enjoy no protection from damage, which can
destroy a unique site overnight, or over a prolonged
period.

The statistics for Lichfield District will always stay
with me, as the majority of LWSs are woodland and
the majority of the woodland sites surveyed had
declined in quality since the previous survey some
two decades earlier.

But as well as damage/destruction by development
and/or inappropriate management, the most notable
reason for sites losing ecological value was neglect.
Even in a district without steep and inaccessible
terrain, management of woodland was not sufficiently
viable to make it attractive, so none had happened,
leading to declines in plant communities and the
many other species that rely upon managed
woodlands to survive.

In a world of ever scarcer resources, it is criminal
that a woodland crop which could have been used in

so many different ways was left
untouched, simply because the
economics of extraction do not stack
up. There appeared to be a lack of
knowledge and understanding about
the primary produce that the British
countryside yields and thus little
appreciation of the possible value and
worth within society to drive demand
and thus create higher prices in order
to stimulate greater production.

I leave Staffordshire Wildlife Trust
after 15 successful and very

memorable years to seek new challenges and wish
them all the very best under the leadership of their
new Chief Executive, Julian Woolford. 

As a nature conservationist, I love the sights and
sounds of a well-managed woodland and relish the
chance to lead Woodland Heritage towards bringing
the value of and indeed the plight of the country’s
woods and forests to greater public attention.

Whilst there is undoubtedly a level of first-rate
activity taking place today that exemplifies the
principles of a virtuous wood supply chain, it is
largely taking place between ‘the converted’, when to
make the degree of progress happen that is needed,
the whole subject needs to move far more into the
mainstream and for the industry to work together to
achieve this.

With the increasing and evolving threats to trees to
factor in too, there has never been a more important
time for a charity like Woodland Heritage to exist and
flourish, as even the most interested growers need
advice on choice of species for propagation and
harvesting, which I should like the charity to become
recognised as the source of support in the future.

The other area of education that I should love to
influence is the explanation of ‘from wood to home’,
a forestry version of ‘from field to plate’. There is a
great need to join the dots between seeing trees in
the countryside and then enjoying timber products in
the home, which does include education that felling
of mature trees is necessary and indeed provides
much of the reason to have woodlands at all. S

Guy Corbett-Marshall

The Trustees of Woodland Heritage would like to introduce you to Guy Corbett-Marshal, our new Director
and first employee as a result of generous endowment funding received from one of our members. We
received in excess of 200 applications for this new position and so, I feel that we should congratulate

Guy on his achievement before warmly welcoming him to the fold. Guy is a nature conservationist and
comes to us with a wealth of experience in growing and managing a charity, as well as many other proven
and wide achievements. We are very much looking forward to working with him as he helps us to develop,
grow and lead Woodland Heritage into the future.  

Peter Goodwin, Chairman of Trustees
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Our 2015 Field Weekend
WORCESTER & HEREFORDSHIRE

We will visit one of the finest timber growing regions in Britain where high rainfall
and deep red clay soils give foresters a real chance of producing exceptional trees

Friday 19th June 
Whitbourne Estate, near Bromyard, Worcestershire

By kind permission of the Evans family
We will be led by Bill Evans and his son Joe, looking at their prize winning Oak stands. From

a registered seed stand to young and mid-rotation Oak in mixtures the woodlands show what is
possible by applying sound silviculture combined with hard work and dedication over many decades. 

Saturday 20th June a.m.
Stoke Edith Estate, Hereford
By kind permission of Rupert Foley

We will enjoy the Humphrey Repton landscape of the estate and then inspect commercially grown
mixed woodlands on the local Woolhope Dome soils. We will discuss Chestnut coppice, 

coppice with Oak standards, as well as looking at some fine commercial stands of 
Douglas Fir and other conifers.

Saturday 20th June p.m.
Westhide Estate, Hereford

By kind permission of Luke Thomson-Coon 
Another treat of Herefordshire Oak growing. After historic bouts of undermanagement, the new owner

has brought much required energy into the woodlands by applying sound silviculture over the last
decade to good effect. We will look at Laurel clearance, pond restoration, new road building as well

as some beautiful Oak, Ash and other mixed broadleaved stands.

Sunday 21st June a.m. only
Elmcroft Tree Nursery, near Newent, Gloucestershire

By kind permission of Barry Wellington
Elmcroft is a specialist tree nursery producing cell grown stock for planting within two years of sowing.
Barry Wellington will share much of the joys and travails of being a cell grown nurseryman, through

careful control of nutrients and water to produce excellent uniform trees for the market.   
And afterwards...

Park Farm Nurseries, near Newent, Gloucestershire
By kind permission of Liz and Bob Taylor

Park Farm specialises in producing bare root broadleaved trees and shrubs for the forestry market.
Benefiting from the deep red sandstone soils, their growing stock is prized for its early vigour
and good form. The methodology used in bare root nursery stock will contrast well with the 

visit to the cells and glasshouses of Elmcroft. 
Liz Taylor will kindly lead us on a tour of the nursery.

Members and their guests will be very welcome
To book, please contact Woodland Heritage on 01428 652159

or enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

Woodland Heritage 2015
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Growing up in Highland Perthshire is
probably one of the best ways to instill a
quiet love of trees and woods in a person.

It certainly worked on me, but it wasn’t a passion
unlocked until I was taken by a friend to see the
trees at Murthly Castle one fantastic summer’s day.
I was sixteen or seventeen at the time.

Earlier notions about becoming a naval architect
were sensibly ridiculed by my physics teacher at
school, who being a mad-keen plantsman steered
me instead toward
horticulture. My final year or
so at school included a
blissful half-day a week work
experience in his own garden
– a wild Himalayan
woodland garden open to
the public. Above the
Primulas, Lilies, Arisaemas,
Trilliums, Poppies and
Gentians were an astonishing
array of trees. The largest
girthed Wellingtonia in the
British Isles impresses every
time without fail.

From Perthshire it was
away to the Scottish
Agricultural College outside
Ayr to begin a degree in
horticulture. At the end of my
first year I was selected for a
summer placement at
Benmore Botanic Garden in
Argyll – a regional garden of
the Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh – where for eight weeks I was
surrounded by gigantic conifers. The Botanic
Garden setting also provided instrumental lessons
about conservation.

I quickly transferred courses slightly to an option
whereby I could complete my degree at the Botanic
Garden in Edinburgh. I had barely been in the
building a day before I was knocking on the door
of Martin Gardner, coordinator of the International
Conifer Conservation Programme. I haven’t the
room here to go into it properly but this is an
extraordinary project integrating in-situ and ex-situ
conservation techniques which include a
programme of distributing plants of threatened
conifer species to a network of sites throughout the

British Isles. I had learned all about this at
Benmore. I played my Murthly card (see page 66)
and for the rest of my student career volunteered
much of my spare time working with the ICCP.
Martin became an influential mentor who I am very
fortunate to still be able to work with so closely.

One of the most important elements of these
‘extra-curricula’ activities for me was the
opportunity to visit so many of the sites where the
ICCP works. I’ve never added it all up, but it must

amount to months spent zig-
zagging to almost every part
of the UK & Ireland hot on
the trail of rare conifers,
including visits to some of
the most important gardens
and tree collections in these
islands. Anyone working with
trees will know only too well
the enormous value of
‘getting out there’ and seeing
what other people do.

Providence struck after my
final year when the ICCP and
the Perthshire Big Tree
Country initiative entered into
a partnership to form the
iCONic project. I was able to
combine my new botanical
education with the arboreal
paradise of home !

This work continues to
this day, and through my
involvement, I have been

extremely fortunate to be able to participate in
seed collecting expeditions overseas, making
conservation collections in countries including
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Norway, Poland, Lebanon,
Chile and Japan.

More recently, I have been involved in an exciting
new initiative in Scotland – the National Tree
Collections of Scotland. Now I have really run out
of space, but perhaps I will have the opportunity to
explain this project in these pages at a future date !

I am deeply honoured to have been asked to
become a Trustee of Woodland Heritage, and I
am excited at the prospect of working with such
an incredibly dedicated and enthusiastic group
of people, and, of course, for such an
important cause.  S

Welcome to Our New Trustee
Tom Christian
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FINBAR VESEY
WINNER OF THE 2014 PRINCE OF WALES AWARD

I was driving up through the beautiful Welsh
Mountains on a sunny Sunday afternoon and I felt
like a little kid! I was looking up at every outcrop
and copse thinking about wild camping trips and
outdoor activities I’d enjoyed as a teenager, but
now I was travelling to a course to learn about
how we grow and use the timber in these
woodlands with course leaders
bubbling with passion and
enthusiasm who have assembled
a group of true professionals
willing to pass on their knowledge
and experience.

I work in the Building
Department of the National Trust
at Kingston Lacy in Dorset. I’m
actually a bricklayer by trade, but
the majority of the work I do is
related to carpentry and joinery,
making and repairing doors,
windows, gates and signs along
with everything in between.
We are the workshop end of
“Woodland to Workshop” !

There is a real initiative at Kingston Lacy to bring
the estate back together as a whole co-operative
enterprise and we felt that to have someone with a
little cross over knowledge of both the supply and
end use of timber would be very valuable. Never
did we feel a single person would be an expert in
both, impossible in three days, but we hoped that
if we could nurture our background understanding
of management strategies, knowledge of species
and their uses, familiarity with terms, and have an
insight into how timber is efficiently converted and
seasoned, then we could have a better dialog with
the Rangers’ department who grow and manage our
woodlands. We can communicate our requirements
as a Building Department more effectively and be
better prepared to season, store and use a healthy
supply of timber from our own woodlands.

Woodland Heritage really jumped out at me
when I discovered them online, particularly the
W2W course that has been pitched at just the right
place. It really is unique, both in its accessibility
and in its appeal to a broad spectrum of people.
We had a great group of people on the course,
from a wide range of backgrounds but with much

in common. We had Shipwrights,
Woodsmen, Forestry Commission
Managers, those learning to manage
their own woodlands and process
their own timber, those with their
own workshops, those building
houses etc. All of this in addition to
the lecturers with their successful
careers over centuries in Fine
Furniture Making, as Timber
Merchants, Saw Millers, Craftsmen,
Forestry Management Consultants
and Forestry & Estate Managers.

Back at Kingston Lacy there is a
tangible progressive buzz at the
moment, with plenty of fresh
thinking and ideas and some strong

investment over the next few years. I’ve been able
to take on additional responsibility within a new
role which will certainly give me extra
opportunities to continue to support the estate
plan to use more of our own timber to repair our
own buildings.  

Every aspect of the journey the timber we use
each day had been covered, some
areas new and exciting, others more
familiar, but as I drove back
through the rolling hills again,
I couldn’t help but pick out the
copses and stands of timber
on every hillside, but
now I was wondering
about the tales of the
timber within.        S

As tutors on the ‘Woodland to Workshop’ course we delight in the diverse nature of the attendees,
men and women from different places with different backgrounds, knowledge and skills and yet
united by a deep seated interest in trees and timber. The attendees in 2014 were as interesting

as ever, making the choice of the Award winner as difficult as ever ! We are, however, delighted to
name Finbar Vesey as the 2014 recipient of The Prince of Wales Award. Finbar’s enthusiastic desire to
learn was evident throughout the course and we know he will share his passion and knowledge
with his colleagues in the National Trust. Congratulations, Finbar, from all the tutors on the
‘Woodland to Workshop’ course. Geraint Richards
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Bede Howell O.B.E.
WINNER OF THE 2015 PETER SAVILL AWARD

Bede is a former RFS President
(1997-1999) and is known
as a tireless campaigner for

excellence in British forestry. He
was awarded the Royal Forestry
Society’s Gold Medal in 2012 for
his distinguished services to the
profession.

Bede’s energy and commitment
to all aspects of forestry and
woodland management are well
known, but in particular, his quest
to find effective solutions to grey
squirrel damage, is legendary.

He has spent more than 50 years
in forestry and woodland
management consultancy. After
studying at Aberdeen University he went on to
become one of the founders of West Midlands
Woodlands which later became Abbey Forestry.

Bede, who lives in Great Witley, Worcestershire,
retired from Abbey Forestry in 2000, but continues as
an independent woodland management consultant. 

He is a leading light in the Royal Forestry Society;
is a member of The Institute of Chartered Foresters,
Future Trees Trust and the European Squirrel Initiative.

The award will be presented during the annual
Field Weekend, 19th-21st June 2015. Peter Goodwin
said that “Bede Howell has been a colossus in the
forestry world and he can offer his forestry advice in
Latin, Greek or French !” Bede’s name is synonymous
with encouragement and sound advice upon how to
manage woods sustainably and profitably. This has
continued throughout the careers of many foresters.
At any meeting one attends, to see Bede’s cheerful

manner is a sure sign that not
only will common sense prevail,
but also controversy and good
debate !” This is reflected in the
WH Chairman’s memory:
“...what I always remember
during Field Weekends, as I’m
handing out the badges on the
first day, is the number of
people who say “I do hope Bede
will be coming”.”

For Bede, one of the biggest
challenges facing today’s
woodland managers and planners
remains the devastation caused
by grey squirrels. He says: “I
continue to be astonished by the

money being spent planting trees and woodlands
which, because of the grey squirrel, will never be
able to reach timber quality. The grey squirrel is
worse than politicians, because there is no way at
present of eliminating them. Politicians can at least be
voted out of office !”

Bede is a valued member of the Oak group of the
Future Trees Trust. With sponsorship from Woodland
Heritage, he was responsible for translating Jean
Lemaire’s book “Le chêne autrement” under the English
title “Oak: fine timber in 100 years”. He was appointed
an OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours in 2000.

The Peter Savill award is made annually to a
person who, in the opinion of the WH Trustees, has
made a significant contribution to British forestry.
Past recipients include Susan Bell, Andrew Poore,
Christine Cahalan, John McHardy, Gavin Munro,
Miles Barne and Will Bullough. S

The Prize
Each year Woodland Heritage awards a prize to recognise the contribution of an individual who has
significantly benefited British forestry.

Criteria
The contribution to forestry made by the selected individual must be in sympathy with the objectives of
Woodland Heritage, and in one of the following areas of forestry: silviculture; research; wood
processing; marketing; education.

Normally the prize will focus on a contribution to one of the above with an emphasis on Britain,
broadleaves and lowland forestry, although not exclusively so.

The Peter Savill Award
For a significant contribution to British Forestry
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Presentation to Lucy Hoysted

Our Trustees decided to commission a suitable
turned wooden vessel, from the talented Richard
Chapman in his North Norfolk workshop, in
recognition of the help Lucy has given to our
charity over the years. Richard had recently
acquired a most unusual – and very old –
Sycamore tree which had stood in the garden of
Admiral Lord Nelson’s house in nearby Burnham
Thorpe. It had succumbed to Armillaria attack and,
even though relatively sound, had produced some
attractive “Spalted” markings. This was the one for
Lucy, we reckoned.

So, as the photograph (right) records, Geraint
Richards, Head Forester to the Duchy of Cornwall
and WH Trustee, made the presentation to Lucy at
our January Trustees meeting at the Duchy
headquarters. But the story then took an amusing
twist: Lucy was given a photograph of “Nelson’s
Tree” and when she called Simon to tell him that
she had been given this surprise gift, it transpired
that Simon Harby was a confirmed “Nelson Nutter”
who had amassed years of research into his history.
He had visited the house on many occasions and
had a wealth of knowledge about “Norfolk’s
Favourite Son” and he too lives in North Norfolk !

We hope the newly married couple will pay Richard Chapman a visit to commission more
Sycamore mementoes... S

On 19th December 2014 Lucy Hoysted changed her name. The lady who the Trustees of
Woodland Heritage had come to know for so long at the Duchy of Cornwall’s offices at
Buckingham Gate – and who always went out of her way to help us – became Mrs Simon

Harby at her wedding held in The Chapel Royal at St. James Palace.
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We were holding a Woodland Heritage
Trustees Meeting last September and
reminiscing how good it was to see so

many of our members, friends and supporters at
our Scottish Field  Weekend in June when the sad
news came in about Doug Joiner.    

Every now and then one has the privilege of
meeting and getting to know an extraordinary
character and Doug was certainly one of those.

He was involved with the British Horse Loggers
(BHL) from the early 1990s when they were a
specialist group within the Forestry Contracting
Association. In 2000 he became Chair of the BHL
committee and under his leadership they separated
to become the BHL as we know them today.
Shortly afterwards, with HRH The Prince of Wales
as Patron, he was able to develop the charitable
arm of this small organisation, which enabled him
to raise funds to develop the organisation and
support a formal BHL Apprenticeship Scheme.  

He was both inspirational and tireless at events
with his demonstrations, talks, training courses and
encouraging newcomers. His networks throughout
the UK, Europe and even Japan were phenomenal.  

He also cared passionately about British
woodlands and as a tree grower, as well as an end
user, he was keen to promote the increased use of
British timber. “…much of the timber sought can be

sourced in Britain; it may take a little more effort
and research and may even sometimes cost a little
more money. The point remains that unless we
support the production and use of British quality
timber now then future dreams may well remain
just that rather than a reality built upon a growing
UK timber market”.

In 2008 when we ran our very first ‘From
Woodland to Workshop’ pilot course, Doug was
there and ever since the BHL Apprentices have
attended our courses as part of their overall
learning curve.

The impact and influence that he had on the use
of the heavy horse in forestry and beyond, as well
as sound forestry practice was immense and yet
Doug would have been the first to say that there
was still so much more to be done.  

Doug was a regular at our annual Woodland
Heritage Field Weekends, along with Gudrun. We
will miss the company and warmth of this kind,
generous and dedicated man.  

Donations in memory of Doug Joiner can be
given to the British Horse Loggers Charitable Trust
www.britishhorseloggerscharitabletrust.org/pages/flier.htm

Geraint Richards, Head Forester, Duchy of
Cornwall, Trustee of the British Horse Loggers

Charitable Trust and Woodland Heritage

OBITUARY

Doug Joiner 

Doug Joiner and Gudrun Leitz.
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It was a day of surprises
and mixed emotions when
a small group of

Woodland Heritage Trustees
and members went to
Dorsington in Warwickshire
last October.  We were there
to present the 2014 Peter
Savill Award but, sadly, not
in person to the intended recipient. As announced
in the last journal, Felix Dennis, the founder of
The Heart of England Forest, was to be given this
prestigious Award for his remarkable personal
contribution to the country’s woodland cover.
However, this rumbustious, ribald, enormously
successful publisher had died, at
the age of 67, of cancer only a
few months before.  

An earlier illness had turned his
thoughts and energies to the
importance and delights of trees
and woodlands – subjects that
also inspired his poetry. Struck by
the fact that Britain has one of
Europe’s lowest densities of native
tree cover, he set about planting;
first on a small scale but soon
aspiring to planting and
preserving the largest native
broadleaf forest in the heart
of England. 

A concept he himself dubbed
‘The Impossible Dream’ is now
being realised over some 2,200
acres already purchased and being
planted at a rate of some 300
acres a year. It has been reported
that the eponymous charity he set
up for the purpose of creating The
Heart of England Forest, is to be
the recipient of 80% of his £500
million fortune to expand the Forest to 25,000 acres
with ten million trees “to create a connected series of
woods so extensive that it will form one of the largest
forests in England”.

The Chairman, broadcaster Jon Snow, and Trustees
of The Heart of England Forest Charity, had kindly
invited us to Felix’s own former home to present the
Award and to see for ourselves the early days of this

extraordinary venture. The
house, a converted barn,
was redolent of its owner –
bursting with personality
reflected in colourful,
eccentric and often valuable
furniture and art. An indoor
tropical lagoon greets one’s
arrival. It is also a temple

of and to wood – including magnificent, huge
fully exposed beams displaying their strength
and beauty. 

The ceremony itself was brief and affectionate. Jon
Snow accepted the Award (see photo opposite) with
great charm and said how very proud and pleased

Felix had been to be told he
was to receive it. It was obvious
that amongst his many other
talents Felix had inspired warm
friendships and admiration for
his achievements from those
involved in his work and
projects. It was also clear that
his Charity and its Trustees were
determined to see his vision
continuing to be realised 

Before the official presentation,
we were given a tour of the
emerging Forest, conducted by
Stephen Coffey, the Head
Forester. What was so refreshing
was the very obvious fact that
what we were looking at was
one man’s vision being
implemented by expert foresters.
It took us back to the days of
the great landowners whose
whims, fantasies and financial
investment have glorified our
landscapes to this day and
beyond. Of course, the original

silvicultural objectives will change and evolve over
time and there was plenty of advice on the subject
forthcoming from the Woodland Heritage visitors !

Felix had been adamant that no felling should be
undertaken except for the purposes of tree/woodland
health or for use on the estate. He was determined
that what had been planted would stay as woodland
in perpetuity and timber production was not one of

Woodland Heritage 2015
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Celebration of 

‘THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM’
2014 Peter Savill Award given posthumously to Felix Dennis 

“ ”
Whosoever plants a tree
Winks at immortality

(From Tales from The Woods – by Felix Dennis)

The magnificent bronze sculpture of
the late Felix Dennis, shown with

the Peter Savill trophy and the
commemorative bronze medal 

in its Walnut case.
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the objectives. This struck the visitors as somewhat
disturbing. This very sizeable area of woodland
would need good management and silviculture if it is
to remain healthy and viable. Also, the opportunities
for growing excellent timber for a whole variety of
uses – as exemplified in his own barn conversion –
were palpable. Inevitably this led to a discussion of
Continuous Cover Forestry, which was already of
interest to the Charity’s foresters. There was general
agreement that early consideration needed to be
given to the wider forest purposes and a programme
of thinning and management drawn up to encourage
the woodlands to thrive. 

The proverbial issues that prevail in all woodland
visits, particularly newly planted woods, came up
throughout the tour including the threat of tree
diseases and pests (notably the grey squirrel and
deer), climate change, suitable species mix, the
importance of seed provenance, weed control
including ragwort and provision for public access and
recreation. The altogether worthy and creditable

objectives of the Heart of England Forest’s founder,
notably the re-clothing of a fine landscape with well-
designed woodlands, in no way obviate the need for
sound management and silvicultural practice.
Likewise, Felix’s financial generosity should not mask
the need for long-term economic viability. 

The project presents a prime opportunity for
demonstrating how all the many environmental and
social benefits of woodland can not only be
compatible with growing fine and useful timber but
the Forest would positively benefit from the
management that entails.

Having established an excellent relationship with the
Trustees and senior management of the Heart of
England Forest Charity, we very much hope that
they will regard Woodland Heritage as a real (if

occasionally critical !) friend and that we
can work together to extol and demonstrate
all the benefits of British woodlands
including their economic value. S

Susan Bell
www.heartofenglandforest.com
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Woodland Heritage Trustees, together with invited
guests, Bede Howell (third left) and Mike Seville (right)
with Stephen Coffey, the head forester of the Heart of
England Forest.

Stephen Coffey oversees the planting of nearly 400
acres each year with the use of tree shelters. The arrow
shows the position of Stoopers Wood which contains
Wild Service trees – see article on page 16.

Jon Snow, the chairman of the Heart of England
Forest Trustees, accepts the Woodland Heritage
prestigious Peter Savill award from the man himself.

The Trustees examining the emerging young trees set
in a rolling landscape with wide grass rides and gentle
contours.
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The Woodland Heritage Awards for 2014
were presented at the Association of
Pole-lathe Turners and Green

Woodworkers (APTGW) Bodgers Ball,
which took place in May at Playsters Farm,
Herstmonceux, East Sussex, in a wonderful
field with far reaching views of Pevensey Castle
and the sea.

There was a superb range of high quality craft
displays including chair making, spoon carving,
Sussex trug and besom broom making, blacksmithing
and of course pole-lathe turning.

There was also a large turnout for the Craft
Competitions in all competition classes, and the
standard was very high. Members of the Association
each have the opportunity to vote on the craft
competition entries, so the winners really are being
assessed by a very wide judging panel ! The
competitions are a great opportunity to showcase
some of the best craft in the country, and the support
from Woodland Heritage is a key part of this by
providing prizes for the Best Newcomer and for the
Best in Show competition entry.

The award for
Best Newcomer
went to JoJo
Wood, who has
been very
actively involved
with greenwood
crafts, having
been learning
from Mike
Abbott (author
of Living Woods,
and a key figure
in the world
of green
woodwork),
teaching spoon
carving at
Spoonfest, and
also selling some
of the items that
she has been
making. Her father is Robin Wood the bowl turner.
Since receiving the award JoJo has tried a few days of
clog making with Jeremy Atkinson of Kington,
Hertfordshire. She has very much enjoyed this, and
now wants to learn the craft which is at risk of dying
out. The Association of Pole Lathe Turners and Green

Woodworkers (APTGW) is keen to support
people in this way, and is providing a training
grant to JoJo. 

The award for Best in Show went to Nick
and Katie Abbott for their splendid armchair.

Nick and Katie are members of Woodland
Heritage, and maintain a small woodland of their

own, at which they hold some local meet-ups. Katie
also sits on the Howe Committee of the Worshipful
Company of Turners.

JoJo, Nick and
Katie are always
very prepared
to share their
knowledge, so
typical of APTGW
members.

The interest in
greenwood crafts
is growing all the
time with local
APTGW groups
springing up all
over the country
as people become
inspired by using
natural materials,
and simple tools
to create useful
things. The
organisation has
over 850 members
worldwide, and
membership is
growing year on
year.

The Woodland
Heritage awards
are very

prestigious, and at the prize giving ceremony Jon
Warwicker, APTGW chairman, recorded his special
thanks to Woodland Heritage for its continued
support.

The 2015 Bodgers Ball and AGM will be held
from Friday 8th to Sunday 10th May at Walesby
Forest in Nottinghamshire.  

For further information please see:
www.bodgers.org.uk S

Harry Rogers
APTGW Secretary

The Association of Pole-lathe Turners
and Green Woodworkers

JoJo Wood is presented with the
Best Newcomer Award.

Best in Show – Nick and Katie
Abbott with their splendid comb-
back Windsor rocking armchair.
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Oliver Rackham made
a unique
contribution to our

understanding of British
woodland.  He did not invent
the term “ancient woodland”,
but he did bring it firmly into
the vocabulary of
conservationists, and later
foresters, through his 1976
book ‘Trees and woodland in
the British landscape’.
Subsequent writings
elaborated on this theme,
opening the eyes of many
(including myself) to the
importance of understanding
the history of a wood or
landscape in order to
appreciate its significance
and function. His clear, precise style led to several
of his books receiving awards.

His work combined meticulous field
observations of the flora, woodland structure and
archaeology, with equally thorough study of
historical maps and documents. It ranged from
studies of individual sites such as Hatfield Forest in
Essex to broad sweeps of the countryside, and to
further afield.

Always he was concerned for the particular and
would challenge careless generalisations: ‘Ah, but
is that actually true here…?’ He loved to debunk
‘factoids’ – statements that everyone seemed to
take for granted but for which there was little or
no hard evidence, such as the meting out of
severe punishments for poaching in medieval
forests. While such punishments might be on the

books, he pointed out that
fines were much more useful
to lords or the monarch than
severed limbs.

His championing of
traditional management
techniques such as coppicing
and wood-pasture was
matched by a disdain for
modern plantation forests,
which he saw as little different
to a crop of wheat, just that
they took longer from sowing
to harvest. He would refer to
the ‘years that the locust has
eaten’ to describe the post-war
period when ancient semi-
natural woods were being
felled and replanted with
conifer or conifer-broadleaved

mixes. Fortunately he lived to see the revival of
many such sites as the conifers have been
removed and broadleaved trees restored.

He was a lively speaker at conferences and for
many years ran a woodland week at Flatford Mill
for the Field Studies Council: this was regularly
oversubscribed, despite the after-dinner sessions
sometimes going on late into the evening.

He had a lifelong association with Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge, having been made a Fellow
in Ecology in 1964 and a Life Fellow in 2008.
Between October 2007 and October 2008 he
served as Master of the College. In many ways he
was the archetypal don, somewhat eccentric,
but always a scholar and a gentleman.          S

Dr Keith Kirby FICFor
Woodland Ecologist

Oliver at Staverton Thicks in 2010.

Oliver was truly devoted to his work, he was a brilliant scholar, observer, researcher and recorder
of facts, he had an enquiring mind that was underpinned by common sense and original

thought. He had an encyclopaedic memory and humour that made him an amazing writer and
lecturer. He was always generous with his knowledge and he influenced and inspired thousands of
people through his work.

His books mirror a life devoted to investigating ecological and landscape history and sharing that
work with others. He was a wonderful writer, you always felt that he was writing at your level. He
had the ability to turn complexity into simplicity whilst presenting everything in such a factual way.

Oliver’s passing, like the death of the largest tree in any wood, is always a great loss. Luckily he
recorded his life’s work but sadly we have lost so much more. Oliver was simply a genius – a shy and
reserved man in public but who valued and cherished his close friends.

Gary Battell, Suffolk Woodland Officer

OBITUARY

Oliver Rackham OBE MA PhD FBA
(1939-2015)
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The Most Expensive Wood in the World
Sashimono furniture and Shimakuwa wood 

The wood from the
Mulberry tree
(Morus nigra) is

used in the United
Kingdom but mainly for
small treen items that
are often produced by
recreational makers. It is
rarely used in furniture
and this is probably
because Mulberry trees
are so often revered and
loved by their owners.  

In contrast Japanese
Mulberry wood is
relatively common – with
both small items and
furniture being produced in large numbers.
Interestingly, Japanese Mulberry wood can be
classified into a number of different types. There is
a common form (probably sourced from the trees
grown for silk cultivation and generally classified as
Morus alba species) and a natural form which tends
to be found in the mountainous regions of Japan
(called Mountain Mulberry). The wood of Mountain
Mulberry has a more interesting and convoluted grain
and has been highly regarded in the long tradition of
Japanese furniture making. However, the most unique
and rare wood is that which is sourced from trees
growing on the Izu Islands. These islands are located
off the coast of Tokyo and are extremely volcanic and
they regularly feature in seismic activity records. The
islands of Mikurajima and
Miyakejima have been the
habitat of Morus kagamayae
(Island Mulberry). These trees
are harvested to produce wood
that is generally called
Shimakuwa in Japan. In the
past these trees have been
selectively felled and gifted to
the Japanese royal family –
sometimes the trees can be
over 1,000 years old. The
wood was particularly prized
amongst Edo joinery makers
and has a long history of usage
in Japan. Generally Shimakuwa
has been used in the highest
quality furniture and is
probably the most prized of all
the woods used by furniture

makers. Sashimono
furniture makers have
long used this wood and
specific makers called
Kuwamonoshi have
specialised in the use of
Island Mulberry. The
Sashimono furniture
tradition of not using
fixings such as screws
and nails, plus complex
jointing systems has
recently been covered on
Japanese television in a
programme called Inside
Japanology which
featured Sashimono

furniture and included a visit to the beautiful but
dangerous Izu Islands.  

The reason why the Island Mulberry wood
(Shimakuwa) is so highly regarded is obvious when
you look at the colour and complex grain patterns.
The wood often has a three dimensional character in
which the lower grain appears like the ripples of
sand on a beach, while the upper grain looks like
water into which a stone has been dropped – with
interesting patterns and convolutions. The colour has
been described as a combination of silver/gold – with
the wood glowing and exhibiting chatoyance – rather
like the semi-precious gemstone Tigers Eye. The
reason for the unusual grain patterns and colour is
probably because the trees often grow under

environmental stress. The
islands have some of the
highest recorded sulphur
dioxide levels in the world.
Sometimes the wood can show
signs of scorch marks from
volcanic activity. Currently there
is a significant development in
the use of Shimakuwa as the
resource of trees on the islands
has declined rapidly. The wood
is becoming increasingly
difficult to source and as a
result has become rare and
very expensive. Shimakuwa has
probably become the most
expensive wood in the world.
Sadly, Sashimono makers (who
in the past used solid
Shimakuwa) have in recent

Kichizo furniture maker.

Kichizo sashimono tall tea cabinet.
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years had to use alternatives because there is simply
no Shimakuwa wood on the open market. For
example, a Sashimono maker called Tadashi Kimura
has had to use Yellow Birch (Betula alleghaniensis)
instead of Shimakuwa – while the colour is similar,
the grain patterns do not compare with Island
Mulberry.

Because Shimakuwa wood is often seasoned for
over ten years, the situation with availability is likely
to get even worse. However, those makers that have
stockpiled seasoned wood (in solid and veneer form)
can continue to make furniture out of the wood
although even these makers are now limited in the
size of the furniture that can be
made. One such manufacturer is
Kichizo Ltd who has been
making furniture for most of the
twentieth century and continues
to retail high quality furniture
in Japan. Kichizo is owned by
Mr Sugiyama and is based in the
Shizuoka prefecture which is
geographically located near to
Tokyo. The company specialises
in various furniture styles,
including traditional Korean
pieces. In addition, Kichizo
produce a Sashimono range

which continues the tradition of Edo furniture makers
and uses Shimakuwa in both solid and veneer form.
The furniture is small in scale and ranges from tea
ceremony items to small case pieces for storage and
display (some of which are illustrated here). A
general characteristic of the furniture is that it is
beautifully made out of the highest quality materials.
Sometimes modern finishing techniques are used –
for example, urethane is used instead of traditional
lacquer. The company also makes special one off
pieces which are sometimes exhibited in Tokyo
department stores. Mr Sugiyama and his company are
continuing a tradition of care and craft in a world that

has become obsessed with flat
pack furniture and faux finishes.
Whilst Kichizo furniture is
relatively expensive, it will last a
lifetime and can be passed on to
future generations. It is truly
sustainable but it remains to be
seen if the Mulberry tree that
produces Shimakuwa wood can
survive on the Izu islands. It
may be that it has to become
totally protected in order that it
does not become extinct in
the future. S

Dr S.J. Bowe

Kichizo sashimono dressing stand.

Kichizo sashimono low cabinet.

Kichizo sashimono small cabinet.

Kichizo sashimono small items.

Kichizo sashimono tea cabinet.

Kichizo sashimono display cabinet.
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Wild Men Searching for Service Trees
by Peter Goodwin

In the undulating countryside near Spernal in
Warwickshire there is an interesting hillock called
“Stoopers Wood” which dominates the surrounding

fields. It looks quite innocent, but within lurk some of
the finest Wild Service trees in England. It attracts
hunters like Miles Barne who leave in raptures.

The discovery of this unique woodland began with
a casual remark by Stephen Coffey, the head forester
of The Heart of England Forest, to the Woodland
Heritage Trustees when they toured the newly planted
landscape. They were there to present The Peter
Savill Award to the Trustees of the late Felix Dennis
whose inspired actions had created the foundation of
the single biggest new forest in the centre of England. 

“That woodland over there contains many Wild
Service trees,” Stephen said. “We really don’t know
how they got there because the locals have no
knowledge of the history of the wood.” That did it !
I latched onto this remark and later arranged for a
return visit with Sorbus torminalis enthusiast, Miles
Barne and his consultant forester, Andrew Falcon
from East Anglia. They found that the wood
contained many mature Oak and Ash, with an
understorey of Field Maple, Holly, Wild Pear,

Stoopers Wood in the background with its pronounced hillock. In the foreground are 2006 plantings as part of
the huge landscape project being carried out by The Heart of England Forest (THEF).

Miles Barne triumphantly hugs a big Service tree.
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Hawthorn and Wild Service. It lead them to believe
that there had been a heavy thinning of mature trees
decades ago which allowed the understorey to put
on good girths.

Miles, who has travelled the country with Bede
Howell to locate specimen Wild Service trees – and
whose quest has led him to Normandy where the
species is far more common as a secondary tree –
pronounced that these in the late Felix Dennis’s

portfolio are by far the best and most prolific he has
seen. Stephen has kindly arranged for the next seed
crop to be collected and shared with Miles whose two
trial plots on his Sotterley estate in Suffolk are thriving
from seed sent from Central Europe.

At a time when all foresters are seeking to plant
more diverse species in these times of increasing tree
diseases, Miles’ enthusiasm for Sorbus torminalis,
The Wild Service Tree, is not misplaced. S

Stephen Coffey and Miles Barne
beside the straightest tree in the wood.

Stephen Coffey stands proudly
beside his biggest tree.

Evidence that Wild Service was
coppiced over the centuries.

Miles Barne admiring another fine
specimen.

A typical leaf from Worcestershire
The flowers are white and
occur in terminal clusters in late
May or early June. The fruit is
green and then russet brown
minutely speckled with pale
buff. It is longer than wide but
seldom exceeds 1.5 centimetres.
Although edible it is very acid
until on the point of rotting.

Typical chequered bark patterns of
the Wild Service Tree.

N.B. The botanical name for Sorbus torminalis has now been altered to Torminalis torminalis by the experts.
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Wood and the Burning Questions
by Dr Terry Mabbett

The UK has been thrown onto the woody
biomass funeral pyre in some ‘Sati’ like gesture
despite being one of the least forested

countries in Europe and probably the world, and in
what can only be described as pure paradox.
Climate change cheerleaders point to the ‘rubbish’ in
unmanaged woodlands which may be enough to
keep the ‘home fires burning’, but to sustainably
satisfy power stations? I don’t think so. With just a
small fraction of the government’s biomass plans
implemented the UK already relies on 80% net
imports for all wood and wood products currently
used (Bastable, 2013).

Burning other people’s wood
We are already burning other peoples’ wood (and

timber) on a substantial scale which is OK if pellets
and chip come from sites planted for that purpose
and without displacing farmers, food crops and
biodiversity, but all the evidence suggests otherwise
(Harrabin, 2013).

US government federal format allows individual
states a lot of leeway including clear felling of naturally

re-generated forests to feed power stations which is
happening right now in North Carolina according to
Roger Harrabin, an environment analyst based in the
US state of Georgia. He says “swamp forests in the US
are being felled to help keep the lights on in the UK”
and asks, “Is this really the best way to combat climate
change?” The answer to that question is obviously “No”.

Most swamp forests in south-east US are in the hands
of small private landowners who face few restrictions
on what they do with their assets. The wood fuel
industry has been careful not to let on that it is taking
trees from natural North American forests to ‘boil
kettles in Britain’, but that’s exactly what is happening
says Roger Harrabin. We should step back, take stock
and imagine the furore that would be created if
woodland owners in the Forest of Dean were felling
trees to fuel power stations in Pennsylvania.

Brazil
An equally serious situation is smouldering in Brazil

in response to anticipated demand from Britain for
woody biomass currently projected at over 82 million
tonnes per annum, a staggering eight times more than
the UK’s total annual wood production. 

In the state of Maranhão, just 5° south of the
Equator, one of Brazil’s largest pulp and paper
companies is taking land off traditional communities
and replacing existing natural vegetation with
Eucalyptus plantations for wood pellet production.
And again in response to anticipated UK demand for
biomass says Sophie Bastable of Biofuelwatch. Local
communities are losing their land, livelihoods and
traditional lifestyles, while biodiversity rich rain forest
is bulldozed to satisfy the UK’s EU-driven obsession
with woody biomass burning to generate renewable
and sustainable energy when in fact it is neither.  

Oil Palm has been planted ‘as far as the eye can see’
in parts of South East Asia with some devastating
ecological effects not least on the Orang-U-Tang.

The ‘rubbish’ in unmanaged UK woodlands might be
enough to keep the ‘home fires burning’ but is nowhere
near enough to ‘feed the furnaces’.
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Home fires burning too hot already
So much for ‘fall out’ thousands of miles away but

is there any impact nearer to home? Yes, and you do
not have to look far and wide to find it. East Anglia
which is suffering the single biggest combined
onslaught from Acute Oak Decline (AOD) and
Chalara Ash Dieback clearly cannot afford to
squander its forest, timber and wood resources.

Nevertheless, Woodland Heritage has received
reports of over-thinning and clear felling of timber
grade trees including Oak, Sycamore and Sweet
Chestnut to cash in on the generous tariffs given to
‘big time’ wood burners under the Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI) scheme. 

Opportunities exist to cash in outside of the ‘spirit
of sustainability’ and here is one such scenario. A
woodfuel supply company goes into business with a
large sawmill. A large boiler is installed to burn sawmill
residues and the heat energy generated is used to kiln-
dry woodchip for sale on the open market. 

So far so sustainable, until you learn that the
woodchip is sourced from large clearfells of timber
grade trees purchased for chipping. RHI foots the bill
and keeps this cosy ‘little’ consortium economically
‘warm’ throughout the year while the woodchip is
sold on to others who carry on ‘earning from
burning’ with RHI. 

This would present a perfect lesson in self-
sustainability but presumably not the sort of
sustainability that UK government and its political
masters in Brussels had in mind. Too far-fetched you
may say, I wonder.

The market doesn’t need incentives to burn home-
grown wood because there are plenty enough
incidental incentives already. Ask woodland owners
in the Chilterns who still grow some of the best
Beech in Britain. One estate owner with several
hundred hectares of prime Fagus sylvatica recently

said the last time he sold Beech for timber (the use
for which it was planted) was last century (1995). He
received £3.50 per Hoppus foot but in 2014 almost 20
years later was offered just £1.80 per Hoppus foot.   

There are safeguards in place to prevent abuse and
tariffs were scheduled to be slashed in January 2015,
but the ‘fire is already lit’ and not likely to go out any
time soon with a 50% target for Renewable Energy by
2050 already on the table. 

Red flags past and present
Why does the UK government continue to indulge

in this madness when there are already too many
threats at both ends (planting and felling) to our scant
tree, woodland and forest resources? The precedent
was set in the 1970s when a lot of the fall-out from
Dutch elm disease (DED) was felled and burnt on
site. That was a case of ignorance and indolence at a
time when we were still dismantling windmills, but
there is now a ‘battle cry’ to burn wood in the cause
of ‘not so renewable energy’. 

As Chalara Ash Dieback continues to tighten its grip
this whole sad scenario could be repeated for Common
Ash. ‘Cowboys’ already cruise the London suburbs and
Home Counties conning householders into felling trees
using chalara as the weapon when some of the trees
are not even Common Ash. Was it a coincidence when
a ‘big cheese’ from the Forestry Commission penned an
early press release on chalara which finished by saying
‘Ash makes excellent firewood’. 

Chilterns Beech is quietly felled, split up and
chipped for firewood and biomass while further north
and west native tree ‘nutters’ grub Common Beech on
the grounds that Fagus sylvatica is not native beyond
a line from South East Wales to The Wash. And for
the sake of ‘true native’ tree species like Common
Ash – oops. 

So half a century on from DED three of our top
four high forest hardwoods have, one way or another,
ended up on the ‘funeral pyre’. That just leaves
English Oak which must be safe, but don’t bet on it.
Oak processionary moth is ‘getting away’ in London
to threaten semi-rural suburbs and the Home
Counties where ‘smart’ landowners are pre-emptively
felling mature Oaks to avoid government ‘control
orders’ and years of expensive insecticide spraying. 

Summing up sequestration
The sums surrounding carbon and climate change

are classic examples of where figures are presented to
order. Playing the numbers game is pointless with
numerate government ‘bagmen’ spouting ‘lies, damn
lies and statistics’.

More pertinent is simple analysis of the two
ambiguous and contentious words in ‘Renewable Heat

Sweet Chestnut coppice in Kent, an already
established source of woody biomass products .
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Incentive’. Heat is a straightforward scientific term
describing one form of energy but ‘renewable’ and
‘incentive’ are wide open to misinterpretation. 

Incentive for burning wood is to keep warm and
not to cash in on government hand-outs. Invest in a
boiler much bigger than you need and run it
throughout the year, even during summer with all the
windows open, and then you can really say that
‘money grows on trees’. It is one thing burning
woody biomass to generate power for the grid but to
burn wood over and above that needed to keep
warm and simply dissipating the rest just to receive
maximum subsidy is unforgivable. 

Compared with energy from burning coal, oil and
natural gas, that generated from woody biomass is
clearly renewable but not comparable with wind,
wave and solar. Some types of energy are more
renewable than others in ‘payback time’ with woody
biomass at the bottom of the pile. 

UK government is desperate to achieve its 20 per
cent renewable energy target in five years’ time but
its timetable will not end there. The 50 per cent
renewable energy target by 2050 will prove
increasingly harder to achieve by biomass burning

as the ‘Law of Diminishing Returns’ kicks in. Minimum
time for new plantings to reach carbon sequestration
capacities achieved in previous crop cycles is 40 to 50
years for conifers and more for hardwoods. This
leaves government with an intriguing geometrical
problem as they try to ‘square the circle’. 

They should ‘qualify’ renewable energy depending
on carbon emissions ‘pay-back’ time in years. Wind
generated renewable energy would be RWI [zero]
with that from softwood chip a half century behind
at RWO [- 50]. 

Woody biomass burning is not ‘cut and dried’
Superiority of woody biomass over fossil fuel is not

so ‘cut and dried’ as carbon cheerleaders would have
you believe. Burning timber grade trees sourced from
semi-natural woodland is almost certainly less carbon
friendly especially if growing 5,000 miles away and
almost certainly less ecologically sound compared
with burning deep-mined coal sourced in Britain. 

A Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) report published in July 2014 acknowledged
how the GHG (Greenhouse Gas) intensities of
electricity generated from burning woody biomass
sourced from North America were found to vary
significantly depending on the woodland scenario. 

For naturally-regenerated forests the authors said:
“In the past, an increased demand for pulpwood has
led to increased harvest of naturally-regenerated
forests in North America. If this scenario were to
materialise again [which it has], and naturally-
regenerated forests were harvested at a greater rate
than if the demand for bioenergy were not there
[which it is from the UK with forests already being
felled to satisfy], the GHG emission intensity of the
electricity generated from the additional wood output
from the forest would be 1270 to 3988 kgCO2eMWh
(greater than electricity from coal) when analysed
over a time horizon of 40 years.”

Carbon on the move
Nowhere is an ‘island’ when it comes to carbon

emissions. UK government appears burdened and
bound by ‘small island’ delusions having clearly
forgotten its schoolbook physics. Carbon dioxide
within the global range of ambient temperature is a
vapour comprised of high-energy, fast-moving
molecules. Despite these basic and simple scientific
facts we behave as though these islands are sealed
within a large hermetic dome.

As government ministers ‘race to the bottom’ with
renewables, leaving ordinary UK citizens with even
more inflated fuel bills, China and India commission
coal-fired power stations quicker than we get
through Environment Secretaries and Forestry
Ministers. Do they really believe that clouds of

The UK needs a ‘mountain’ of woody biomass to satisfy
the UK government’s ‘renewable’ energy intentions.

Evidence already exists of UK grown timber grade
trees feeding ‘the flames’ of ‘renewable’ energy.
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carbon dioxide will stay over Bangalore and Beijing
to penalise only the polluters.

Felling New World forests and displacing farmers
and food production to feed UK power stations
simply moves the carbon from there to here. Even
without a slide rule it looks distinctly ‘unfriendly’ and
almost certainly more ‘costly’ in every respect than
burning our own deep-mined coal. 

Ambivalent Westminster politicians openly extol the
‘Cascade Principle’ (Thou shall not burn a piece of
wood straightaway) laid down on ‘tablets of clay’ by
their political masters in Brussels. At the same time
they are subsidising and promoting the wholesale,
unselective burning of wood just to be ‘in tune’ with
the same ‘master’s voice’ and its contradictory diktats
on renewable energy. 

Provision of generous incentives to burn woody
biomass is beginning to look like a short-term bribe
by myopic and clueless politicians stoking up long
term intractable problems for UK forestry.

Implications for UK forestry 
There are serious long term implications for the

industry from forest nursery to timber sawmill. What’s
the point in purchasing prime planting material from a
forest nursery and subsequently wasting money on
woodland management if the policy is ‘burn to earn’?
And more damaging still to aspiring foresters coming
out of schools, colleges and universities and who
mistakenly thought trees were first and foremost for
timber and not wood for burning. 

An already besieged UK timber processing sector
has the highest short term risk. Sawmills continue to
close or review their sawing options. Some have
already taken out their sawing capability and
contracted it out to a central mill sawing for a dozen
or more clients. That’s better than nothing but risky
should any of these sawmills suddenly go ‘belly up’. 

Traditional hard wood processors who say they
cannot source sufficient of the right specification
English Oak from home-grown stands are importing
sawlogs from France, Belgium and farther afield in
Europe. Some in southern England find it cheaper and
easier to purchase Oak from France rather than
sourcing sawlogs from northern England and Scotland. 

Having made that decision, the sensible option is to
saw in France, importing sawn Oak in Boules and
dispensing with a redundant cutting capability.
Sawing at source in Europe has been established for a
number of years, and long before these wood
incineration incentives aptly described by an English
forester as ‘the more you burn the more you earn’.

Fearing the effects of chalara, landowners are pre-
emptively felling timber grade Ash and selling their
sawlogs for shipment to the Far East where Ash
timber is enthusiastically used in architraves,
wainscoting, window and door frames. There is no
obvious single reason why this same Ash can’t be cut
and used in the UK. Be that as it may, ‘bottom line’ is
yet another nail in the coffin for the UK timber
processing sector.

Some might feel less alarmed if required tree
planting targets were being met, but as long as it is
more profitable to chip and burn softwood sawlogs
and mid-rotation hardwood, than to sell the same for
fencing or firewood, then long term profitability will
disappear as we lose the processing sector in parallel
with our growing stock.
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Fears abound that easily abused financial incentives
for ‘renewable’ energy generation may lead to over-
thinning of UK woodlands.

Sawn Oak logs imported from France as ‘Boules’ and
seen here on the Sussex Downs site prior to ‘sticking’
and drying.
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The Dragon Returns
by Will Bullough

Ispend my weekdays around timber, and whenever
possible my weekends on the water, so it’s no
surprise that – here at Whitney Sawmills – boat

builders are some of my favourite customers. I find
them steeped in the history of both their craft and
their crafts; they care deeply about the beauty and
quality of their work. Sometimes, I even wonder if
there isn’t something boat-shaped written into their
genetic code.

I first encountered this genetic mystery a few years
ago when asked to supply the timber for Gloriana,
the rowbarge made for the Queen’s jubilee
celebrations. While selecting some Sweet Chestnut,
I asked one of the boat builders how he got started
in the trade. He explained that he had been adopted
as a baby and never known his birth mother. He
grew up in London, and eventually became a quantity
surveyor. He did well in business, but couldn’t shake
off the nagging feeling that he should be doing
something else – building boats. He finally plucked
up the courage to follow his dream and change
career, becoming a respected shipwright. It was only
years later, when he decided to find out who his birth
mother was, that he discovered he was descended
from generations of Cornish boat builders.

I haven’t asked about the ancestry of the members
of the team at Tommi Nielson’s boatyard at
Gloucester Docks, but they give off a similar feeling.
We were really pleased to send them a lot of Oak last
year for their refit of the three-masted barque
Kaskelot, one of the largest wooden ships still in

commission. On my visits
to their yard, I have seen
13 metre planks of Oak
being steamed to shape,
the varnishing of gleaming
spars, the carving of
figureheads and the
complex curved joinery
techniques required for
ship interiors. Tommi’s
devoted workforce is

wonderful to behold. Not only do they build beautiful
things but, when their work is done, they even take
the finished vessels out into the Atlantic and run them
through their sea-trials. At the moment Tommi’s
company is just starting on the restoration of HMS
Victory. It’s a massive project, involving a serious
quantity of Oak (though perhaps not a sea-trial).

When the National Maritime Museum of Cornwall
got in touch last summer to ask if we could supply
them and their marine boat-building school with

timber, we were naturally delighted to get to know
some more boat builders. This beautiful quayside
museum is clad entirely in Oak and, though only a
few years old, has already won numerous awards. For
the next two years, until March 2017, it will be staging
an exhibition called Viking Voyagers, celebrating the
extraordinary skills of the Viking peoples. 

The Museum’s plan is to display a full-scale 14-
metre replica of a Viking cargo vessel in its exhibition
hall. Visitors will be able to climb aboard and get a
feeling for how the boat worked. It has also been
building a replica of a 6-metre Norwegian boat,

which will actually take to the water. From Whitney,
we sent down quarter-sawn Oak and Larch, and
followed progress from afar. Then with work nearing
completion, Mike Selwood, who is overseeing the
project, kindly invited my wife Jenny and me to
Cornwall to see the results. It was an irresistible offer
and so, on a fine January day, we set forth on the
long drive to Falmouth.

Beginning our tour at the museum’s own
workshops, which are always on view to the visiting
public, we met the famous boat-builder Henry Wylie.

6m Norwegeian replica.

Henry Wylie and his 1924 Mackerel Boat.

Kaskelot.
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He is almost  as old as the 1924 fishing vessel ‘Sea
Queen’ that he was carefully restoring, which he
explained was a popular craft in Cornwall in the
1920s used for ‘plummeting’ for mackerel. We could
have talked to him for hours about his life and work,
but there were others in the workshop repairing a
couple of clinker-built sailing dinghies (reminiscent of
the Swallow and Amazon of Arthur Ransome fame)
and his advice was much in demand.

Next we went to the marine boat-building school
itself to see the great Viking boats. The school had
invited a couple of experts from Roskilde in Denmark
to get the work started. The Danes arrived with little
more than razor sharp axes and, from huge lumps of

Oak, rapidly created the iconic shapes of prow and
stern. With equally amazing skill they laid down the
lines for the exquisite contours we know so well from
history books. Then having introduced the basics, the
Danish masters handed the project over to the
School’s students under the tutelage of the hugely
experienced Johnny Mills. They showed us in detail
the ancient techniques for steaming, shaping and

riveting the planks, whilst all the while being watched
by a daunting figurehead carved from lime wood,
with brilliant scarlet and mother of pearl eyes and
massive dragon teeth. 

It was particularly wonderful seeing these complex
organic curves and bends being produced quickly and
simply without a single computerised machine in sight.

All in all, Jenny and I had an eye-opening day with
these most welcoming of hosts and in the evening,
round the corner, we all went for a drink in the local.
It was a thoroughly nautical pub with a large sign on
the door stating ‘Your Home Is Where Your Boat Is’.
I confess I felt more than slightly jealous because for
most of our fellow drinkers this was probably true.

We recommend you go if you can. Jenny and I
will certainly be back to see this fantastic exhibition
when it opens. Next time, however, we intend to
make a proper job of it and arrive at Falmouth
under sail. SAxe carving.

Axing.

Will Bullough holding the Dragon.
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The oldest of the plots of woodland here are now
22 years old and, working loosely to a 20 year
management plan drawn up about 18 months

ago, we have started to thin and to identify the
potential “final crop” trees. After Peter and Sally
Goodwin had visited us in the autumn it was
decided that further advice was needed and in
November Peter came with Andrew Falcon to help set
us on the right track so far as selecting the “final
crop” was concerned.

There are three main criteria to help identify the
“final crop” candidates:

1) Apical Dominance: the top of the tree is still
heading up; is not excessively forked and ideally
still has a single leader even at 25 to 30' above
ground level.

2) Vigour: it’s not always the biggest trees that are
the best, rather those with a good straight trunk
without excessively large limbs, and, at 20 years of
age, the start of buttressing at the base.

Woodland Heritage 2015
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Hulls Mill Farm, Essex
The final transformation from small plants to a fine woodland

by Laurence Gagen

Laurence hugs his favourite Oak.
Sally Goodwin and Laurence stand beside the biggest
Oak on the edge of the plantation.

The unthinned woodland in October 2014.
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3) Spacing: ideally, when the wood becomes fully
mature, each tree needs about ten metres space in all
directions from its neighbours to allow for enough
canopy space. Some of our spacings are greater, and
some less than this, as nature didn’t plant the best
trees evenly but this will allow for possible further
selection at a later date.

The “final crop” trees were all marked with red tape
and have been high pruned with financial assistance
from Woodland Heritage. It is interesting to note that
quite a few of them are of stock supplied by
Woodland Heritage when they helped to increase the
number of trees per hectare in 1994-5, using plants of
superior provenance.

Ideally, the side branches being removed shouldn’t
be more than 2 inch diameter because of the
potential for scarring in the heartwood. Oak is,
however very accommodating with the bark
occluding over quite large scars in just a few years as
the tree’s girth increases. The “final crop” trees
selected are about 85 percent Oak and 15 percent
Ash, with the Oak always taking precedence because
of its greater financial potential.

The thinning aspect of the operation has
concentrated on trees of poor form; those
overshadowing their neighbours excessively
because of their vigour; or those adjacent to a really
good “final crop” specimen. They were identified
with a red spray paint and the cordwood thus
acquired will go towards supplementing our
firewood business. It has been stacked on metal
stillages to dry and await extraction when ground
conditions are better.

Woodland Heritage 2015 
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Andrew Falcon, consultant forester, demonstrates the
spacing required for Oak canopy.

Laurence attaches a fluorescent red tape to denote the
trees which he hopes will be final crop.

Laurence and Andrew in heated discussion !
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Laurence, using his “Silky” telescopic saw to begin the final high pruning. The heaps of firewood are from the
final thinnings.

An overall view of the woodland after final thinning.

Editor : 
“Our close working relationship with the Gagen
family is nearing a very pleasing conclusion. Our
intervention, with advice and supplementary
planting, began in 1993 and our Trustees have made
many visits to the new woodland over the years. 

Whist it is very pleasing to see the trees and
wooded areas develop at Hulls Mill Farm, it is
particularly satisfying to witness the care and
attention given by Laurence Gagen to each
individual tree. In the recent thinning operation,
many fine stems which Laurence had nurtured over
the years had to be culled in order to release the
selected Final Crop. That must be hard to stomach,
but his disciplined attitude sets him apart from the
average farmer whose woodland and trees are
often left to get on without support. 

Hulls Mill Farm is an exemplar of best practise
and in time Laurence should consider entering his
Oak stands in nationwide forestry competitions.
I bet he will gather some silverware to hand down
to his family !”

Over the next 5-6 years the selection and thinning
will carry on until the whole woodland of 27 acres
has been attended to. We will then go round again
and thin a bit more. Little and often is best as too
much thinning at one time makes the remainder of
the trees prone to wind-throw. Also letting the light
into the wood more gradually helps to suppress
epicormic shoots.
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The Black Walnuts are now 15 to 16 years old and
have grown exceptionally well in the sheltered south
facing valley where we planted them. They have now
all been pruned as high as is feasible with the Silky
Fox pole saw and all that can be done now is wait
for them to grow, and hope the grey squirrels don’t

decimate them. The Walnuts are doing so well that I
wish I had planted more....

In the background of the photos can be seen
some of the cordwood extracted when the Sweet
Chestnut plot was coppiced, which is waiting to
go into firewood. S
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“Our American Black Walnuts are thriving too!”

Thanks to Laurence’s assiduous pruning, following
advice from Woodland Heritage, he can proudly boast
some potentially valuable Black Walnut.

The small grove of Juglans Nigra (American Black Walnut) planted in 1999 in a sheltered valley were raised
from seed from specimen trees at Twyford Hall in North Norfolk. Their original parentage is from Nova Scotia.

Sally and Peter Goodwin stand beside yet another of
Laurence’s fine Black Walnuts.
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Our Furniture & Craft Awards
by Peter Goodwin and Will Bullough

When Will Bullough and I were tasked with
judging the Woodland Heritage awards at
this prestigious Cheltenham exhibition,

we were there to seek out those pieces made from
homegrown timber, as well as their aesthetic
appearance and standard of craftsmanship. We
were pleasantly surprised by the high standard of
workmanship, but here we can only describe a few
outstanding entries. 

Jason Heap, the Exhibition Director, had made our
job much easier by insisting that every entry had a
clear written provenance of the wood used.

Outstanding in this respect was the superb Burr Elm
“tree” by Suzanne Hodgson (above) who had spotted
the board on the floor of a timber shed, unloved and
forgotten – and now brought to life so cleverly and
certainly “Adding Value”. Sitting proudly on a
Georgian mantelpiece, this piece had an immediate
impact on us, yet Suzanne’s amazement that we
should select her “tree” was very satisfying for us. 

Clearly, the beautifully detailed and expertly crafted
Bog Oak writing table by Young & Norgate (right)
was an obvious winner of the other top prize and set
standards which other craftspeople would find hard

to follow as we set off to seek out more inspirational
works. It was impossible for exhibitors to enhance
their pieces with spot lights and clever backgrounds,
because the rules stated that the fabric of the rooms
in this fine Georgian building could not be touched. 

We soon realised that some pieces were displayed
to real disadvantage – a classic example being the
“Stocking legged” side table and matching chair by
David Watson (see opposite page) being given a
position in a corner which featured a huge cream
painted cast iron radiator ! All the exhibitors also had
to contend with an unforgiving dark grey carpet
which did little for their display, but it was certainly a
“level playing field”...

Young & Norgate - ‘Animate’ Writing Desk. Winner in
the category “Best Use of British Timber”.
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Situated at the far end of the hall was a stage on
whose frontage was displayed a selection of strange
musical bowls which Will and I had never
encountered before. These made an immediate
impact with us – see photo with Will in front of this
collection – and we soon realised just how

technically difficult it must be to turn the Sounding
Bowls down to a base of only 3mm in order to
create a perfect resonance for the sound. No
sooner had we made our choice, and awarded a
special prize to Tobias Kaye, than the man himself
appeared and told us more about these outstanding
traditional musical instruments which he crafts near
Buckfastleigh in Devon and which produce sounds
which can aid therapy and healing.
(www.soundingbowls.com)

In all, we witnessed
a large and varied
exhibition of pieces
which were priced and
available for visitors to
acquire – not just a
static and meaningless

showpiece – and Jason Heap is to be congratulated
for his tireless work in bringing the best of British
craftsmanship together for this annual event which
is so well attended. S

Woodland Heritage hopes to return and
encourage more craftspeople to use timber grown in
Britain at the 2015 event which runs from 22nd to
31st August.

www.celebrationofcraftsmanship.com

David Watson’s “Stocking legged” chair and side
table.

Tobias Kaye with his winning entry “Sounding Bowl
in Sycamore”.

Joseph Lewis – Burr Oak
Cabinet. Also Commended
for “Adding Value”.

John Parkinson –
“Nature’s Bounty” spalted
Sycamore cabinet. Highly
Commended for “Adding
Value”.
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Introduction

Following on from the IUFRO conference on
uneven-aged silviculture, in Birmensdorf
(Zürich), was the five day post-conference tour. 

In the safe hands of our tour guides Andreas Zingg,
Professor Jean Philippe Schütz, and some of the WSL
staff we set off on a journey of incredible forests
throughout Switzerland and France. These forests had
something in common; they were all uneven-aged, or
plenter forest, or close-to-nature, or irregular forests.
Besides the forests we experienced some breath-
taking landscapes in the form of the Swiss Alps, the
Swiss and French Jura Mountains, huge vinyards on
fertile plains, and the Northern Vosges mountains.

What is a Plenter Forest?
A plenter forest is composed of a diversity of tree

species and of tree sizes such that the growing stock is
in a state of equilibrium, that is to say that an
optimum volume of timber may be harvested regularly
and sustainably in perpetuity. It is a forest where the
regeneration occurs naturally and constantly. This
form of silviculture respects the forest ecosystem which
produces maximum benefit, not only from an
economic perspective, but also from the perspective of
protection, biodiversity, recreation and landscape.

Definition compiled from the work of J. Ph. Schütz

Stop 1 – The Communal Forest of 
Rougemont (a Mountain Plenter Forest)

Our host: Serge Lüthi
High in the Swiss Alps the communal forest of

Rougemont is a ‘mountain forest’ covering 7,800 ha. 

It is an example of the classic Norway Spruce/Silver
Fir/Beech species mix. The study site was a one
hectare sample plot installed by WSL in 1928, when
in this part of the forest transformation began from an
even-aged condition. Initially this was done by gap
creation (without expansion following regeneration).
It is now in a fully developed plenter condition. The
plot’s elevation of 1,400m above sea level is
considered to be on the upper limit for Silver Fir yet
it is still dominant. Rainfall is 1,500mm per annum.

Since inception the plot has received 13 repeat
inventories on a periodicity of five to ten years. In the
centre of the plot sits a large boulder some three
metres high covered in ferns and mosses upon which
are inscribed the names of the mensurationists who
have surveyed the site over the past 85 years.

The production and treatment is focused on the
large high-quality trees which are providing stability,
room for crown development and, in the case of
Silver Fir, stem shading of the lower bole to prevent
development of epicormic shoots. Some 50 to 60% of
the stand volume is in the large size-class (52cm+),
therefore the greater part of stand volume and value
increment lies within these trees. 

Stems are not removed to favour regeneration; it is
has been proven that maintenance of the correct
level of stocking is enough to secure plentiful renewal
and recruitment. Age has little meaning in the plenter
forest; saplings in the under-storey can be deceptively
old and will remain in the ‘waiting room’ only to
respond when light conditions improve. Intervention
in the under-storey is carried out when stems are
large enough to recoup their harvesting cost.

The overall stocking (m3/ha) is the parameter used
to control sustention. Throughout the 1930s and

The Jungfrau (4,158m) as seen from the window of
the minibus as we set out on the first leg of our
journey.

Serge Luthi explains 85 years of monitoring in front of
a huge boulder bearing the names of those who have
surveyed the plot over the decades.

Another Woodland Heritage G
A Forester’s View of the IUFRO Conference Tour

by Richard Deffee 
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1940s this was typically between 370 m3/ha and 400
m3/ha (or 28 – 30 m2/ha basal area) after harvest, with
around 50 m3/ha of removals. During the 1960s
stocking levels were allowed to creep up to 450
m3/ha (34 m2/ha) which resulted in the stand
becoming unbalanced, stifling regeneration, and
reducing stand increment. Several, more intensive
harvesting operations were carried out in the 1970s
and 80s with removals of over 100 m3/ha per
intervention. The stocking is currently held at around
300 m3/ha (25 m2/ha basal area) which has resulted in
improved stand increment (now 12 m3/ha/yr).
Throughout the transformation period the species
composition has little changed.

Stop 2 – Le Buron State Forest
(Research Project “Growth Cells”)

Our Host: Pierre Cherbuin
We travelled down from the mountains to the Swiss

lowlands between the Alps and the Jura to Le Bois du
Buron in the Canton de Vaud.

Le Buron is a 72 ha woodland block on a brown
hydromorphic soil, which has been divided into 38
equal divisions on a square grid pattern. Elevation is
620 m above sea level and rainfall is 800 mm per
annum. Long dry spells in the summer months have
been a problem for Beech in recent years.

The wood has had a long history of different
ownerships and management activity including
coppice with standards1 and some, only partially
successful, coniferisation. Most of the structural
variation is derived from storms “Lothard” and “Martin”
in 1999 which devastated much of the conifer high
forest. As a result much of the forest is very young,
either planted 2001-2005, or left to naturally
regenerate. There exists a wide range of species which
are intimately mixed, both broadleaf and conifer.

Growth Cells Research:
The objective is to define a low cost management

system for small woodland for non-professionals.
The ‘growth cell’ is a systematically placed unit
(7.5m radius circle). The circle centres are 15m
apart and landmarked. Within each cell the best
quality tree is selected as the future stem and is
marked. The silvicultural management is focused on
the development of the future tree. Regular pruning is
carried out and competing trees are removed to allow
optimal crown development. Some attention is also
given to maintaining species diversity. The three cells

The focus of sivicultural treatment is on the large top
quality trees.

Pierre Cherbuin explains the “Growth Cells” research
project.

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary

1    In continental Europe coppice is generally understood to be of many broadleaf species (commonly
Hornbeam) grown on long rotations for fuel-wood. Coppicing of Hazel is a practice peculiar to the UK.

The centre of the cell is ‘land-marked’ and a single
tree selected for individual attention.
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demonstrated contained future trees of Silver Fir,
Hornbeam and Oak.

It was still ‘early days’ for the project but, to me,
this approach seemed rigid, highly prescriptive, and
requiring significant time investment. But perhaps this
is ideal for a keen amateur, small woodland owner,
with time on their hands.

Stop 3 – Les forêts de la Montagne de 
Boudry (the Marteloscope)

Our host: Pascal Junod
On day two we travelled east to Lake Neuchâtel,

in the shadow of the Jura Mountains. The Jura are
a series of low parallel ridges consisting of Jurassic2

Limestone folded in the Pliocene period; they are the
ripples around the edges of the more violent
geological pile-up of the Alps. Les forêts de la
Montagne de Boudry are located on the ridge
overlooking the lake. It is a large multi-function forest
which covers the entire mountain, the top of which is
wood-pasture. 57% of the forest is public and 43% is
in private ownership (with many private owners).
Rainfall ranges from 1,632 mm on the north-west side
to 976 mm in the rain shadow on the south-east side.
The forest is operated under four silvicultural systems:
single tree plenter, group plenter, mosaic, and
pasture. With the exception of the pasture system
each has a Marteloscope training plot.

The Marteloscope is a one hectare square plot
principally used for training in stem selection but
also for monitoring changes. All the trees within the
plot are numbered, geo-located, and quality assessed.
The elite trees (or ‘plus’ trees) are highlighted on a
plan and are given special attention. There are four
Marteloscopes within the forest at different stages
within the ten year felling cycle; they cannot
practically be used as a training aid for several
years following selective felling. 

The first stop was a plot worked on the mosaic
system. The mosaic system is somewhere between
group plenter and traditional single-tree plenter and is
used in stands of mixed shade tolerant, and light
demanding species. It requires the marker to vary
his/her approach at the small scale to reflect the
silvicultural needs of the species in the locale. The
plot contained 17 species (six conifer and eleven
broadleaves). This site had been harvested during the
winter of 2013/14, it contained 331 stems and was
standing at 400 m3/ha pre-felling. The volume
removed was 140 m3/ha with an average stem volume
of 1.37 m3 per tree.

The second marteloscope had, again, 17 species
present but with a higher percentage of light-

demanding broadleaves it was managed under the
group-plenter system, in which the marker is
required to create small discrete gaps. The target
pre-thin standing-volume is 300 m3/ha (27 m2BA).
The gaps created during the last intervention
contained an impressive diversity and abundance
of regeneration. 

Of interest was a good quality Juglans nigra
marked as a “plus tree”; in the UK this species is
commonly considered too light-demanding to be
grown in a mixed high-forest setting.

The third and final Marteloscope plot consisted of
the traditional Silver Fir/Norway Spruce/Beech mixture
associated with the plenter system, however Beech
was far more dominant than in previous examples
with each species contributing approximately a third
by volume, with minor elements (2%) of Sycamore,
Yew and Whitebeam. It was being managed under the
group-plenter system and, at the last measurement in
spring 2013, was standing at 316 m3/ha (28 m2BA). A
LIDAR image revealed differentiation in tree-sizes and
species. The number and size of the groups was also
clearly defined from the image.

This visit demonstrated the diversity that could be
achieved at the ‘forest level’ whereby different
silvicultural approaches (all uneven-aged) had been
selected in response to stand species composition.

Stop 4 – Forêt de Envers, Couvet:
Henri Biolley

Our Guide: Prof. J. Ph. Schütz
Not far from Boudry, on a parallel ridge of the Jura

sits the forest of Envers at Couvet. It sits at an
average 900 m above sea level and receives 1,600
mm of annual rainfall. This is the archetypal Silver
Fir/Norway Spruce/Beech plenter forest began by
Henry Biolley in 1890, following the principles
devised by Adolph Gurnaud. Since this time there has

2  The name “Jurassic” is derived from the Jura – it is the type area for the Jurassic system 205-137
million years ago. At this time it would have been a shallow sea, the Jurassic lime stone being made up
of millions of years of coral formation.

A fantastic ‘cone’ of regeneration in the group-plenter
Marteloscope.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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been continuity of silvicultural management, and
monitoring using the ‘method du controle’ or check
method. It is now understood, by use of the check
method, that 360 m3/ha is the optimum stocking
density, with a balance of large wood (52.5cm+)/
medium wood (32.5-52.5cm)/small wood (17.5-
32.5cm) of approximately 50/30/20 by standing
volume. Harvesting is carried out on an eight year
cutting cycle which results in a current annual
increment of 11 m3/ha/yr. 

The incredible fact is that during the 110 year
period from 1891 to 2001 the standing volume, as
measured in 2001, has been harvested 3.4 times; that
is approximately 1,000 m3/ha per century, without
ever exposing the soil or significantly depleting the
standing capital value. 

Ultimately the silvicultural aim to transfer this forest
to an all aged plenter forest, in a state equilibrium,
within a century has been achieved.

Stop 5 – La Joux-Pélichet

Our guide: Prof J. Ph. Schütz
From Envers, still in Couvet, we travelled to the

forest La Joux-Pélichet near the Swiss/French border.
La Joux-Pélichet was planted on pasture land
between 1899 and 1923, principally as a flood
defence following severe and repeated flooding of
the nearby town of Le Locle. The subsoil is
cretaceous chalk, the soil above varies in depth from
20-70 cm. The site is 990 - 1,040 m above sea level
and receives 1,400 mm of rain per annum. The mean
temperature is only 6.7°C; a frost can be experienced
in any month of the year. 

The 42.2 ha woodland was planted as dominantly
Norway Spruce, supplemented by nine other conifer
species and six broadleaf species. These were mixed,
both in space and time, in a chess board effect to
deliberately create diversity in species and structure.
Later failure of some species, notably Weymouth Pine
due to blister rust (Cronartium ribicola), Stone Pine
and Scots Pine due to snow pressure, and various
Spruces because of root and stem rot, led to further
diversification when the gaps were filled by natural
regeneration of Ash and Sycamore.

Transformation to the plenter system began in 1938.
Since then it has been monitored using the method
du controle, or check method, it has been inventoried
eight times since. The average increment over this
period was 11.9 m3/ha/yr.

The key challenge here, as described by Prof.
Schütz, was in the development of uneven-aged
Norway Spruce stands on relatively high nutrient
sites. The first stop was at a stand which had received
a fairly uniform reduction in basal area some 20 years
previously. Generally on this site the weed
competition had been too aggressive and failed to
produce sufficient Spruce regeneration. The
understorey consisted predominantly of low-quality
broadleaves and shrub species with a high contingent
of Bramble. 

At the second stop an alternative method had been
employed: the stocking in this stand had been
maintained relatively high, but small discreet gaps
(no bigger than 0.1 ha) had been created. The gaps
were not inserted systematically but rather were
created opportunistically by removing groups of poor
quality trees. The success of this method was
apparent from the natural Spruce regeneration above
browse height within these gaps. The intention at
next intervention is not to expand these gaps but to
create new gaps.

The lesson here is that transformation is often
an iterative process; there is no ‘one size fits all’
approach. One must take into account the
species and site characteristics in choosing a
suitable method.

A plaque honouring the achievements of Henry
Biolley.

Professor Jean Philippe Schütz (centre), with the 24 cu
m Silver Fir “Le President” (right).

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Stop 6 – Forêt Jardinée: Bois de la Motte
and Côte (Pontarlier)

Our host: M. Leforestier
On day three, still in the Jura, we left Switzerland

and entered France – at Pontarlier and the Bois de la
Motte. Pontarlier is located on a plateau, 900-1,100 m
above sea level, with a harsh climate, on Jurassic
limestone. Rainfall is 1400 mm per annum (400 mm
as snow); 180 days with rain (50 days of which are as
snow). The average annual temperature is 7°C. The
area is in private ownership with management
entrusted to the Cabinet Leforestier for the past 25
years, it consists of 70 ha of Silver Fir/Norway
Spruce/Beech forest and 35 ha of pasture land which
is attached to the farm for summer grazing.

A management plan was drawn up in 1984 with
the aim of gradually transforming the even-aged
forest to plenter forest. The main objective of the
owner is to “produce quality timber, ensuring the
proper functioning of the forest ecosystem by
maintaining ecological diversity”.

Thinning control is carried out by using the ‘check
method’ with inventory always carried out just before
a planned harvesting intervention. The basal area is
maintained at between 22 and 28 m2/ha coniferous
plus 2-3 m2/ha of broadleaves. Harvesting is currently
on a six year felling cycle with the aim of removing
between 20-25% by volume.

The area which we were shown had been allowed
to creep up to 31.3 m2/ha basal area. The effect of
this capitalisation of the growing stock on the
sustainability of the plenter management was plain
to see. The young poles were few, and had become
suppressed, whilst regeneration was very sparse.
It was however marked for harvesting but, as has
been seen before, the effects of allowing the growing
stock to creep up can be costly and very long-lasting. 

Stop 7 – Forêt irrégulière de Cosges

Our host: Fabien Rebeirot
From Pontarlier, travelling westward, we stepped

down to the plain between the Jura Mountains and
the Burgundy hills, the Bresse.

The Forêt de Cosges is a mere 200 m above sea
level and receives 1,000 mm rainfall per annum. The
site is dominated by deep brown leached soils with
some gleying. The 78.86 ha mixed broadleaf forest
was formerly treated as coppice with Sessile Oak
standards (coppice species: Hornbeam, Aspen, Birch
and Beech), it was enriched with Red Oak between
1960 and 1979. It is broken up into small
(approximately three hectare) compartments bounded
by tracks or skiding trails.

The conversion to mixed irregular high-forest
started in 1993. The only stand data comes from an
AFI research stand installed in 1995. There is no fixed
silvicultural approach; our host describes this as an
“adaptive freestyle silviculture” encouraging quality,
structuration, and species diversity. The Red Oak has
been an issue; although of good timber quality and
marketability, the regeneration is highly aggressive to
the detriment of all other species. The basal area
seems to be optimal at around 17 m2/ha which
produces on average 1.3 m3 of logs and 3.1 m3 of fuel
wood per hectare per year. Annual costs are very
small consisting mostly of some minor respacing in
the understorey to encourage development of
saplings of Sessile Oak with apparent success.

Of all the stands visited on the tour Cosges
reminded me most of lowland broadleaf stands back
home. These mixed broadleaf stands often have fairly
diverse structures, mostly due to long periods of
neglect or disturbance events. They are often
relatively uneven-aged of mixed species and of
variable quality. As a result they present ideal subjects
for transformation – the dominant trees have been
used to fairly open conditions, have large crowns and
provide a stable framework. The many poor quality
stems of all sizes provide a useful tool for
manipulation of the stand as well as providing
financial returns. The long-term aim is to fill these
stands with healthy, vigorous, trees and production
of high quality timber.

Stop 8 – Forêt Jardinée de Folin

Our host: Roland Susse
Not far from Autun, situated in the Commune de

Roussillon en Morvan, is the Forest of Folin. At an
elevation of 580-846 m above sea level the 530 ha
forest of Folin is split into 17 compartments of
approximately 30 ha each. Originally coppice and
coppice with standards, it was largely coniferised
when purchased by the current owners in 1926.

M. Leforestier explains the thought process behind stem
selection when marking harvesting cuts in the Bois de
la Motte.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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Currently the composition is 320 ha of conifer
(including 110 ha of Douglas Fir, 172 ha of Silver Fir
and Spruce, and 38 ha of Grand Fir and Larch) and 210
ha of broadleaves (96 ha of which is Beech dominant).

Our host, Roland Susse, is one of the founding
members of the Association Futaie Irrégulière (AFI).
“The AFI was founded in 1990 by a working group
whose mission it was to study and disseminate forest
management practices that would provide both
income to the owner while also working in harmony
with the natural functions of the forest”3. Research
plots have been set up in woodlands throughout
France and other countries to demonstrate the
relevance of this approach. In Folin 169 permanent
sample plots were installed in 2002 to follow the
evolution of the population. The volume emerged at
310 m3/ha, 64% conifer and 36% broadleaf. The
increment by species is approximately 15 m3/ha/yr for
Douglas Fir, 10 m3/ha/yr for Silver Fir, 3 m3/ha/yr for
Beech, and 2 m3/ha/yr for Oak.

Management guidelines in the forest of Folin
Harvesting in all stands of 15-20% by volume on a

six year felling cycle with the following principles of
stem selection:
• Harvesting of trees which have reached an

optimum diameter
• Sanitary cuts: removal of trees which might be lost

before the next intervention
• Improvement: removal of trees which are

suppressing a better quality neighbour
• Regeneration: to give light to seedlings, saplings,

or pole stage trees
• Dead or dying trees with cracks or cavities are

retained for ecological benefit
• Enrichment planting of gaps which fail to

regenerate and in low value coppice
Despite an average annual rainfall of 1,500 mm per

annum, recent dry summers have bought drought
problems to some species – Grand Fir has been

totally removed from Folin, and the future of Beech
in the natural flora is questionable.

Stop 9 – Dambach
(Forêt Jardinée et irrégulière)

Our host: Evrard de Turckheim
We travelled east and, just north of Strasbourg,

turned north into the hills of the Northern Vosges
Mountains to the forest of Dambach.

The forest area is 4600 ha, it sits at an elevation of
210 to 510 m above sea level, and receives 840 mm
of rain per annum. The dominant soil type is a deep
free draining acidic Vosges sand.

Before the 19th Century (when coal became
available) the region’s industrial activities were based
on, and limited by, the production of wood as the
only source of fuel for the foundries. The forest then
employed around 400 workers and produced 80,000
cubic meters of fuel wood per year, more than double
the current production. The forest was managed under
the clear-cut system until 1978 and since then has
been managed under the principles of Pro Silva.

The principle species present are Scots Pine 30%,
Norway Spruce 16%, Beech 28% and Oak 16%. The
forest has been under FSC certification since 2000
and, after some discussion, limited enrichment
planting with Douglas Fir has been permitted over
recent years. The aim is to plant in gaps capable of
containing a minimum 200 trees at close spacing (any
less is considered too small and uneconomic). Small
groups of Oak (10 to 15 plants to a group) are also
planted where soil nutrients are higher.

Harvesting is carried out on a six to eight year
cycle. Monitoring via the check method (complete
enumeration) is being phased out in favour of a
network of permanent sample plots. The sample data
reveals an average 310 m3/ha with 20% in large
timber. There is a desire, in the long term, to recruit a
greater volume of large trees from the medium sized
trees to create a more balanced structure.

At the first stop we saw some encouraging
regeneration, in the form of Pine, Spruce and Beech,
following significant damage from storm “Lothard” in
1999. There is a will to favour the Scots Pine over
Spruce, which suffers from root rot, bark beetle, and
deer, and Beech, for which there are few market
opportunities but has a tendency to dominate. This
was evident at stop two where a felling coupe
created some fifteen years earlier was full of Beech
regeneration to the exclusion of all else. When our
host posed the question – what could be done here?
The majority conclusion was – work with what you
have got ! Or to quote Professor Jean Philippe Schütz:
“The train has left the station”. 

It was clear that the desire to maximise Scots
Pine although not fruitless could be labour intensive
and costly.

Plentiful regeneration of Douglas fir in the forest of
Folin.

3    For further information about the AFI see “Management of Irregular Forests” by Roland Susse,
Charles Allegrini, Max Bruciamcchie and Roland Burrus (English translation by Phil Morgan)

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Concluding Remarks
We were shown a fantastic range of sites from those

fully developed over the last 100 years to those just
beginning the journey to plenter forest. The latter
were probably of more immediate interest to most UK
foresters. Kick-starting the transformation process from
even-aged forest is a considerable challenge, this was
evident at La Joux-Pélichet, with the example of
Norway Spruce, where the regeneration initiation stage
had failed on the site of uniform basal area reduction
on these high nutrient sites. I suspect that this is not
just the case with Spruce. I have encountered similar
problems with Norway Spruce and with Douglas Fir,
where Bramble growth has been too aggressive in the
improved light environment. 

Under these circumstances it would appear that the
forester needs to be proactive in pushing for greater
spatial variation, creating light and shade. In the better
evolved stands of shade tolerant to moderately
tolerant mixtures, in seeking an optimum stocking,
they are fairly similar with ideal growing stocks
ranging from 360 m3/ha in the forest of Envers to 300
m3/ha in Rougemont, delivering 11 m3/ha/yr and 12
m3/ha/yr respectively of increment. This would equate
to an approximate basal area of between 25−28 m2/ha.

Two of the forests (Dambach and La Buron) showed
remarkable recovery in the fifteen years since being
devastated by storm “Lothard”, both now show a great
degree of structural diversity. This can only be of
encouragement to managers who are still clearing up
storm damage received during the series of storms
during winter 2013/14. Other threats to the forest
ecosystem, common to all of the forests which we
visited, were familiar to most UK foresters – browsing
due to excessive deer populations4, not so familiar to
the UK – the European bark beetle Ips typographus,
and of course climate change – recent summer

droughts have bought into question the future of
Beech in the native flora. Interestingly the better
developed plenter forests were little affected by storms. 

One gets a sense that these forests are very much
alive; that they are healthy and vibrant. There exists
superlative utilisation of the vertical and horizontal
space; every niche is exploited by an abundance and
variety of plant species. The growing stock is not
only the product, but also the production machinery. 

Nature is the driving force, regulated (in the form of
harvesting interventions) to provide for multiple
ecosystem services. Trees of the upper canopy have
large crowns with free growth able to sustain high
levels of diameter increment, whilst renewal in the
half-light of the understorey is both spontaneous and
patient, waiting for the light environment to be
appropriate for growth. 

The irregular forest is not an objective in itself. It is
the result of a thoughtful approach to forest
management which seeks to harmonise multiple
objectives. But perhaps of greatest significance in light
of recent, and as yet unforeseen, threats in the form of
storms, pests and diseases, and potential climate
change, is the ability of the forest to recover. What
better way of building in stand resilience than seeking
maximum diversity in all population elements?
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4    The return of the grey wolf to parts of France and Switzerland may offer comfort to forest
managers at least, not a sentiment shared by all however.
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FOR TIMBER. FOR PEOPLE
Henry Brown, Grange Farm Timber - Pickering, UK

Versatile timber production
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require efficient, flexible and productive 
timber production at a low price.
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Thinking outside the (Bird) Box
by Eric (Simmo) Simonds

It’s not often that I find myself struggling for words,
but being on these pages, sandwiched between the
great and the good and the guardians of wood

(Hey! That was poetic), I can’t help feeling a little
humble. I might not be what you expect to find here.
Indeed, wood is not the mainstay of my career. I
work in the world of modern technology with CCTV
and computers. However, wood is my passion, my
love and it fills my every spare moment. Let’s face it:
it quite literally surrounds us from ‘Cradle to Grave’
and must be man’s most ubiquitous material for
countless uses. It provides us with heat, shelter and
food. It can be fashioned into things of beauty or
practicality. It has strength, vitality and, in a real
sense, keeps our heads above water. A single tree
must be the home to more living creatures than the
amount of humans that inhabit the earth.

So “Why are you here?” I hear you ask. Well, good
question. I thought I would tell you my story. I am
not, and in no way pretend to be, in the league of
the people that feature here with their magnificent
and beautifully crafted products. However, I have
found that what I do, does bring pleasure to many
and for that gift, I will be eternally grateful.

I have had a love for wood all my life. I was not
aware of it at first but my design and technology
teacher at school was. He saw something in me that I
did not see myself. He encouraged me and nurtured
what little talent I had into a real lust to work with
wood. Alas, it was not to be. My male siblings were
into the world of electronics and, being the youngest,
it was in this direction I was ushered.

Despite this, I maintained my love and pursued it
as a hobby. It seemed to me that wood was the answer
to almost any problem. Where shall I put this? I’ll make
a cabinet. How can I get up there? I’ll build a staircase.

I married young and had three wonderful children
but my passion never dwindled. We moved into the
depths of East Anglia. A modest little dwelling but it
had about an acre of garden and ‘TREES’. Oak trees
about 200 years old. It was never my intention to fell
them, but somehow I just wanted to share that same
space. There were about six good sized Oaks, a Hazel
coppice and many an Ash tree. My children climbed
them, made dens in them and my wife and I would
spend some of our more memorable times just sitting,
talking and laughing below the canopy of them.

I continued with my ‘Timber Tinkerings’, making
things for friends and family. I made a Bird Box for a
friend of mine one weekend. It was received with
such delight that I was quite taken aback. He was
really into his garden and I thought it would be a
nice gesture to reflect this in the piece. So I made a
road sign incorporating a bird box, pointing to
different areas of his garden. Potting shed, wood
store... you get the picture? He asked me to make
something for his friend’s birthday who was also into
gardening. So I made a giant trowel with the bird box
in the handle. He asked me to make one for his
brother’s birthday. He liked his cars. So I made a flat
wheel with a puncture and so it went on. I found
myself being the focus of attention from all quarters.
I had never intended this but the recognition and
requests that I was getting were quite overwhelming.

The Bird Box Boutique
I was encouraged to bring my designs to an

unsuspecting public. So I approached a family
acquaintance by the name of Tarby Davenport. Tarby
is a lovely lady and devotes a great deal of her time
to raising money for charity. Every May, Tarby runs a

Flat tyre bird box.The first road sign bird box.
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very well attended event in Suffolk that goes by the
name of “Weird and Wonderful Wood”. I had gone
there every year for eight years or more as a visitor
but had never considered attending as an exhibitor.
Why would I ? After all, what I do is just a hobby;
isn’t it ?

I showed Tarby some pictures of my creations and
to my surprise; she got quite excited and animated.
I was invited to attend and it then struck me how ill
prepared I really was for this new experience. With
the help of a good friend, I worked tirelessly to

create a stand and to get my creations ready for lift
off. The event was a great success and I was left
feeling really quite touched by the comments that
I received.

To cut a long story short, my little business has
gone from strength to strength with appearances on
TV with the most gentlemanly person I’ve ever met:
Mr Alan Titchmarsh, and being at events such as
Birdfair at Rutland Water (what a great place to be if
you’re into your wildlife), but I have never lost focus
on the reasons behind this. My love of wood and my
desire to make people aware of its beauty and
vulnerability. I source all of my timber locally. I know
its age, where it was sourced from and when it was
cut. It is the likes of you the reader that helps to get
this message across. So please, although I may have
bored you to within an annual ring of your life, don’t
throw yourself off the waney edge. What you do
might just have a bigger impact than what you
intended. It has for me! S

mrlumberlover@gmail.com
www.outofthewoodwork.co.uk

Large trowel that resides in the garden of Alan
Titchmarsh.

With Chris Packham at Birdfair 2014.

Our stand.

‘Insane Bolt’ – the world’s fastest bird box.
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Brothers Tom and Ben Sutton, of Sutton Timber,
have a close working relationship with
Helmdon Sawmills in Northamptonshire where

Steve Blackwell’s immaculate operation is one of the
keys to their success as leading Oak timber
specialists.

Will Bullough, of Whitney Sawmill, accompanied
me. He supplements his main sawmill operation near
Hereford by using Tom and Steve at Helmdon. Will’s
knowledge was invaluable. We could have chosen
better weather for our visit, but nonetheless, it was
both a rewarding and impressive day. 

The very latest sawmilling machinery gives both

speed and efficiency whilst the careful handling of
the sawn logs is as good as it can get.

Meticulous sticking of the boards is followed by the
careful erection of huge air-seasoning piles in the
spacious yard. Steve’s attention to detail is second to
none, whereas many sawmills in past times have
overlooked the need to pile their stacks properly –

with the inevitable high wastage factor confronting
them. Not here at Helmdon though.

The story really begins with Tom Sutton’s constant
travels throughout Britain to secure high grade logs.
His list of contacts is enormous and his accurate
record keeping enables him to identify the source of
every single log – often appreciated by Sutton Timber
customers who insist on provenance. It seemed to me
that this is a far more sensible approach than to go
down the route of the expensive FSC certification
which frankly has failed the British hardwood trade
and which is absurdly expensive.

Tom has to travel to Europe to acquire his longer

Oak logs which are found in Denmark, France and
Germany, simply because our English Oaks may
have larger girths, but our growing regimes cannot
always produce the exceptionally tall trees which are
more favoured abroad. Tom needs these longer butts
in his armoury and Will is famed for having the
finest long “constructional” Oak stocks. I was given a
short lesson in European hardwood grading rules
which was enough to scramble my brains and be
glad that buying logs over here still relies on dear
old Mr Hoppus’s tables which still hold sway
despite metrication advances in every aspect of
the timber trade !

Once Will and Tom have agreed their needs and
cutting specifications for the year ahead, then Tom
takes over at Helmdon. He prefers to leave the
current season's felled Oak logs to be piled for a year
prior to cutting. He is acutely aware of the risk of the
wood boring beetle, Platypus Cylindrus, but
experience over the past few years has shown that in

Sutton Timber
Processing their logs at Helmdon Sawmills

Steve Blackwell in his operating cabin controlling his
massive Stenner log bandmill.

Oak logs following de-barking. This ensures that the
stellite-tipped bandsaws are not damaged by grit and
stones in the bark crevices.
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really cold winters the beetles are knocked back,
whereas in mild winter weather the bore holes are
minimal. But if left uncut for two seasons, then the
beetle will cause huge wastage...

Cutting Oak in cold weather is essential and their
operation would typically be as follows:

From mid-October start cutting 1" boards. By
November the climate is suitable for 1.5" boards. But
the big logs can only be processed in December and
January when it is at the coldest. By March, cutting

can resume on 1" thickness providing the weather is
damp and frosty. 

The service which Steve Blackwell offers Sutton
Timber includes the following operations:
1. Unloading logs.
2. Cross-cutting them to length.
3. Stacking the logs.
4. Un-stacking prior to sawing.
5. Peeling the bark. 
6. Sawing and sticking the boards.
7. Storing them in air-drying piles.
8. De-sticking.
9. Loading the sawn timber onto waiting trucks.

Tom demonstrates log grading.

Stored Oak logs ready for 2016 cutting.

A fine Oak log being converted to 1.25 inches
thickness.

Tom Sutton measures every board and keeps highly
detailed records. He is in touch with Steve through his
headphones and can ask for the saw to cut to his
exact requirements.
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Steve is renowned for his reluctance to seek
publicity for his Helmdon Sawmill, so it was with
some trepidation that I climbed up the steps to his
Operating Cabin where he is known only to leave for
occasional snacks and the call of nature. Sitting in the
huge control seat with hand levers, foot pedals and
sophisticated display technology, was a man who was
in complete control of the sawing process – and
loving it ! 

He is known as a “machinery nutter” which is
borne out by the very best and latest equipment at
his disposal. Massive log handling machines, twin-
head log saws, multi-rip saws, firewood splitters etc.
but Steve’s 54" Stenner Headrig with its two “bursting”
saws, four-head carriage with conveyor deck was the
one to tackle the big Oak butts streaming through the
feeder system. 

Rumours have it that a shadowy figure can be seen
in the massive Saw Doctoring shop (below), working
long into the night. Yes, apparently it is Steve again
because his father used to be the saw doctor and

when he retired, it was his knowledge passed down
to his son that makes Steve the best man for the job.
His investment (yet again) in the latest sharpening

and tensioning equipment ensures that the eight inch
wide bandsaws are capable of cutting Oak perfectly. 

After giving Steve a copy of our 2014 journal for a
brief read, it was clear that Woodland Heritage had
passed The Test and would finally be allowed to
show its members and readers the story of the
remarkable Steve Blackwell and his excellent
sawmill. S

Peter Goodwin

Air drying timber piles – meticulous preparation of the bases and spacing of the sticks every 18 inches ensures
that each drying board will stay flat and true.

Tom and Will Bullough.

Sotterley Sawmills, Beccles, 
Suffolk NR34 7TU. 07721 536208 (Ben Sutton)
www.suttontimber.co.uk

Helmdon Sawmills
Weston Road House, Weston Rd, 
Brackley, Northants NN13 5QB
01295 760305
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BOOK REVIEW

Getting Started in Your Own Wood
This book is an updated and extended edition of

Professor Evans’ earlier book
Badgers, Beeches and Blisters. 

Its eleven chapters cover, in a way that
is completely free of confusing jargon,
“First Steps” (means of access and what
the woodland is like), “Enjoying Your
Wood” (getting away from it all, beauty,
game and hunting, firewood, wildlife,
Christmas trees, timber production),
“Guests and Visitors” (including
uninvited poachers, fly-tippers), the
longest chapter is on “Growing and
Caring for Trees”. There are also
chapters on “Woodland Crafts”, and
“Firewood”, “Enriching your wood for Wildlife”,
“Keeping your wood safe” and a short chapter on
“Where to get help”. 

The book concludes with several appendices:
a glossary of some of the terms used; a list of
commonly used acronyms; notes on common
woodland trees; further reading and organisations
to join.  

The book has the triple advantage of being co-
authored by a professional communicator who is

also a much respected forester and a
hands-on woodland owner where he
has learned in “the best of all
classrooms, his own wood”. This
charming book conveys very tellingly the
enthusiasm, love and fun involved in
woodland ownership. It is written in a
manner that is virtually completely non-
technical and jargon-free and should be
intelligible to everyone interested in woods.
It is also very comprehensive. There are a
number of most attractive line drawings
by John White and Stephen Evans.         S

Peter Savill
Evans, J. and Rolls, W. 2015. 

“Getting started in your own Wood: 
looking after and caring for a small wood”.

Published by: Permanent Publications,
Hyden House Ltd, The Sustainability Centre,

East Meon, Hampshire GU32 1HR. 
Pp. 163. £12.95.

The British Horse Loggers is the only national body representing those working in the industry and
welcomes anyone who is interested in supporting the skill and art of horse logging. 
Our aim is to promote horse logging as a viable and sustainable option within modern forestry, by showcasing the benefits to both
woodlands and horses, whilst promoting traditional skills. 

Horse logging offers an efficient flexible approach to timber extraction by using a wide range of both traditional and modern equipment.
Horses can work through a full range of woodland operations from first thinnings to final extraction. They are a low impact and sympathetic
tool, particularly when it comes to the management of ancient woodland, archaeologically important sites; are particularly suited to steep
sites, wet sites and environmentally sensitive areas where mechanical extraction is not welcome, or may cause excessive damage to
existing crops, coppiced stools and areas of regeneration. In small areas they come into their own by minimising compaction and damage
to the woodland floor during extraction and with no pollution from fossil fuels.

We offer practical support to our members, such as a Professional Register of approved contractors, an insurance scheme, progress
events, demonstrations, a variety of courses, a market place to buy and sell horses, or related items. 

Kate Mobbs Morgan – Chairman chair@britishhorseloggers.org www.britishhorseloggers.org

The British Horse Loggers Charitable Trust supports existing businesses and runs a national apprenticeship scheme. It also offers
equipment for hire to members of the BHL through its machinery ring. 

www.britishhorseloggerscharitabletrust.org
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Reviving Old Crafts from New Woodland
by Ruth Pybus

Our local style of basketry, lost for about 20
years, has returned to North Wales; and it’s
growing! Photographed (below) are some of

the first students to have the chance to make their
local basket and help revive a dying tradition. The
skills they have learned (that allow them to turn
Hazel rods into flat ribbon-weavers and carefully
shaped ribs, and assemble these onto a Hazel hoop
rim) have been resurrected by Ruth Pybus and
David Brown, Abergele, over four years of research
and painstaking practice. 

Adding Value to Young Woodland
The couple live on a small farm, with half the land

given over to its award winning woodland planted
by David 20 years ago. As well as managing the
woodland for hardwood timber, they have fenced
some areas to exclude the local fallow deer to allow
them to coppice an understorey of Hazel and Sweet
Chestnut. Although the woodland is many years from
producing saw logs, the coppiced element is
allowing rapid production of quality small diameter
timber and David and Ruth are keen to improve
their skills to make the best use of this produce.
When they heard of the local tradition of basketry,
they knew they had discovered the ideal use for
their Hazel.

Discovering a lost tradition of basketry
Ruth was lucky to meet the last known maker of

the basket, Bob Williams, and although he hadn’t
made a basket in about 20 years due to injury, he
enthusiastically described the process. The Hazel rod
is nicked near the butt and then bent to free a strip of

wood from the outer growth ring. In this way the
whole rod is peeled of weavers, leaving a pliable
core that can be bent into a hoop or riven in two and
shaped into ribs. 

Easier said than done, it took many attempts to
turn Bob’s advice and some fine Bron Haul Hazel
rods into usable material, but the resulting baskets
have been worth the effort. Attractive, light and
impressively strong, these baskets reflect the materials
locally available and the lives of the people who
used them. 

Stories of Smallholding Lives
A few original baskets survive, often cherished

heirlooms owned by the families and neighbours of
makers. The most recent were made in the 1980s by
elderly men, such as Evan Evans, from Llansannan
(shown in picture) who were aware that the old
skills were dying out. They taught, demonstrated
and sold their baskets in an attempt to keep the

Copy of basket made by Richard Jones, Soar.

Students showing off their Hazel baskets February 2015.
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traditions alive. Evan was even filmed by S4C in
1986 demonstrating his wealth of rural crafts.
Basketry was a smallholding skill and waned with
modern lifestyle. Most of the makers identified so far

lived in small villages in the vicinity of Denbigh and
many of the families knew each other. Ruth and
David would love to know how far the Hazel
tradition extended.

Spreading the Word
Meanwhile, interest in this Hazel basketry revival

is growing. The Basketmakers’ Association has
supported Ruth’s research and she is sharing
information with St Fagan’s National History Museum
in Cardiff, which plans to film the making of a basket
in order to preserve a record of the skills involved.
The Woodland Skills Centre in Bodfari has
commissioned a basket to be donated to St Fagan’s
and will host a Hazel basket making course this April.
Ruth hopes to inspire others to make the basket by
running courses, and breathe life back into this
distinctive part of our heritage. S

For more information about courses contact 
Ruth Pybus: 07786 759950

r.pybus@tinyworld.co.uk
Facebook RuthPybusFrameBaskets

www.framebaskets.co.uk

Deer browsed Hazel coppice.

Evan Evans from Llansannan demonstrating at an
eisteddfod. Photo: Ken Gruffydd, Mold

Mrs Davies’s Laundry basket. Inset – Agricultural
basket made by Aneurin Davies, Betws yn Rhos.
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Last Tree Standing
by Dr Terry Mabbett

As fireworks burst over the River Thames on
New Year’s Day 2000 who would have
imagined the subsequent explosion in tree

pests and diseases. Fifteen years on it feels like a
‘phoney war’. Tree after tree ‘falls foul’ of pestilence
while the ‘centre’ says ‘nothing’ clearly hoping the
unfolding nightmare will go away.  Alien pests and
pathogens are spreading at an alarming rate while
the UK plant health authority squats like a
frightened rabbit caught in the headlights and doing
nothing proactive to stem the relentless tide. So where
do we stand with those insect pests and pathogens
already here, let alone others waiting in the wings ?

The ramorum conundrum
Phytophthora ramorum is delivering the final blow

to Japanese Larch as valiant foresters in Scotland and
Wales do ‘Fireman Sam’ and policy makers play
‘Postman Pat’. Nothing can be done to stop the
disease but at least the authorities might learn from
their mistakes. How and why did they allow this
highly aggressive fungus-like pathogen to get here in
the first place ?

P. ramorum had already reared its head in 1993 in
Dutch and German nurseries on Rhododendron and
Viburnum as the genetic lineage EU1. First wider-
environment infection was reported two years later
in Northern California on native North American
Oaks and Tan Oaks as a different genetic lineage
called NA1. 

UK plant health authorities moved quickly to deal
with NA1 (and NA2). They banned the import of
potential host plant material from North America
and NA1 and NA2 remain excluded to this day,
but not EU1 and EU2. They ‘walked in through the
‘back door’ using the ‘free travel passes’ which
automatically come with the quarantine-less nature of
trade between EU member states. 

When questioned by a House of Lords Select
Committee in March 2014, Stuart Goodall Chief
Executive at Confor, said: “It requires a bold and
confident government to save the day when faced
with entry of potentially epidemic and fatal tree
diseases like Chalara Ash Dieback [and P. ramorum].”
Those in charge of biosecurity and quarantine in the
mid 1990s were clearly more concerned about
‘rocking the EU free trade boat’ than overseeing the
destruction of precious UK timber resources.

First UK record of P. ramorum was on Viburnum at
a Sussex garden centre in 2002 and then two years
later on a mature tree (North American Red Oak) in

East Sussex. Rhododendron ponticum, as the
evergreen understory shrub thriving in moist,
maritime conditions, subsequently provided the
perfect foliar template for spore production.  

A similar scenario had occurred in the Western
United States where the evergreen California Bay
Laurel or Oregon Myrtle (Umbellularia californica)
had provided the foliar template for spore production
and subsequent infection and death of many
thousands of native Oaks and Tan Oaks which the
Americans called ‘Sudden Oak Death’ or ‘SOD’. UK
authorities feared for English Oak but P. ramorum
went from threatening SOD to causing SLD (Sudden
Larch Death) with Japanese Larch as the hapless host.
Genetic versatility of P. ramorum means Hybrid Larch
and European Larch are clearly at risk.

P. ramorum has already infected other commercial
conifers including (according to FC) “a small number
of Sitka Spruce”. Work is underway in Scotland to

This picture encapsulates the secret of success for
Chalara Ash Dieback. The infection is initiated at the
leaflet tip by a germinating ascospore, progresses
down the main vein into and along the rachis (leaf
stalk) and into the woody stem. Once this happens the
tree is on the road to ruin. (Picture Forestry Commission)
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study stands of Sitka Spruce mixed with ‘alternative’
conifers to bolster resilience of Sitka Spruce. One
candidate is Lawson’s Cypress which brings us on to
the next tree and disease.

A loose cannon pathogen  
FC identified Phytophthora lateralis in the UK in

November 2011, but its response was muted despite
a genetic closeness to P. ramorum probably because
P. lateralis at that time was essentially confined to
‘arb’ conifers. Lawson’s Cypress (Chameacyparis
lawsoniana) is still the main host with a few
Northern White Cedar trees (Thuja occidentalis) and
a Sawara Cypress (Chamaecyparis pisifera) also
infected.  

Everything changed in 2014 when the disease was
identified on Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) an
important softwood conifer, at Bridge of Allan in
Stirling. Fears for the spread of P. lateralis into
commercial forestry is presumably why FC’s website
now displays a distribution map of mainland Britain
using ‘red dots’ to identify outbreaks of P. lateralis
and similar to the format that was used for Chalara
Ash Dieback. P. lateralis is still concentrated in west
Central Scotland (14 red dots and 21 separate
Statutory Plant Health Notices [SPHNs] issued for

the destruction of trees), with two in Devon and one
each in Yorkshire, Leicestershire, South Wales, and
East Sussex.  

Maintaining the integrity of Sitka Spruce in the face
of P. ramorum (to which it is susceptible) has
become even more critical for the long term future of
UK softwood production. A project established by FC
Scotland is looking at stands of Sitka Spruce mixed
with ‘alternative’ conifer species and Lawson’s
Cypress is a candidate, but those involved should
consider the wider pathology picture. 

P. lateralis and P. ramorum are in the same sub
group (Clade 8) of the Phytophthora genus and
genetically close to each other. P. lateralis is spread
by air-borne spores called sporangia like P. ramorum
and with documented evidence for this in Brittany,
north-west France. 

Mixing Sitka Spruce with other conifers could well
bolster stand resilience to P. ramorum but mixed
plantings with Lawson’s Cypress may not be a good
idea. Inter-specific hybridisation (ramorum x
lateralis) could create a new species. Infection of
Sitka Spruce and Lawson’s Cypress by P. ramorum
has been confirmed by FC. Lawson’s Cypress could
turn out to be a ‘loose cannon’ conifer carrying a
‘loose cannon’ pathogen and requiring caution before
‘firing’ into commercial forestry.

Lawson’s Cypress is also infected by Phytophthora
austrocedrae another exotic pathogen in Clade 8 of
the Phytophthora genus and currently decimating the
last remaining redoubts of Common Juniper, one of
only three conifers native to the British Isles. 

Chalara Ash Dieback, an all-encompassing and all-
consuming disease, shown here infecting Common Ash
coppice and mature standards in a Norfolk woodland.

A Lawson’s Cypress terminally infected with
Phytophthora lateralis. The disease was recently
found on Western Red Cedar thereby posing a real
risk to forestry as well as landscape and amenity
conifers. (Picture Forestry Commission)
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Small conifer with a big problem
Phytophthora austrocedrae was first identified on

Common Juniper (Juniperus communis) at Moor
House-Upper Teesdale NNR (National Nature Reserve)
in 2012. A few more outbreaks occurred in Scotland
and Cumbria with some in the nursery sector but the
disease then appeared ‘to go off the radar’, but not
for long. ‘Out of the blue’ in spring 2014 a map
appeared on FC’s website showing there were now
60+ wider-environment outbreaks mostly in Scotland.  

FC says it has no idea how the pathogen arrived in
the UK. Previous infections were confined to
Austrocedrus chilensis (Cordilleran Cypress) in
Argentina and Chile and imports of this and other
Cupressaceae (Junipers and Cypresses) from ‘Third’
(non-EU) countries are banned. 

The disease allegedly got into Moor-House site
during a replanting programme when plants
germinated from seed collected on site were
inadvertently ‘made up’ to a required number with
infected non-native junipers from the nursery sector.
Restoration including replanting was underway at
many juniper sites and the sheer number and pattern
of outbreaks now appearing countrywide suggests
multiple contaminations from outside plant sources. 

Phytophthora austrocedrae almost certainly
arrived here via the European nursery sector and
probably still resides there undifferentiated from other
species (including P. ramorum and P. lateralis) also in
Clade 8 and difficult to separate even with modern
molecular techniques. Genetically closest relative of
P. austrocedrae is Phytophthora syringae which
causes fruit rot of apples.

Common Juniper is a small tree with a big problem
and given the scarcity of Juniper woodland (just 400
hectares) 60+ outbreaks indicates a majority are
infected with the end in sight for this diminutive
native conifer. Re-establishment of Juniper sites in
the drier areas of southern England where the
pathogen may not survive could prove to be the only
practical solution. FC recently announced a name
change for the causal pathogen from P. austrocedrae
to P. austrocedri at a time when we are crying out for
‘game changes’ not ‘name changes’.

A tale of two Chestnuts
Not long ago we were all concerned for Horse

Chestnut at the hands of bacterial bleeding canker and
Horse Chestnut leaf miner but, ten years on and with
‘bigger fish to fry’, Horse Chestnut and its problems
are ‘off the radar’. White flowering Horse Chestnut
was neither a forest nor a timber tree. The moist white
wood was ideal for making milkmaid’s buckets and
shelves in Kent apple stores but for little else. 

Sweet Chestnut with its much longer UK domicile
is now in focus following identification of
Cryphonectria parasitica (Sweet Chestnut blight) in

Common Juniper is the small native Conifer with a big
disease problem caused by Phytophthora austrocedrae.
Best hope against extinction from its remaining
redoubts, mostly in Scotland and Cumbria, is re-
establishment of the species on traditional drier sites in
southern England where this moisture loving pathogen
might not be able to survive. The Juniper colony at
Aston Upthorpe Downs in Oxfordshire. (Picture PlantLife)

Ten years ago Horse Chestnut was high on the pest
and disease agenda with leaf miner and bacterial
bleeding canker but we now have ‘bigger fish to fry’.
Tree collapse on a North London common through
weakening of the wood by bacterial bleeding canker
(Pseudomonas syringae pv aesculi). 
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2011 which rivals Chalara fraxinea in virulence,
spread and terminal damage to trees. The disease was
first found on trees imported from a French nursery
and planted in orchards in Warwickshire and Sussex
but the situation turned out to be a lot more
complicated and serious than first described by FC
and Fera. 

Two separate introductions from the same French
nursery, the first in 2007 and several years apart,
contributed to the disease in Warwickshire and
dozens of potentially infected consignments from the
same French stocks were sent to customers around
the UK. Some were tracked down and infected trees
destroyed but other consignments have not been
traced due to a lack of documentation. 

Consequences could be dire for Kent and Sussex
where Sweet Chestnut as standards and coppice is
concentrated. In 2014 a leading tree conservation
organisation reported Chestnut blight in one of their
seed orchards and claimed to have ‘eradicated’ the
disease. This would have required destruction of

the entire orchard but Sweet Chestnut seed orchards
are few and far between. Following the import ban
they are essentially priceless making it doubtful
whether the owners would have actually destroyed
the entire orchard.

UK plant health authorities continue to procrastinate
about the obvious origins of this potentially
catastrophic disease. “The current outbreaks are on
two sites that were planted with material supplied
from the same nursery in France, although the source
of the infection is still under investigation, and might
never be proven,” says FC. What more do they want,
a coppice pole to snap off and clout them across the
back of the head and say ‘Parlez-vous Français’?

Pine trees in peril
Dothistroma needle blight (Dothistroma

septosporum), previously called red band needle
blight (RBNB) has been infecting pines in these

Corsican Pine trees blighted and blasted by
Dothistroma needle blight. Forestry contractors
surveying for Plant Health England say Scots Pine is
going the same way. (Picture Forestry Commission)

Aerial spraying trials against Dothistroma needle
blight by FC Scotland in 2013. Those scheduled for
2014 were cancelled due to organisational problems.

(Picture Forestry Commission Scotland)

Canker causing Sweet Chestnut blight pathogen
(Cryphonectria parasitica) could be poised to
devastate Sweet Chestnut standards and coppice
concentrated in Kent and East Sussex.

(Picture D. Rigling. Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research)
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islands since the 1950s. Corsican Pine was first to
succumb to this disease which has since moved into
native Scots Pine. Foresters carrying out surveys for
Plant Health England say that in spread, disease level
and damage caused, native Scots Pine (Pinus
sylvestris) is now as badly affected as Corsican Pine.
Fearful for ‘wildwood’ P. sylvestris in the Caledonian
Forest FC Scotland initiated aerial spraying trials with
a copper fungicide in 2013. 

Aerial spraying capability in UK has dwindled from
40+ operators in the mid 1970s to just two to three
today. The only commercial aerial spraying now
taking place is on bracken using asulam herbicide
which is threatened by regulations related to aircraft,
pilots, application equipment and chemicals. Unless
the relevant authorities, including CRD (Chemicals
Regulation Directorate), sort this quickly there will be
nothing left to take off when needed in future. FC
Scotland’s decision to cancel and abandon the June
2014 trial was caused by related operational problems. 

Dothistroma needle blight has effectively removed
Corsican Pine from commercial planting. Scots Pine
which was quite recently described by FC as only
slightly susceptible to Dothistroma looks likely to go
the same way. This genetically versatile fungal
pathogen could prevent future planting of any Pine
species on a commercial scale in the UK, unless aerial
application of copper fungicide becomes standard
practice as it is in New Zealand for the protection of
Radiata Pine. 

‘Hearts of Oak’
In ecology, landscape (park and hedgerow) and

timber, English Oak is ‘head and shoulders’ above the
rest, whether native, naturalised or exotic. This makes
it all the more confounding why Defra was not
quicker off the mark in funding the fight against
Acute Oak Decline (AOD). Huge advances are being

made in the understanding of this clearly complex
decline-like disease but almost entirely thanks to
funding provided by Woodland Heritage and currently
topping £1 million.

Oak processionary moth (OPM) has fared far better
from Defra funding despite being a public health pest
and, unlike AOD, is not killing Oak trees (in the UK).
The £500,000 budget established in spring 2013 by FC
England for three years of pest and disease surveying
by forestry contractors on behalf of its Plant Health
division was exhausted after one year. Public outcry
over Chalara Ash Dieback ‘created’ the funding but the
‘lion’s share’ has apparently been consumed by ‘OPM’.

Forestry contractors carrying out surveys have
petitioned FC England to record AOD alongside other
pests and diseases. They claim a positive response
from Plant Health England but a veto by ‘predators’
further up the FC ‘food chain’ on political grounds.
England will be asked to choose a national tree with
English Oak as the ‘odds on’ winner. All a bit
embarrassing if English Oak only survives in Scotland
which is currently free of AOD.

Oak processionary moth (OPM) ate up an initial three
year £500,000 plant health survey budget in just one
year despite being primarily a public health pest rather
than a forestry problem. (Picture Bartlett Tree Experts)

Acute Oak Decline (AOD), a decline-like disease
currently killing Oaks across a broad swathe of
England and into Wales, is the most serious economic
pest and disease problem currently facing UK forestry.
Bleeding between the bark plates on an English Oak in
a South Essex ancient woodland.
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Research must focus on AOD and with respect to
future proactive management measures in addition to
elucidating the epidemiology and the role of Agrilus
biguttatus (Oak jewel beetle) as a vector of the
bacterial plant pathogen(s) which are strongly
implicated. Potential role of copper based fungicides
with their established bactericidal action, and used
successfully and safely in agriculture and forestry for
over 100 years, should be investigated. In relation to
its role in the spread of AOD Agrilus biguttatus will
almost certainly have to be re-classified from
biodiversity icon to economic forest pest. 

Despite generous funding from Defra lack of
forward and lateral thinking is holding back progress
on OPM. FC aerially sprayed the bacterial insecticide
Bacillus thuriengensis subsp. kurstaki (Btk) on two
small woodlands (Herridge’s and Broom’s Copses) at
Pangbourne in Berkshire in May 2013. This took
place against the better judgement of Natural England
and concerns expressed by conservation organisations,
local residents and politicians for this SSSI woodland. 

FC said it was a one-off attempt to eradicate OPM
from Berkshire. No pre-treatment pest surveys were
carried out to determine whether there was actually
any OPM infestation in the target woodlands. BTk
lacks the potency and persistence required to
eradicate OPM. Instead they managed to decimate
Green Oak tortrix moth larvae and thereby hit the
breeding blue tit population which relies on these
insects to feed its young.

FC tried again in mid-May 2014 by spraying nearby
Sulham Woods with Btk but this treatment is unlikely
to have fared any better. LTOA (London Tree Officers
Association) said the exceptionally mild winter and
spring (2013/14) meant LI (first instar stage) larvae
hatched at least one month earlier than usual and were
already at the L3 and L4 (third and fourth instar) stages
by the middle of May when the aerial application took
place. BTk does not kill OPM larvae beyond the L2
(second instar) stage because the gut wall is now too
strong for the bacteria to ‘punch through’. 

Milder conditions increase insect winter survival
rates and warmer springs furnish higher insect growth
and reproduction rates. Winter 2013/14 was
exceptionally mild, southern England was essentially
frost free and April 2014 was the fifth consecutive
month with a higher than average temperature. 

After a significant drop in the total number of OPM
nests found in 2013 (4,756) compared with the
previous year (10,163), and ascribed by FC to its
successful control programme, numbers rose in 2014
to the highest level yet (12,513). Over 46,500 trees
were sprayed across 322 sites. Favourable weather
appears to be the main factor driving pest numbers
and spread and is apparently overwhelming the
already huge and costly control programme. 

An OPM nest found in east London in 2014, 10 km

away from the edge of the existing zone of infestation
in Westminster, and well beyond the flight distance
capability of female OPM adults, was confirmed as a
separate introduction on Oak trees imported from the
Netherlands in 2012 and planted in the Olympic
Athletes’ Village.

Chalara confusion
If Phytophthora ramorum is the conundrum, then

Chalara Ash Dieback is sowing the seeds of
confusion. We are now on the fourth scientific name
for the fungal pathogen, but I will continue to use the
most universally recognised name (Chalara fraxinea,
the anamorphic or asexual stage of the fungus) until
mycologists and taxonomists care to explain the
underlying reasons for these name changes in a
language that everyone can understand.

The reason why the disease was allowed to enter
the UK in the first place was because the
teleomorphic (sexual) stage of the fungus was
originally misnamed in Europe as the European native
saprophytic fungus Hymenoscyphus albidus (lives on
dead Ash leaves). Defra said there was no point in
banning imports of Ash trees from Europe because

Elliptical spores (sporangia) of Phytophthora
ramorum shown here releasing their motile zoospores,
the microscopic cause of the carnage being wrought
in Japanese Larch up and down the country.

(Picture Forestry Commission)
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the fungus was native to the UK, despite the
implausibility of the supposed ‘pathogen’ infecting
Ash trees in Europe but not UK.  

FC claimed the spread of Chalara Ash Dieback had
slowed down in 2013 but the disease ‘came back’
strongly in 2014, moving into new areas and causing
a huge explosive outbreak in Lancashire which
subsequently spread into Yorkshire and Cumbria. 

FC started adding red dots to the map early in
August 2014 but said nothing and was duly rewarded
with no media coverage. A single comment appeared
on the website in typical FC ‘double-speak: “These
new cases are due to increased survey activity and
not to a sudden increase in Chalara infection”. 

Not until the second week of October 2014, when
the Woodland Trust told The Daily Telegraph that
Common Ash trees in its Greendale Wood near
Grindleton in Lancashire were infected, did this
already massive new regional outbreak receive any
coverage at all. By this time the initial ten case cluster
around Burnley and Blackburn, first posted in early
August, had exploded into 60+ cases stretching west
to Blackpool and north and north east into Forest of
Bowland, the North Yorkshire Moors and West
Yorkshire. One week later outbreaks were ‘posted’ in
the South Lakeland District of Cumbria. 

FC now displays an interactive map divided into 10
km x 10 km squares each with an Ordnance Survey
reference. Clicking on a square reveals the numbers
and dates of wider environment outbreaks for that
100 km2. 

The FC map no longer shows recently planted Ash
sites infected with Chalara claiming the distinction has
become less important. This, they say, is because “the
diseased plants at many such sites have been
removed and replaced, thereby eliminating the
disease from the area.”

But not if the disease had already escaped into the
wider environment but has not yet been found.
Significant first time outbreaks in Birmingham and
Nottinghamshire, identified and reported in autumn
2014, do not appear on the new map designed by FC
who are yet to explain what differentiates (in time
scale) recently planted Ash sites and Ash trees in the
wider environment. Given the huge number of
question marks still surrounding this disease the last
thing FC should be doing is removing relevant
information from the public domain. Landowners
now finding chalara in their woodlands will have no
way of trying to trace disease back to recently-planted
Ash stands in the surrounding area. They will now
have to assume that Chalara fraxinea simply
‘dropped out of the sky’ which would clearly suit the
UK plant health authorities down to the ground. 

By early February 2015 FC had posted a total of 988
outbreaks. The number of 10 km grid squares with
wider environment infections increased 300 per cent

between 2013 and 2014. 
Austin Brady, Woodland Trust Director of

Conservation and External Affairs, has said: “The
impacts of the disease in the short term are becoming
clearer though we have yet to see how much natural
resistance exists within our native Ash population.” 

Sadly Woodland Trust is looking for something
(genetic resistance) which does not exist in the
Fraxinus excelsior/Chalara fraxinea host/pathogen
relationship. FC England had already planted 150,000
Ash trees for genetic resistance screening only to
realise that in this instance no such thing exists.
Differences in the reactions of Ash trees to Chalara
are due to differences in tolerance of trees to disease.
Tolerance may be genetically controlled but will
almost certainly be confounded by age of tree and
growing conditions.

Genetic resistance involves the sealing off and
destruction of foliar infection at cell level by the tree
in what plant pathologists call a ‘hypersensitive host
response’. Genetic resistance means no disease.
Genetic resistance to Chalara Ash Dieback is not
documented anywhere in Europe and is unlikely to
exist naturally in Common Ash.

The disease has generated an unprecedented
volume of research right across Europe although our
plant health authorities only appear to take notice of
that which suits them. Arrival in the UK via airborne
spores from Europe is still the scenario most favoured
by FC, and for obvious reasons, even though it
contradicts all their own ‘science’. 

There is a clear mismatch between the likelihood of
long distance airborne spore spread and the time
lines and distance lines relating to disease movement
and patterns across Europe over the last 20 years, as
well as the high susceptibility of chalara ascospores to
UV (ultra violet) light and desiccation.

Spirally-arranged needles on the ‘long shoots’ of
Japanese Larch infected by Phytophthora ramorum
showing the classic foliar blight symptoms of this
disease – Sudden Larch Death. (Picture Forestry Commission)
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Spore trapping studies carried out by Dr Anne
Chandelier in Belgium, and presented at the Fraxback
Conference in London, throw most light on this
matter. She showed how ascospores released from
apothecia on previous years’ fallen leaf stalks
concentrate just 0.5m above ground level. The
number of spores recorded 3.0m above ground level
was thirty times less. Lateral movement of most
spores was no further than 50m from the point
of release. 

Members of the audience asked Anne Chandelier
about the air-borne movement of Chalara ascospores
and their potential for long distance travel over
hundreds of kilometres in one go. She expressed
strong doubts, referring them to her findings and the
high susceptibility of chalara ascopsores to UV light
and desiccation.

One questioner persisted and cited the long
distance travel of spores produced by rust fungi such
as Hemileia vastatrix (coffee leaf rust). He was
cautioned by Dr Chandelier against any direct
comparison of the ascospores produced by Chalara
fraxinea and spores produced by rust fungi. Rust
spores have thick pigmented walls that prevent
desiccation and defy sterilisation by UV light.

With chalara ascospores concentrating just 0.5 m off
of the ground, there is clearly little scope for lift off
into the atmosphere and long distance dispersal in
high altitude air currents. Moreover any ‘high flying’
spores would clearly be exposed to correspondingly
higher levels of UV light and stronger drying out
forces compared with the same spores close to
ground level. In this respect Chalara fraxinea is
completely different to Phytophthora ramorum
spores (sporangia) released from infected leaves at
the tops of tall Japanese Larch trees. 

UK government’s Chalara Management Plan (March
2013) included laboratory screening of 14 fungicides
followed by field testing of the best for protectant
activity (prevention of leaf infection by spores). Due
consideration would be given to future risks of
fungicide resistance development and cost of
fungicide in relation to the status of Ash. 

Fera used an inappropriate laboratory test which
effectively eliminated the classic multi-site action
fungicides like mancozeb and copper oxychloride
from testing in the subsequent woodland field trial.
These fungicides present little or no risk of fungicide
resistance development and are the only economically
feasible options for foliar spraying of Ash trees. 

Fera are now left with three or four products
based on site-specific systemic active ingredients
representing chemical groups known to present high
risks of fungicide resistance development. These
products are economically supported by the high
value agricultural and horticultural crops on which
they are currently used as foliar sprays but not

Common Ash. Having eliminated the purely
protectant fungicides, Fera are perversely taking the
remainder back into the laboratory to test specifically
for protectant activity which is what they should
have done to all 14 fungicides in the first place two
years ago.

FC was still ‘talking about’ ‘Protected Zone Status’
for areas where chalara is not in the wider
environment. Surely accelerated disease spread in
2014 will ‘knock’ this untenable idea on the head.
How on earth can you set up and maintain ‘Protected
Zones’ in a small country like the UK for a pathogen
with airborne spores and no control?

Last tree standing
Given the number of tree species now under

terminal threat together with close relatives that may
become susceptible after small changes in a pathogen
genome, then the situation begins to look desperate.
Add on threats from insect pests and plant pathogens
waiting in the wings, and apparently no will or way
to avoid, prevent or control these problems, then
‘Last tree standing’ doesn’t sound quite as alarmist
as it may at first have seemed. S

Roundwood Timber
Framing Course
3rd - 6th July 2015

In the Heart of the South
Downs National Park Rogate,

West Sussex

A hands-on experience for
novices or experienced

carpenters

Led by Master Craftsmen who
specialize in bespoke natural

buildings

Covering all aspects of
Roundwood Timber framing by

creating Two Bay Cruck and
culminating in the raising of the

finished frame

Course fee £325

• Camp on site 
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hello@artizansofwood.co.uk
www.artizansofwood.co.uk

Bursaries available
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The Venetian Forcola
by Peter Goodwin

Walnut timber is universally prized for its
gunstocks and fine furniture, yet the
Venetians insist on using it on their

gondolas. Not for the hull or the decking, but for
their traditional “Forcola” which guides the
gondolier’s oar, similar to a rowlock on a rowing
boat. It is a work of pure art.

The history of Forcola making lies deep in the
Venetian psyche and the multitude of shapes and
sizes of them are simply baffling. So I set out to
discover the techniques involved in Forcola making,
as well as the source of their Walnut, on a special

visit to the atmospheric workshop of one of the last
of the Forcola makers, Saverio Pastor, “maestro
remer”. It certainly helped by presenting him with a
copy of Titchmarsh & Goodwin’s impressive Walnut
Furniture catalogue. We immediately recognised a
common interest and the conversation flowed. 

We began with a short stroll down the canal path
to the timber store, where enough locks to keep
out an invading army would eventually open to
reveal a surprisingly small room where Saverio kept
his finest Walnut. I was really keen to learn about the
source of his timber because shortages in Britain,
France and Italy would surely make it hard to
procure in any quantity. It turned out that Saverio

A quiet Venetian back canal with the gondolas
covered for the winter. Saverio’s workshop is nearby.

Walnut forcole awaiting final shaping in the workshop.

The traditional Venetian adze on
the battered chopping block.

The centre picture shows the de-barked Walnut in Saverio’s drying room
together with large blank forcole which are still seasoning.
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has two timber merchants
in Montenegro who
always seek out special
Walnut butts for him.
I had no idea that the
Dalmatian coast yielded
such fine trees.

The chosen Walnut butts
have to be at least 80cm
across and each one has to
be felled very close to the
ground to feature the
“swept” grain of the
buttresses which give
Saverio the curvatures
which he needs. The logs
are then sawn into four
quarters, de-barked and
slowly seasoned under
cover for two years before

being taken to Venice.
There they must be kept
“in stick” in his dark
timber store for at least
two more years, having
been chemically treated
twice a year against the
furniture beetle, which
traditionally enjoys boring
into Walnut.

When Saverio chooses
his most suitable “quarter”
for the particular Forcola
specified by the gondolier,
he uses a series of
traditional templates and
marks out the workpiece
for cutting on his
bandsaw. Many “blanks”
were standing on the

Saverio using a modern bandsaw to roughly shape
a forcola.

The ancient vice holds the Walnut workpiece for
Saverio to make the first cuts with his draw knife.

A selection of his Beech woodworking planes.

An array of templates showing the
multitude of forcola styles.

Traditional tools in the workshop. Old forcole showing different shapes
and sizes.
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timber store floor, all marked out and cut to rough
size, prior to hand working later on. But of course,
still seasoning.

Back up the canal to the workshop, where Saverio
patiently demonstrated the multitude of traditional
Forcola shaping tools at his disposal : There were
spoke-shaves, draw knives, planes, scrapers, frame
saws, adzes, rasps – every one vital to achieve the
semi-circular hollow “morsi” to hold the oar when
manoeuvring the gondola, so “forward, reverse,
turn and stop” have their own place on the stem.

Saverio uses an old vice and a saw horse to hold the
rough sawn Forcola workpiece in position while it is
being shaped.

The starboard list and the almost vertical side of the
modern gondola requires the Forcola to protrude
from the boat to maintain an adequate inclination of
the oar, so the preferred size of the Walnut is 21 x 28
x 90cm. This is proven to provide a dozen or so
resting and pivot points and forks for the oar.

The Venetian style of rowing – standing up and
facing forwards – is a complex “balancing act” where
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Saverio uses his finest draw knife
to hollow out the morsi.

A selection of old forcole on display. Saverio bidding farewell on his
workshop doorstep.

This walnut Forcola is signed “G.Carli. 1963” and was mounted for
exhibition only. Guiseppi Carli was the tutor of Saverio who recalls how

they met : 
“On 15th June 1975 I went to ask Guiseppi if I

could work in his workshop that summer. Despite
his complaints about
not having had any
apprentices for a
number of years, he
told me that I was
too old (nearly
seventeen), I was
not the son of a
‘remer’ and I was still
going to school.
Therefore, he said, it
was clear that I
would have been

unable to learn anything. We said goodbye, but
as I was leaving he told me that I could come

back to watch. The
next day I was at his
workshop for nine
hours watching;
and I continued like
that for a month.
Then I started to
sweep the
workshop and later
to scrape the old
oars. When the
summer ended, I
didn’t want to go
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everything contributes to the system; the body of the
rower, the handle of the oar, the Forcola, the blade of
the oar and the water resistance. But the Forcola is
the one vital component which brings it all together
and the gondoliers all know that Saverio is the genius
behind this famous Venetian tradition. He pleads with
his customers to varnish their forcolas regularly and
to use pitch to protect the vulnerable end grain of the
head, known as the “testa”. Finally, he signs every
one.

There is no doubt that Saverio’s Forcole have
become collector’s items, for it is said that Henry
Moore displayed one in his famous collection. They
are both powerful and evocative – overwhelmingly
organic, sculptural and sinuous. It was a joy to
meet the man who still possesses the talent to
create them. S
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A gondolier using the lower part of the forcola to guide
his oar. Note that the forcola projects way beyond the
vertical side of the gondola.

It is worth noting that Guiseppi Carli
(1915 - 1999) began working as a
“remer” as a child, firstly, under the
guidance of his father then under his
older brother, Vittorio. When they had
died, he took over the workshop in
St.Mark’s, which for years was the only
one in the city. An expert craftsman, he
introduced the Forcola internationally by
signing them and mounting them on a
plinth. They appear in museums all
around the world. Illness compelled
Guiseppi to stop working in 1987.

back to school: I felt I had to continue learning
what I hoped would become my job. I was
spellbound by the oars and forcole.
Their perfection seemed impossible to attain
and the only way to understand their forms
was to try (and try and try...) to make them.

The work had captured me and continues to
fascinate me. 

I have taught three apprentices : Franco Furlanetto
who has had a workshop at the Frari since 1997;
Emmanuele Follador and Pietro Menegheni who
has been working with me since 2004.”

Postscript :
I would like to thank Saverio for making my
visit so interesting and for his openness and
kindness in dealing with my barrage of
questions. 

My thanks also go to Ed Cutler who kindly
researched the subject for me and made all the
arrangements. 

Finally, my thanks to Margot Black who took
time from her work at The Peggy Guggenheim
Museum to act as interpreter.
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A Growing 
Legacy
We offer the opportunity to 
leave a growing legacy –
thriving woodland, benefiting us 
and future generations.

Help us leave a woodland legacy 
for our children and our 
children’s children. 

Contributions from those who really 
care are used wisely.

www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

A society grows 
great when old 

men plant trees, 
whose shade they 

know they shall 
never sit in

This conference will celebrate the Oak, the most noble of British trees. The day will focus on the four 

themes of science, commerce, archaeology and the environment. With contributions from experts in their 

fields, from organisations such as TRADA, Sussex Wildlife Trust and English Woodlands Timber.  
 

Sponsored by Woodland Heritage 
 

Tickets: £85 per person (£60 student rate)  
 

 

To book, call 01243 811021 or email courses@wealddown.co.uk 

The British Oak Conference 
The past, present and future of this iconic tree 

Friday 19 June 2015 
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OUR FIELD WEEKEND 2014
PERTHSHIRE, SCOTLAND

Day 1: Dunkeld

A HYMN TO THE CONIFER

Romance is not dead. It is alive, well and
thriving in Perthshire. Wordsworth,
Mendelssohn and Turner all went there and

were captivated by its charms. And who is the
romantic lead player? The much-derided conifer.
Amidst the stunning landscapes surrounding the
township of Dunkeld are growing some of the most
impressive Larch, Douglas Fir and Pine trees in
Europe. The plantations, as well as the individual
‘personality’ trees, are a spectacular advertisement
for conifers and should be visited and marvelled at
by all those so quick to dismiss them as “serried
ranks of alien species”.  These trees are a vital
element in the designed landscape and far from
masking the dramatic natural features, they serve to
enhance and celebrate them.

Another anti-conifer myth that “no birds sing” in
such woodland was also shattered during the first day
of our annual Field Weekend. We learned of the very
high conservation value of these predominantly
coniferous Tayside forests with birds, including the
capercaillie, a healthy population of red squirrels and
pine martens as well as three species of deer.

Our morning started with an introductory talk by
Charlie Taylor, the Forestry Commission’s District
Manager for Tay Forest District which covers some
100,000 acres. As a keen advocate of Continuous
Cover Forestry (CCF), Charlie has been highly
influential in changing the Commission’s views on
what comprise “appropriate sites” for it and seeing it
increase in Scotland. In Craigvinean Forest, which
we were to explore, there is now some 25% in CCF
but this could be increased to some 40 to 50%
bearing in mind the wet soils, high winds etc.
Throughout the day the topic of CCF was a regular
theme. Ted Wilson warned against using “pedantic
terminology” such as “manipulating the canopy”.
He didn’t care whether it was called CCF or felling
in small coupes – just practice it where it works !
Graham Taylor added that he was coming to the view

Among the Douglas Firs of the Hermitage, Dunkeld.

Charlie Taylor, Forestry Commission Scotland’s District
Manager for Tay Forest. Black Linn Falls at the Hermitage.
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that if CCF is your object, and if it is the right thing to
do in a particular situation, then decide to manage to
that object as economically as possible. Do not do it
just because you want to do it ‘in principle’.

Charlie described the cascade of policies governing
forestry practice in Scotland. He pointed out that it
was under the local Forest Plans where sustainable
forest management is brought to life. As elsewhere, in
Craigvinean much consultation is involved in order to
get an acceptable balance of objectives which include
recreation, wildlife conservation, landscape and
timber production. Priorities for each are ‘zoned’ into
the various parts of the forest but all are pursued to a
greater or lesser extent in each zone. 

Tourism and recreation already play an important
role in the economy of the Forest and the local area
it defines, and with this in mind the new branding
describes it as “Perthshire Big Tree Country”. This has
encouraged a range of different visitors as well as
attracting EU money to improve the facilities for
them. Thus the Commission, Non-Governmental
Organisations and private enterprises can work to a
common purpose to care for the Forest and improve
its economic prospects. Local hotels are coming
under the Big Tree banner and paying a levy per
visitor night.

Well briefed, and with debate already flourishing,
we set off for The Hermitage. This 33 acre mixed
woodland was created by the Duke of Atholl in the
18th Century and gifted to the National Trust for
Scotland, while the rest of the forest (over 5,000
acres) was sold to the Forestry Commission to offset
death duties in the 1940s. It had been a private
pleasure garden but now it is looked after by the
National Trust for Scotland, it is open to all and is
described by Charlie as “the touristy bit”. As well as
the magnificent trees, including an impressive stand
of Douglas Fir, with one of the tallest trees in the
country, there are a host of hidden treasures to
marvel at. These include Ossian’s Hall, a folly built in

1758 overlooking the spectacular Black Linn Falls and
an evocative dark pool and a Totem Pole carved from
a Douglas Fir by a native Canadian from the
Squamish Nation. David Douglas, who gave his name
to the Fir, was born in nearby Scone and followed in
the footsteps of Archibald Menzies in introducing new
tree species from around the world into the ideal
climate of Perthshire. The average rainfall was
described as about 4 to 5 ft. and up to 10 ft. as one
goes west – “We don’t do inches up here!” Frosts,
however, can be as late as June, but as Bede Howell
pointed out, under CCF they would get away with
more frost-prone species. It is also claimed that, apart
from Patagonia, Scotland is the windiest place in the
world to practice forestry. 

We moved on to Craigvinean Forest itself which
forms part of the Tay Forest District and is one of
Scotland’s oldest managed forests. It was created from
Larch seed planted by the Dukes of Athol, the
Planting Dukes. Some 27 million conifers were
planted between 1738 and 1830 for ‘beauty and
profit’. Now managed by the Forestry Commission, it
is hoped that the site is far enough east to avoid
phytophthora. Deer management was quickly
revealed as a key issue. Much time has to be spent in
controlling their numbers, although fortunately there
are no muntjak as yet. For a change, dog walkers are
seen as a help here in deterring the animals from
browsing in the popular parts of the forest.

At present Craigvinean is 90% conifer, but looking to
the future, Bede Howell wondered if the area might
not become the broadleaf estate for the UK given that
the ravages of the grey squirrel in the south of the
country could render broadleaf plantations unviable
there. Charlie thought that cash flow issues would
mitigate against a large-scale increase in the
production of high quality broadleaves in the area in
the near future. However, the long-term plan for the
whole of the National Forest Estate in Scotland was to
aim for 20% of the forest area to be productive

Charlie addressing the group in Craigvinean Forest. The Pinecone Shelter.
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broadleaves – although a smaller portion than this
would be likely to produce high quality timber. He
was hopeful that the research in Ireland of the
significant impact on grey squirrels by the spread of
pine martens would prove a turning point. Both grey
and red squirrels were present in Craigvinean but he
feared that the current resource commitment to trying
to contain grey squirrels in Scotland would prove
difficult to sustain and, if the pine marten impact is
proven, this natural assistance will be hugely helpful.

Provision for the demands of tourism and recreation
is much in evidence throughout the Forest.
Management for visitors takes many different forms.
Along paths and in visitor ‘hotspots’ different species
are planted to those more intensively commercial
areas. Specialist interests such as car rallying (a major
event can bring as much as £500,000 into the local
economy in a single weekend), husky dog trailing
and mountain boarding all have to be catered for and
not all even begin to cover their costs. Motocross
bikes do a lot of damage but this activity is hard to
police and necessitates a security company being
brought in for weekends and holidays. Likewise dare-
devil off-road cycling causes both erosion and
potentially serious claims from injured parties.
Nonetheless, the Commission tries to stay open to all
ideas and only says “No” with very good reason.

‘Leaf peepers’ throng to see the Autumn colours in
which the Larch play such an important role. With
70 km of connected paths leading through different
parts of the forest and neighbouring land and back to
Dunkeld, it is hoped that these and other visitors will
stay in the area for several days. We could certainly
have been tempted particularly as we gazed over the
spectacular views of the Tay valley from Pine Cone
Point – a picturesque viewpoint marked by a unique
timber built structure in the shape of a pine cone.

The afternoon session
Our afternoon visit was equally awe-inspiring and

focussed on the remarkable individual trees along
the Big Tree Trail following the banks of the River Tay
in the grounds of the Hilton Dunkeld House Hotel.
We were truly fortunate in being led along the Trail
by Tom Christian, manager of the National Tree
Collections of Scotland, based at the Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh. His knowledge, enthusiasm and
presentational skills impressed us all and inspired
the powers that be at Woodland Heritage to offer to
be involved and assist the Project.  

Starting out from what is now a privately owned
Hilton Hotel, Tom described how the Dukes of
Atholl experimented with planting different trees,
many of which are to be found along the Trail and
in the grounds of the hotel. Many are British record-
breaking trees, including the largest girth Douglas Fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), the tallest Red Fir (Abies
magnifica) and a Sequoia (Sequoiadendron
giganteum) from the first batch imported to Britain.
The Parent Larch stands along the Trail behind
Dunkeld cathedral and is the sole survivor of a group
of European Larches (Larix decidual) planted in
1738. The Kennel Bank Larches, near the main
driveway to the hotel, contain trees grown from the
seed of the Parent Larch and 11 of the original
Japanese Larches (Larix kaempferi). These represent
the first of the species brought to Scotland by the
7th Duke in 1785 when a total of 14 were planted.
Natural hybridisation between the European and
Japanese Larches at this spot gave rise to the
Dunkeld Larch which, due to its hardiness was to
revolutionise Scottish forestry. 

Tom then described how the grounds now play
host to the iCONic project which is not only caring
for the extraordinary established arboretum but
continuing the spirit of experimentation with the
introduction of yet more species. At each of the most
memorable trees, old and new, there was a story to
tell and questions for Tom to answer – which he did,
seemingly effortlessly. He turned the tables with a

The River Tay at Dunkeld.

Sydney Draper (left) listens intently whilst Tom
Christian discusses one of Dunkeld’s massive trees.
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field test for us, with the promise of a drink at the bar
for a correct answer. Not surprisingly Bede Howell
was volunteered for the task. After a moment’s
thought – or was it to build suspense? – Bede
answered correctly, to a round of applause, that the
small tree in the protective cage was a Chilean
Fitzroya Cupressoides. 

After an exhilarating day we were treated to tea on
the hotel terrace and the launch of Oak: fine timber
in 100 years – translated from the French, with the
backing of Woodland Heritage, by Bede Howell.
Copies available from Tim Rowland, Future Trees
Trust.

Susan Bell

The ‘Parent Larch’ by Dunkeld Cathedral.

Tom Christian beneath a 300-year old Oak in the
grounds of the Hilton at Dunkeld.

Bede Howell signed copies of the Oak book which
he so skillfully translated, and was duly presented
with a special trophy by the Trustees of Woodland
Heritage. It was an ebonised vessel turned from the
Monkey Puzzle tree (Araucaria) featuring its
dominant knots. Another of Richard Chapman’s
talented turnings.

Looking over the Tay at Dunkeld toward the Cathedral.
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Day 2: Bolfracks Estate

The privately owned 4000 acre Bolfracks Estate
is to be found on the banks of the River Tay
amongst some of Scotland’s most breathtaking

landscapes. Athel and Annie Price, who inherited the
farming and forestry concerns as well as the
beautiful walled gardens, operate a thriving
softwood and hardwood business here. Committed to
environmental best practice with FSC certified
woodlands, sustainable forestry is an important part
of the estate. Their hardwood stands have received
much acclaim and in 2008 were awarded the
prestigious Hunter Blair Trophy for silvicultural
excellence. Additionally, the estate embraces modern
organic farming principles to produce exceptional
quality organic beef and lamb.

Hosted by Athel (above) with Andy McKerchar
(right), one of the estates full time forestry team, and
Bruce McLeod, a local contractor responsible for
much of the planting around the estate, the day
commenced with an opportunity to see a John Deere
1470 harvester at work (below). The machine was
partway through clear-felling an estimated 8,000
tonnes of 35 year old Sitka Spruce, an operation
which would take around two months from start to
finish. Athel explained that Sitka Spruce (particularly

improved), was the species of choice and much
preferred by the local sawmills.

Athel described to the group how he had inherited
a conifer monoculture with only a 15 year age
difference between the youngest and oldest stands –
from 1966 to 1980. He admitted to feeling coerced
by the Forestry Commission into producing a
comprehensive forest design plan that would
introduce the necessary age class diversity required to
ensure sustainable forest management. However, the
20 year plan with its sequence of premature fellings
aimed at breaking up the old plantings turned out to
be “marvellous”. The initial hard work put into
planning has resulted in an annual clearfell
programme until 2030. This combined with a regular
thinning programme ensures a steady flow of timber
as income for the estate and a regular supply to the
sawmill and estate chipper (more on that later).
Establishing permanent thinning racks every seven
rows which follow the planting lines enables easy
machine access and means the 10m reach from the
centre of the machine is able to reach the trees in the
third row. 

Athel was justifiably proud to be able to say that
the estate provides full-time employment for two
foresters through ongoing thinning/felling/restocking
work with the remainder of the work going out
to contract. 

The estate has a thriving commercial hardwood
interest. A young stand of Ash, Cherry and Sycamore
planted into former permanent pasture with an

Andy McKerchar.
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objective to produce high quality timber, is achieving
good growth rates on the deep brown soil with
average yield classes of 10 to 12. Establishment
included site cultivation by three-furrow agricultural
plough, chemical weeding and vole guards.
Management so far has involved early pruning of
lower branches, high pruning and thinning (left to
waste) at year ten with a further recent thinning
carried out by harvester and forwarder with the
thinnings sold for firewood. Bede congratulated Athel
on his excellent Ash, although noting that the Wild
Cherry was somewhat disappointing and probably of
the jam variety rather than veneer! Sadly, as the
Cherry was generally poor form and with Ash possibly
succumbing to Ash dieback (Chalara fraxinea) then
the Sycamore may be the only timber tree left here.
The general consensus was to favour the Sycamore,
and also the better Ash for as long as possible. It was
suggested that the Sycamore be marked to define the
matrix of the stand as it was the superior tree in terms
of potential market value and form – large dimension
Sycamore can attain almost the same value as Walnut.
Gavin Munroe suggested that the grass sward be
controlled as Sycamore and Sycamore regeneration

does not appreciate a dense covering of grass. Next, a
Sycamore, Ash and Oak stand, planted in 2005 as an
agroforestry experiment, was planted at spacings that
would not inhibit growth of the grass sward and
would also provide protection for the livestock
(sheep). Defra covered the entire establishment costs
including pegs, mesh and guards. Everything possible
had been done to protect the trees from both the
livestock and visiting roe deer but the resulting costs
were prohibitive while maintenance costs continued to
be ongoing and expensive. 

The group were impressed by a stand of genetically
improved Silver Birch, planted in 1995 into good
brown soils with a yield class 10 to 12 with many
dominants and co-dominants displaying good form
with little forking. It was obvious to see the impact of
genetically selected or improved material and good
silvicultural practice including fairly high initial
stocking to draw stems up through competition, early
pruning, and selective thinning to offer spacing for
development of symmetrical crowns. The drive to
produce genetically superior trees has been
recommenced fairly recently by the Future Trees Trust
and it was advised that if wishing to get the results
seen before us, then genetically improved Birch was

the way to go. Athel explained that his rationale for
planting pure Birch here was in recognition of the
use of Birch in furniture making and cited Ikea with
their extensive use of Birch timber both exclusively
and as a contrast with other materials. He
acknowledged that while Birch is a popular tree and
comprises some 40% of the UK broadleaf area, at
present there is no established market for Birch in
this country and this venture is a bit of a leap of faith.
In view of the lack of markets for Birch, the subject
provoked considerable debate. On the downside it
was noted that the tree is short lived, prone to rot
and does not machine well. However, as well as
Ikea, it is also highly valued by German buyers,

Bede Howell gives us his thoughts about this stand of
superior Silver Birch.

Our lunchtime stop on the banks of the river Tay.

Rick Worrell, Forestry Consultant, discusses the next
thinning operation with our host, Athel Price.
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considered a most beautiful wood and makes
fantastic flooring not to mention great firewood. 

An estate Ash stand has been supplying the Irish
hurley stick market. Fast grown stems result in the
desired white, springy timber and it is the lower part
of the stem that is utilised. 150 hurley boards can be
fashioned out of 1m3 of Ash or 10-15 per butt (based
on an average of three spurs per butt). The annual

market in Ireland is some 400,000 stems and each
player on average will go through five boards per
season. The market in Ireland is so lucrative that theft
using chainsaws with silencers is not uncommon!
Until recently the hurley market included Ash grown
in England. Sadly, the emergence of Ash dieback
disease has meant a ban on imports in order to
protect the native grown Ash. 

The estate’s expansion into the woodchip biomass
market is supplied mainly by thinnings (Sitka Spruce
preferably) from the estate. Timber stacks are left
covered at the edge of the stand to dry and the wind
does the rest, reducing water content typically down

from 60% to 25% in a short space of time, resulting in
a much reduced need for supplementary drying. Athel
has a half share in the chipper which is capable of
producing 100 tonnes of chips a day providing
regular loads to be transported by artic, small
individual loads for the valley community, and to
supply the biomass boiler in the main house.

An excellent day concluded with an even more
excellent afternoon tea on the house lawns courtesy
of Athel and Annie and the opportunity to wander at
our leisure around Annie’s beautiful gardens. We were
well and truly spoiled with the most delicious home
baked cakes and copious amounts of tea and coffee.

The commitment shown by Athel and his team to
first class forestry practice was obvious to the group
in so many ways – the planning and attention to
detail, from sourcing improved stock, planting
techniques through to maintenance and protection,
not to mention market awareness is commendable.
Additionally, the importance of visual impact, issues
of sustainability and conservation including expanding
the area of native pinewood to 200ha, is obviously a
priority for the estate. Athel and Annie have much to
be proud of.

Sharon Rodhouse

Kate Tuer admires the beautiful Perthshire landscape
from our trailer.

Visitors were treated to a small grove of huge Coastal
Redwoods planted in 1905.

Annie and Athel Price with their daughter Emma.
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Day 3: Murthy Castle

CONIFERS IN THE MIST

Having previously spent a marvellous two days
looking at the magnificent trees and forestry
in the vicinity of Dunkeld, Perthshire, a

county that now quite rightly markets itself as “Big
Tree Country”, a number of the party gathered at
Murthly Castle on a decidedly damp Sunday
morning. I suspect that many of us might well have
seen this as a subdued coda to the preceding
extravagant arboreal symphony but, if that were the
case, then how quickly and comprehensively our
preconceptions were shattered. The swirling mist and
torrential rainfall that welcomed us gave the day a
sense of having been transported to the Pacific North
West, an impression strengthened by the stunning
approach down the East Drive (right) with its
seemingly unending avenues of towering trees, Tilia’s
and Sequoiadendron giganteum, Giant Redwood
principally, that took one’s breath away and laid
down a marker saying: “Here be giants, arboreal
giants !” 

Having stopped gawping for long enough to find
the car park we were met by the 14th Laird of
Murthly, Mr Thomas Steuart Fothringham, who

welcomed us with a few well-chosen words and then
introduced us to our guide for the morning Mr Tom
Christian of RBG Edinburgh. Tom has become very
familiar with the arboreal wonders of the estate over
the last few years through his overseeing the planting
programme of a diverse range of exotic conifer
introductions at Murthly via the International Conifer
Conservation Programme coordinated from RBG
Edinburgh and it became immediately apparent that
we were in a very capable and knowledgeable pair
of hands. 

The designed landscape at Murthly extends to
approximately 2,000 acres although only a small part
of this is now managed as “policies”, the Scots term
for “park” or “grounds”. At the centre of this
landscape lies Murthly Castle itself with the present
15th century building being thought to have replaced
an even earlier royal hunting tower. At that point the
surrounding area would still have been dominated by
Birnam Wood, immortalised by Shakespeare in the
“Scottish play”, Macbeth. The designed landscape has

Thomas Steuart Fothringham addressing the group on
arrival.

One of two double avenues of Tilia x europaea
interplanted with Taxus baccata, planted in the late
19th century.

The 17th century Dutch Garden Cottage in the walled
garden at Murthly (the earliest surviving example of its
type in Scotland).
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been through many changes over the centuries, a
process documented in many maps. The earliest is
Pont’s map which depicts a tower house and
woodlands at the cusp of the 16th and 17th centuries.
The last period of major change was in the 1830s
when John Wallace was recalled from Windsor to
create the winding terraces which were then planted
up with a range of new conifers from western North
America, especially Pseudotsuga menziesii, the
Douglas Fir. These now form one of the finest groves
of Douglas Fir in the British Isles. Before starting our
tour Tom revealed that the lawn on which we were
standing, directly south of the current house, was the
site of Murthly “new” castle. This was built in the 19th
century as part of the so-called “Palace Race” between
three wealthy Perthshire landowning dynasties – the
Dukes of Atholl who began construction of Dunkeld
Palace a few miles away, the Marquesses of
Breadalbane who built Taymouth Castle at the head of
Loch Tay and the Stewarts at Murthly, an amazing
story well documented in Marcus Binney’s “Lost
Houses of Scotland”.

Having given us a context for all that we were
about to see Tom led us off through the walled

garden passing a garden house which is one of the
earliest examples of the Dutch architectural style in
Scotland dating from circa 1669 making it four
decades older than the line of Limes lining the drive
around the outside of the walled garden which are
the oldest verified plantings on the estate, dating from
1711. The main path through the walled garden is
part of an axis over half a mile long that commences
with an impressive Lime/Yew avenue to the south,
passes through the walled garden and terminates in
an ancient and sombre avenue of Yews known as the
“Dead Walk” which leads to the door of the richly
decorated Catholic chapel of St Anthony the Eremite
partly designed by the flamboyant creator of the High
Gothic Revival style, AWN Pugin. The avenue gained
its name because of the long standing family tradition
that the Laird of Murthly may pass down the avenue

Down ‘the Dead Walk’ which leads from the castle to
the Chapel (see Pakenham’s “Meetings with
Remarkable Trees”!)

Jim Buckland, the author of this article, admires a fine
stand of Douglas Fir.

Tom Christian next to a young specimen of the very
rare Nothofagus alessandrii from Chile, supplied by the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh.
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from the house to the chapel only once – in his
coffin ! These tremendous trees appear in Thomas
Pakenham’s “Meetings with Remarkable Trees”.

From the chapel end of the Yew walk we
descended the chapel steps passing a gargantuan
Thuja plicata, Western Red Cedar that demonstrated
perfectly the species habit of layering to form an
atmospheric multi–stemmed tree. At the base of the
steps we came to one end of the “Sunken Terrace”,
constructed in 1852-53 at considerable expense.
These days this is home to a collection of
Rhododendrons with the upper banks being planted
with an avenue of Whitebeams which replaced an
ageing avenue of Cedrus deodara, Deodar Cedars,
that were felled in the latter part of the 20th century.
This was one of many demonstrations of the dynamic

nature of gardens and the vital need for the ongoing
commitment of generations of enthusiastic guardians
if the landscape is to retain its character and vitality.
Leaving the sunken terrace and continuing down the
chapel steps we emerged at the end of the winding
terrace, part of the aforementioned terraces with their
incredible grove of 19th century Douglas Fir. From
there we abseiled down a steep bank to the Jubilee
Terrace, part of the River Tay floodplain. 

The damp habitat of this location supported fine
clumps of Cirsium heterophyllum, the Melancholy
Thistle, whose handsome purple flower heads
enlivened the misty scene with their pointilliste
splashes of colour. This is an area with strong royal

Monkey Puzzles at Murthly Castle planted for King
George V’s silver jubilee (1935).

Douglas Firs, planted in the mid-19th century possibly
from seed sent back from North America by Sir
William, 7th Baronet.

The Jubilee Terrace, first planted in 1897, with
Jim Buckland standing amongst the Melancholy
Thistles (right).
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associations with an avenue of Noble Firs planted
to celebrate Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in
1897. This was removed due to disease in the 1950s
and was replaced by a planting of Beech to
celebrate Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee in 1977.
It is also home to one of the densest concentrations
of Champion Trees on the estate. At the far end of
the avenue is a trio of original trees of Picea
omorika, Serbian Spruce, introduced in 1894 and
planted here in 1897. One of these is now the tallest
example of this species in the UK and Ireland, and
another is the widest. An Acer platanoides
“Dissectum”, the cut-leaf Norway Maple, is also a UK
and Ireland champion. Another remarkable tree,
although not a champion, is the magnificent
Tolkienesque Hornbeam. Elwes and Henry remarked
on this tree in their monumental publication, The
Trees of Great Britain and Ireland (1906) citing it as
one of the largest examples in the northern parts of
the British Isles. This part of the policies have, since
2008, become home to a new collection of trees
which are part of the International Conifer
Conservation Programme, coordinated from the Royal
Botanic Garden Edinburgh. New additions to Murthly
include plantings of Fitzroya cupressoides,
Patagonian Cypress, Prumnopitys andina, Plum-
Fruited Yew, Austrocedrus chilensis, Chilean Cedar,
Podocarpus nubigenus, Chilean Totara and
Athrotaxis laxifolia, Summit Cedar from Tasmania.

Many of these species have not been properly grown
in Perthshire before and, in spite of some losses,
most have proved to be quite successful, especially
Fitzroya which has also been planted at nearby
Dunkeld as a result of the Murthly successes.

The far eastern end of the Jubilee terrace features a
small pocket of riparian woodland which, either in
1897 or possibly as early as the 1860s, was planted
with a collection of Japanese conifers, the survivors of
which are mainly Chamaecyparis species. Here further
planting has taken place in recent years including a
collection of unusual Japanese broadleaves including
Aesculus turbinata, Japanese Horse Chestnut, Acer
capillipes, Red Snake Bark Maple, Cercidiphyllum
japonicum, Katsura Tree and Zelkova serrata, Keaki.
Recent coniferous additions include the very rare
Vietnamese Yellow Cypress, Xanthocyparis
vietnamensis, which was only discovered on limestone
mountains in northern Vietnam in 2002. The plant at
Murthly is one of several dozen that have been
distributed by the ICCP to test the hardiness and
performance of this unusual species in cultivation. At
this point Tom commented on the fact that all plants
grown for the ICCP programme are raised in “air pots”
whose perforated sides prevent root girdling in the
pot and whose ability to be split and peeled off the
root ball help to ensure rapid establishment on
planting, an observation I can corroborate from my
own experience.

Heading back towards the castle, approaching the
Douglas Fir Terraces from the east, we passed by
another tree supplied by the Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh, a Nothofagus alessandrii, Ruil. This rare
species may have the unhappy distinction of being
one of the rarest trees in South America. It is endemic
to a small area of Chile’s coastal mountain range
where, since the late 1950s, its range has been
dramatically reduced by the conversion of native
forests into Pine and Eucalypt forestry. The remaining
fragments of Nothofagus alessandrii forest are still at
severe risk from threats including fire and the
encroachment of non-native species. Close to this tree
was another champion, a Tsuga mertensiana,
Mountain Hemlock, with largest girth in the UK.
Nearby is the highest, phew! Murthly’s tallest tree is
also close by, a Tsuga heterophylla, Western
Hemlock, that towers to 51m (167') when last
measured in 2007. A fitting denouement to our visit to
this place of astonishing arboreal wonders.

I owe Tom Christian a double debt of gratitude,
firstly for being such an enthusiastic and
knowledgeable guide to Murthly’s marvels on a very
murky Sunday morning, and secondly for allowing
me to plagiarise shamelessly his notes on our visit
after my scribbling’s had descended into a soggy
indecipherable pulp. Many thanks Tom!

Jim Buckland
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Tom Christian looking down onto the Jubilee Terrace.
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During a day-long conference at
Portcullis House in London
organised by the European

Squirrel Initiative, scientists,
government agencies and conservation
organisations debated the implications of the new
Invasive Alien Species (IAS) legislation passed by the
European Union. The recently-approved EU
Commission’s Invasive Alien Species regulation
became law on 1 January 2015. It will lead to the
Commission adopting an open list of invasive alien
species of Union concern. Species on the list must not
be introduced, transported, placed on the market,
kept, bred, grown or released into the environment.

The day began with Francois Wakenhut of the
European Commission briefing the 70+ delegates on
the history of the legislation and its Guiding
Principles. He explained that the legislative journey
began in 2008 and that the new regulation now
enabled the EU Governments to propose species of
Union concern which would have an impact on
individual member states.

Trevor Salmon, Non-Native Species Leader at Defra
explained the costly impact of Non-Natives on the UK
economy citing a £1.8 billion pa loss. Salmon said:
“Government’s objective is to protect the nation’s bio-
security by responding to threats robustly where there
is a case for doing so, and by putting effective
mitigation or eradication measures in place where
required. The focus must be on managing risks.”

Stuart Moodie, National Ecologist at Canal & River
Trust, uses the River Lee as a case study for non-
native signal crayfish. Moodie said it was an
important waterway for public access that is now
experiencing many environmental issues due to the
huge presence of crayfish. The Trust has seen the

habitat seriously degraded, with
declining fish stocks and declining
water quality. He argued the case for
more innovative methods for control
and early detection.

Dr Dick Shaw of CABI UK took the audience
through a visual history of the damage caused by
invasive weeds giving a global view. He examined
the Japanese Knotweed problem which costs the UK
economy £165 million per annum, and shared
examples of hugely successful bio-control
programmes across the world that are working well
and could be applied in the UK. He said: “A more
strategic approach must be taking to invasive weed
control leading to more scientific research and
biological control. Great Britain leads the world in
this area.”

Dr. Craig Shuttleworth of the European Squirrel
Initiative points to the direct impact of the growing
population of grey squirrels in UK and European
such as song bird predation, red squirrel extinction
and tree bark stripping. But he also discusses the
wider economic constraints saying: “Grey squirrel
control works and it leads to red squirrels re-
establishing themselves. We must take a long-term
approach but it’s a battle worth fighting.”

The conference sponsors included Simon Hart MP,
Peter Aldous MP and Richard Benyon MP.

George Farr, Chairman of European Squirrel
Initiative commented: “ESI wholly welcomes the
new EU legislation on IAS. It gives member states a
real opportunity to tackle the Invasive problem.
I also welcome the government’s commitment to do
something about the problem. IAS are a scourge that
for too long have been ignored. It is critical that we
embrace this legislation and cure our country side
before we are too late. We are custodians of our
environment and have a responsibility to hand it
over to the next generation in as healthy a state
as possible.”

The new Regulation also covers invasive alien
species of regional concern and allows member states
to identify, from their national list, species that require
enhanced regional cooperation. According to the EU,
there are currently over 12,000 species present in
Europe which are alien to the natural environment.
About 15% of these are invasive and they are
rapidly growing in number. S

Louise Crosby

louise@europeansquirrelinitiative.org
www.europeansquirrelinitiative.org 

01394 610 022

International Conference Draws Attention to
Control of Invasive Species

Left to right: Andrew Kendall, Dr Craig Shuttleworth,
Dr Dick Shaw, Trevor Salmon, Stuart Moodie,
Francois Wakenhut, Dr Niall Moore and George Farr.
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Pine martens are elusive members of the weasel
family, and sport a creamy yellow throat bib.
Found throughout most of central and northern

Europe, this once heavily persecuted marten is now
extinct from most of England and Wales. Their last
remaining UK stronghold is in Scotland. They favour
well wooded areas where they can nest in hollow
trees and old animal homes. Pine martens eat small
mammals and seasonally available produce such as
autumn fruits and berries. They are also treetop
hunters that can race skilfully along branches,
leaping from tree to tree in pursuit of squirrels.”
Scientific name: Martes martes
Common name: European Pine Marten

BBC Nature

In the UK we have nearly persecuted the European
Pine Marten to extinction. Now, thankfully they are
protected. Their diet includes carrion, small mammals,
birds, eggs, fruit and nuts. However, the Marten is
also a natural predator of the Grey squirrel and
perhaps could be the saviour for our trees and for
our native Red squirrel ?

Fact 1. Grey Squirrels were introduced from
America to Cheshire in 1876.

Fact 2. Grey Squirrels strip bark and kill trees.
Fact 3. They predate on birds and their eggs.
Fact 4. They have driven the native Red squirrel

out of most of England.

Scotland still has the Red but it’s under constant
threat from the northerly advancing Grey. However, it
is from the Irish Midlands that we can perhaps learn a
lesson. Since becoming a protected species in Ireland,
Pine Marten numbers have gradually increased and
research indicates that where they are present Grey
squirrel numbers have declined dramatically.

Greys appear definitely to be part of the Marten’s
varied diet. Analysis of their faeces (scats) has shown
that they eat a lot of them. Red squirrels, on the other
hand, seem to flourish in the company of the
Martens. The theory goes that the significantly smaller
and lighter Red can run along to the end of a thin
branch where the bigger and heavier Marten can’t
follow without risking an unscheduled flying lesson !

Another possible explanation for Red squirrel
recovery allied to Pine Marten resurgence might be
fewer Greys and therefore less spread of the Parapox
virus from Greys to Reds, so more Reds ! So, as our
native Red squirrels and Pine Martens have co-existed
for thousands of years on our shores – bring on the
Pine Martens ! S

The Vincent Wildlife Trust is planning to
reinforce the Pine Marten population in Wales and
England by translocating Pine Martens from
Scotland where the population is recovering. The
monitoring of squirrel populations will be a key
part of its programme, so that it can be as clear as
possible about the effects of Pine Marten
population establishment on squirrels.

The Vincent Wildlife Trust  01531 636441
enquiries@vwt.org.uk  www.vwt.org.uk

For more information on this work see:
www.pine-marten-recovery-project.org.uk

Photo: Colin Smith.

Photo: Edward Delaney.

“

A NATURAL SOLUTION TO THE GREY SQUIRREL INVASION ?

Bring on the Pine Marten
by Lewis Scott
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Always Look at the Parent
by Mike Glover, Barcham Trees Plc

With an explosion of foreign tree imports in
recent decades, the Arboricultural industry
is now reaping what it has sowed. Ash Die

Back, Oak Processionary Moth and Pine Moth
Caterpillar are just a few of the unwelcome visitors
to our countryside forcing Government importation
bans and costing DEFRA a fortune to police. For
example, Oak Processionary Moth is a significant
hazard to human health causing severe respiratory
disorder and will cost authorities over a six figure
sum to ‘control’ next year in London alone. Google it,
it’s rife, and all because biosecurity is not adequately
policed. Commercial shortcuts and short term profits
have made the movement of trees a dirty business.

The annoying thing is that it doesn’t have to be that
way! I spend most of my time from mid-September
through to mid-October collecting seed from mature
specimen trees all over the country. I have my
favourites, one being a veteran English Oak near
Oundle in Northamptonshire that I visit on a biannual
basis; I have a simple rule when choosing seed,
always look at the parent. A tree looking this good
after about 700 summers and winters has got to be a
good bet ! 

Having lined out acorns in a seed bed the day after
I collected them, they are watered in and left to
germinate slowly throughout the winter before
emerging in the spring. They are then pricked out
into containers the following winter and grown on for
another year to develop their root systems, before
being planted out in our growing fields where they
are tended for a further four to seven years. From
there they are lifted and containerised to ready them
for final sale.

So whether it is English Oak from Northamptonshire
and Windsor, Holm Oak from Norfolk, Sycamore and

Beech from Gloucestershire, Birch from Wales, or
Alder from Scotland we don’t have to get our trees
from the continent. British provenance trees are best
suited to grow in our environment and by growing
trees in this way we can negate the threat of new
pests and disease from entering the country. 

The pallet of tree species is much larger than our
native range and the temptation for nurseries is to
trade trees, with any unseen pest and disease, from
warmer climates. In my view trees should be
quarantined in the nursery for at least a growing
season before being let loose into the British
countryside. During this time they can be monitored
by professionals as well as being scrutinised by
outside agencies such as DEFRA on their routine
inspections. This would not only safeguard the wider
treescape from new pests and diseases but also save
the taxpayer millions of pounds mopping up after the
horse has bolted. Everything takes time with trees,
rush the job and go for shortcuts and it can all go
badly wrong. 

Encouragingly, words like Biosecurity and
Provenance are now creeping into the trade and it
was particularly pleasing to see that the issue of tree
health even made it to the House of Lords on the
15th January this year. Lord Framlingham said:

‘I should like to deal briefly with two other
important topics: tree importation and woodland
protection. Following the importation of Ash Dieback
from Europe, there was a call, including one from me,
for a reduction in the number of imported trees and
for much more reliance on home-grown stock to reduce
the ever present and very real danger to our tree
population. Sadly, figures that I obtained through a
Written Question show that in the last planting season
we imported more trees than ever. I acknowledge that
this is not a simple matter. It involves long-term
planning, with appropriate commitments and
contracts. But trees are a long-term business, and
getting it wrong again would be disastrous.’

And with the risk of blowing our own trumpet he
went on to say:

“Perhaps a quarantine system is the answer, at
least in the short term. A company called Barcham
Trees, based in East Anglia, has introduced its own
quarantine system. It says that it will not import
trees and sell to customers for immediate planting,”
and that, “All imported trees will be held on the
nursery for one full growing season during which
time they will be subjected to rigorous inspection for
pest and disease. This includes systematic and regular
DEFRA visits.”

A mature Oak.
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I do not know whether other companies are doing
this, but if it is not already happening, perhaps the
Minister could look into the merits of that system.
Audit trails for trees are also important, so that trees
sold by any particular nursery can be easily traced.

Anyone planting a tree has the power to affect this
and responsibility has to be with the buyer to
demand an audit trail for the stock they are to
receive. Even though it may not be practical to ‘look
at the parent’ it is always good to know where your
trees have come from to determine that they are
clean from pest and disease and have the right
provenance to thrive in our climate. Knowing this
history you can be left to enjoy a full range of
beautiful trees without the worry of passing on
some unintended consequence. S

Barcham Trees Plc grows over 200,000 trees on
its 300 acre nursery near Ely, Cambridgeshire,
supplying instant impact containerised trees and
is the largest nursery of its type in Europe. Our
reference book, ‘Time for trees’ is available online
at www.barcham.co.uk

Barcham Trees Plc, 
Ely, Cambridgeshire 

01353 720 748
www.barcham.co.uk

www.buythetreeyousee.comInstant impact Cherry.

Seed frames before and after, and a finished saleable tree (below) seven years later.
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Discover the diversity and beauty of Chile’s forested areas through
the medium of botanical art. This book is due for publication by the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh in 2015 for the English edition

and 2016 for the Spanish edition

The Book

A high quality book featuring 81 newly commissioned, water colour
paintings showing the remarkable diversity of plants associated with the
woods and forests of Chile. It includes many endemic species some of
which are now threatened with extinction.

• Includes trees, shrubs, climbers, herbaceous and bulbous plant
species, some of which have never been painted before.

• Paintings have been prepared from plants growing in UK gardens
and from native habitats in Chile.

• The text is non-technical and includes details about distribution,
habitat, conservation, cultivation and uses.

• Measuring 420 x 300 mm, hard-back in a slip-case, with ca.240
pages, containing 81 plates.

• To be published in two large format editions (one in English and one
in Spanish). Publication is scheduled for autumn 2015 for the
English edition and March 2016 for the Spanish edition

The Flora of Chile

Even though Chile’s flora of 5,000 plant species is
relatively few compared with the richness of some
neighbouring countries, it does have the highest
percentage (46%) of endemic species in South America.
This diversity is because Chile is a biogeographic island;
bounded to the west by the Pacific Ocean, to the east by
the high Andes and to the north by the Atacama Desert.
However, much of Chile’s flora is under great threat, for
example, estimates show a 40% decline in the forests of
central and southern Chile.

The International Conifer Conservation Programme in Chile

The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RBGE) in collaboration with the Universidad Austral
de Chile (UACh) has developed effective strategies aimed at safeguarding the long-term
future of some of the most threatened plant species from Chile’s forested regions. The
project produced the book ‘Threatened Plants of Central and South Chile’ which details
46 threatened plant species. RBGE has one of the world’s largest conservation research
collections of cultivated Chilean plants.

More information is available at: www.chileanplants.rbge.org.uk/en/

Araucaria in the mist.

Plants from the

Woods and Forests of Chile
a beautiful book in the making...
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Grown in Britain Licence Auditor Training
Courses 2015

Dates: 18th June, 15th September
Course times: 9:30 am – 4:30 pm
Location: BRE offices, Watford
Cost: £210 plus VAT

A one day course covering the chain of custody
licences and criteria. This is one of the requirements
to become an auditor for Grown in Britain licences
but is equally useful to those wishing to apply for a
licence. 

If you would like to register for the course, please
email Grown in Britain enquiries@growninbritain.org.

This course is an introduction to the Grown in
Britain Standard, its general requirements
and the different categories of the licence.

The course involves detailed
presentations on how these should be
audited for compliance with the Standard
for all License types, from woodlands
and primary processors through to
manufacturers and retailers of wood
products. The day ends with a written test.

The day includes:
• requirements for record keeping
• analysis of evidence and developing evidentiary

findings
• dealing with non-conformances
• report writing and a written assessment

Qualification to audit Licensees will depend upon
passing the written test at the end of the course.

Grown in Britain Week 
12th to 18th October 2015

Grown in Britain Week is a national celebration of
our woods and the societal values and products that
they contribute.  

2015 will mark our third complete year and is
tipped to be an even bigger celebration
with the GiB team and its supporters
hosting events over the course of the
week. 

If you’re planning your own event for
GiB week, we’d love to hear about it:
enquiries@growninbritain.org

and….promote your events using the
#GrowninBritainWeek S

Grown in Britain

TTTThhhheeee     WWWWooooooooddddttttuuuurrrrnnnniiiinnnngggg    PPPPeeeeoooopppplllleeee

SSSShhhhoooopppp                                WWWWeeeebbbbssssiiiitttteeee                             MMMMaaaaiiii llll     OOOOrrrrddddeeeerrrr                        CCCCoooouuuurrrrsssseeeessss

wwwwww..ssttiilleessaannddbbaatteess..ccoo..uukk
ssaalleess@@ssttiilleessaannddbbaatteess..ccoo..uukk  

UUppppeerr  FFaarrmm,,  CChhuurrcchh  HHiillll,,  SSuuttttoonn,,  DDoovveerr,,  KKeenntt..    CCTT1155  55DDFF  
TTeell::  0011330044  336666  336600

SSSSttttiiii lllleeeessss     &&&&    BBBBaaaatttteeeessss
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There has been much progress at
Future Trees Trust (FTT) since the
launch in October 2013 of “A future

with broadleaved trees”, the key strategy
and policy influencing document created
in partnership with Earth Trust and Forest
Research. 

An Implementation Panel has been formed, chaired
by co-chair Graham Taylor, which comprises
representatives of all three partners. Three Working
Groups have been formed to address each of the
three principal Objectives set out in the document –
more research, better promotion and changing policy.
The three Working Groups are chaired by Karen
Russell, Rob Lee and Jason Hubert.  

The Implementation Panel has set out time-scales to
achieve each of the targets under each Objective, and
has created an Action Plan to show how they will
achieve their ambitions, working with a broad cross-
section of forestry, ecology, land-owning and policy-
making stakeholders. Several of the targets have been
met already, while others may take another 10 to 15
years to achieve. 

Celtic ambitions!  
FTT wants to make a more significant impact in

Scotland, Ireland and Wales and so will soon be
looking to recruit part-time Assistant Development
Officer roles, with a remit to develop their work in
the Celtic fringes of Great Britain and Ireland. The
roles’ principal objectives will be:

• To promote FTT and its work across the Welsh,
Scottish and Irish forestry and ecology sectors.

• To aid existing regional species groups.
• To help identify and create new species

improvement groups relevant to regional forestry.
• To further the objectives of “A future with

broadleaved trees” across the region.
• To become an ambassador for FTT in the region.
• To help source funding for FTT’s work in the

region.

FTT are currently seeking part-funding to support
the creation of these roles, but already, long time
FTT supporter Eugene Hendrick at the Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine in Dublin has
pledged to make the development of FTT in
Ireland part of a new forestry role his department
is creating. 

Selected seed stands – making the best of
what already exists

Until FTT’s improved trees are producing
‘Tested’ seed – a couple of years for Birch
and Cherry and even longer for the other
species – the best sources of tree seed are

the ‘Selected’ seed stands on the Forestry
Commission’s Forest Reproductive Materials register.
However very few of the trees on this register are
currently being used as sources of seed. So last year,
Forestry Commission commissioned FTT to undertake
an audit of all the Sweet Chestnut, Oak, Birch, Beech,
Sycamore and small-leaved Lime stands on the
register to find out what work needs doing in order
to bring these stands back into productivity. 

The audit revealed some interesting results. It’s clear
that seed stands in the UK would benefit from new
investment now as demand for quality seed is
beginning to increase. Any investment needs to be
targeted at particular geographic areas, especially
Scotland. 

Weed control in stands would produce some of the
greatest dividends and encourage more effective and
cheaper seed collecting. This would allow the market
and landowners to benefit from better returns,
creating a virtuous circle of improvement. This circle
needs to be kick-started with those willing
landowners being encouraged and paid to improve
their stand for the sake of the whole industry. 

Of all species, the most outstanding issue in the
short term is that of Castanea sativa – Sweet
Chestnut. Demand for this seed is only likely to rise
in the short term and we currently have an inability
to satisfy this demand from imported seed. 

Future Trees Trust
update on activity in 2014
by Tim Rowland – Development Officer

FTT Spring meeting, Westonbirt, May 2014.
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FTT has also been commissioned by the Woodland
Trust to undertake a desk-study into finding
sustainable sources of quality seed for potentially
important tree species for which there are no
‘Selected’ seed stands on the FRM register. A panel of
forestry and timber experts identified species that are
likely to become important timber sources in the
future. Karen Russell and Tim Rowland are currently
working on a desk study that will yield all the
available data from a number of stakeholders on the
following species: 
• Aspen • London Plane
• Black Poplar • Norway Maple
• Black Walnut • Small Leaved Lime
• Yew • English Walnut         
• Wild Service • Hornbeam

Species group updates
FTT’s corporate partner Tubex provide funding for

Dr. Jo Clark as their part-time Research Co-ordinator
at Earth Trust. Here is a summary of the work that
Jo has undertaken in her Tubex-funded role in the
last few months. 

FTT’s Sycamore group has established a second
clonal seed orchard at a site near Castle Douglas. It
consists of four grafted trees of each of 160 plus
trees. The material was propagated by grafting at
Teagasc, Dublin. The seed orchard was planted and
will be managed by FC Scotland and FTT will be
providing advice on how to manage it as a clonal
seed orchard. The collection of Plus trees at Teagasc,
Dublin has produced 35 families of progeny trees for
further progeny testing. 

The Birch group has recently re-aligned all their
work proposals with FTT’s key strategy document
“A Future With Broadleaved Trees”, effectively tying
all the group’s objectives to the targets outlined in the
document. All the other species groups have now

agreed to do the same and this is a good example of
the consistency of approach that Jo’s role enables FTT
to achieve with all their species groups.

The Oak group have reviewed their grafting
programme after using a noted Dutch expert to graft
their trees, after he achieved an 80% success rate with
material they had failed to graft. FTT’s results, while
not as high as 80%, are encouraging. This work is
critical to the establishment of clonal Oak orchards.  

The Oak group received funding for essential
silvicultural interventions at trials in Northern Ireland,
investigating acorn production with trees produced
using root pruning methods. They will be applying
for further funding next year to carry out research to
assess the effects of the thinning work.   

Supply of acorns to the industry is often challenging
and frequently acorns are imported from the
continent. There is growing demand for UK acorns
but this year saw a complete acorn crop failure across
much of Europe. FTT is now delighted to be working
with Woodland Trust who have offered two sites for
clonal Oak orchards and to provide all maintenance
costs. One excellent site, at Botany Bay in the
National Forest, was proposed as a site for Quercus
robur. The second site, near Swansea, was proposed
as a site for a Quercus petraea orchard, but it was felt
that it was too wet and exposed so FTT propose to
start with just the orchard to be planted at Botany
Bay, hopefully in 2016.

The Oak group also received funding to increase
the number of Oak plus trees in Ireland. This winter,
the original plus trees will be revisited, re-identified
and a core taken so that we can ascertain their vessel
size. The ultimate aim is to produce clonal Oak for
two orchards in Ireland. 

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to
both Woodland Heritage and to Tubex for their
continued support for our work. S

www.futuretrees.org

Jo Clark at Loughgall, Co Armagh, 2014.

In the grafted Sycamore seed orchard at Loughgall trees
are producing seed three years after being planted.
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Introduction

This report describes the
scientific (and more
philosophical) contents

of the ninth IUFRO
International Conference on
Uneven-Aged Silviculture,
entitled ‘Future Concepts in
Uneven-Aged Silviculture for a
Changing World’. The quality
and quantity of material
presented during the three
days of the conference were
impressive, and this is
hopefully a reasonably
comprehensive, but by no
means exhaustive, account.

PRO SILVA
The place of Pro Silva in defining the principles of

close-to-nature silviculture cropped up a few times
during the conference, accompanied, or so it seemed
to the author, by a fair bit of Pro Silva bashing*. In
the discussion following this keynote address, Pro
Silva’s stance on genetic adaptation was raised,
accepting the principle of mixing adapted
provenances with local provenances, but also
pointing out that attempting to pre-empt change
was a high risk strategy. Andreas Bolte (Thünen
Institute, Germany) agreed that the uncertainty was
high, and that we must therefore use many elements
of our silvicultural toolbox and not apply close-to-
nature silviculture too strictly (which, he conceded,
Pro Silva does not do). He also agreed that it was
necessary to factor in adaptive capacity to unknown
and random change in addition to known change.

SPECIES CHOICE
Species choice is a hot topic in Britain at present,

with relevance to both disease and climate change
resilience. The work on minor species presented by
Jürgen Bauhus (Albert-Ludwigs University, Freiburg,
Germany) may therefore resonate with many. He and
his colleagues investigated claims of greater drought
tolerance in minor broadleaved species in central
European forests. These little studied species, such
as Field Maple (Acer campestre), Norway Maple
(A. platanoides), Service-tree (Sorbus domestica)

and Wild Service-tree (S.
torminalis), have a potentially
large range, but their
ecological niche is only a
small proportion of their
physiological niche. Interest in
them is not only in their
biodiversity or aesthetic value,
but also in their economic
value, for example high value
Sorbus timber. 

Bauhus and his colleagues
compared the drought
response of established trees
and seedlings with those of
other species – Beech and
Sessile Oak (Quercus petraea)
– considering both resistance
to drought and resilience (the

speed and degree of recovery). They found little
difference in resistance or resilience in mature trees;
interestingly, trees with high resistance had lower
resilience. They tried trenching around trees but could
not induce a drought response, and also tried a
seedling pot experiment. Overall, they found that the
minor species were not necessarily more drought
tolerant than Oak. 

Historical disturbance regimes may have played a
part in determining their distributions. S. torminalis
was found to be very shade tolerant, and responsive
to release after suppression; interestingly, the response
is to fill the crown from the inside rather than to
expand outwards. S. domestica is far less tolerant,
and depends on coppicing and thinning to survive
with Oak. Bauhus cautioned that there is still a lot we
do not know about these species, and we cannot
simply treat them like other species such as Cherry.
He acknowledged that there were issues with seed
supply and germination. But he also suggested that
there was potential for using these drought tolerant
species for afforestation of former vineyards – and for
using the fruit to make schnapps!

GREAT BRITAIN
Gary Kerr gave a brief introduction to forests in

Great Britain, highlighting the degree of our
dependence on Sitka Spruce plantations, the
increasing rate of introduction of pests and diseases
with international trade, the effects of Chalara

*Perhaps I am overly sensitive to such things, having been on the receiving end of Forestry Commission bashing and Forestry Stewardship Council bashing at various times. This time the boot was on the other
foot when a French forester took the opportunity to vent some of his frustrations about the FSC !

IUFRO is the International Union of
Forest Research Organisations, a non-
profit, non-government network of
forest scientists from around the world.

The network is organised into nine
scientific divisions, which include
“Silviculture”, “Forest Health” and “Forest
Environment”.

Research Group 1.05 is part of
Division 1, Silviculture, and brings
together interdisciplinary research on
uneven-aged silviculture.
To learn more, see www.iufro.org

Editor’s note:
Owen's 26 page comprehensive report can be accessed
by email from the Woodland Heritage office.

Another Woodland Heritage G
A Philosophic View of the IUFRO Conference

by Dr Owen Davies
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fraxinea in particular on public and policy
perception, and climate change. The challenge is to
adapt forests to increase resilience while maintaining
their productivity, which is likely to preclude a
wholesale move from Sitka Spruce to Birch! Kerr put
forward three options, namely species choice and
deployment (e.g. pure or mixed), silvicultural
systems/forest structure (thinning), and genetics.
Currently ten species account for 80% of our
woodland. The use of continuous cover forestry is
increasing, but we have few shade tolerant conifers.
Kerr drew attention to European Silver Fir provenance
trials, and noted that whereas in the past we might
have adopted only the most productive, now we
might consider hedging our bets by choosing perhaps
the top ten. Resilience is a key future concept, but it
is still unclear whether the science is in place to
advise on policy and inform forestry practice.

PRUNING
In Japan, pruning is economically viable for small

trees but not for older ones. The traditional forest
management system was formerly profitable, but is
now no longer viable and maintained only for cultural
reasons. When considering pruning, one must consider
timber strategy – mass production or quality. It was
asserted that pruning was unnecessary in plenter
forests, with self-pruning achieved through shading,
but pruning has been tried in Black Forest plenter
forests and yielded the very highest timber quality.

The question was raised as to whether even- or
uneven-aged silviculture was best placed to deal with
increasing and changing disturbance with climate
change. Experience from the Lothar storm suggested
that selection forests were twice as robust as others in
the face of storm damage, but it was noted that
uneven-aged forests are not uniformly distributed in
the landscape, so ‘natural’ experiments like this may
not be sound. Uneven age might increase some risks,
for example that of fire by provided a fire ladder
from the ground to the canopy. It is unfortunately
difficult to experiment with storms, but good to
collate data internationally.

Most of what is expected from forests depends on
markets, which can and do change, but much of what
is currently demanded can be supplied from even-
aged monocultures. It is probably not easy to drive
demand for products from the production end, and
much hope for attaching greater value to uneven-
aged forests seems to hinge on the market
recognition of ecosystem services.

How to Make a Plenter Forest?
Immediately after lunch we set out by coach on the

conference field trip. It is worth noting the high
quality of the handouts for both the in-conference

and post-conference tours, which not only gave clear
itineraries and useful details of the forests visited but
also included information of more general interest. 

Switzerland has an area of just over four million
hectares, and a population of just over eight million
(for comparison, Wales has an area of just over two
million hectares and a population of just over three
million). Forest cover is 31% (compared to Wales’
15%), and the main species are Norway Spruce, Beech
and European Silver Fir. The country is made up of 23
cantons, and our field trip was to the forest of
Gutschwald in the east of the canton of Zug, a small
but wealthy canton in central Switzerland. The forest
is owned by Korporation Oberägeri, which represents
the long-established families of the local community
and which employs a forester, Karl Henggeler, and
eight forestry workers to manage a total of 964 ha of
forest; Gutschwald makes up 318 ha of this area.

Gutschwald is not in the traditional plentering
regions, which are further west. Before 1850, most of
the forests in the area were overexploited and
degraded, with clearfelling the norm, and many were
grazed by cattle and goats. The banning of forest
pasturing and the easing of grazing pressure led to a
gradual increase in forest area so that there is now a
third more than 150 years ago. This increase in area is
only partly due to natural regeneration; intensive
reforestation efforts account for the present
dominance of spruce.

Patchy regeneration establishing in the early stages of
transformation at Gutschwald.

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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RESEARCH PLOTS
We visited two research plots which represented

different stages in the transformation to plenter forest,
one early in the process with a relatively uniform
structure and another showing a more or less fully
developed plenter structure. Species were Norway
Spruce, European Silver Fir, Scots Pine, Douglas Fir,
Beech, Sycamore and Rowan. At the early stage plot
we discussed the use of frame trees, identifying stable
trees and vigorous trees able to respond to release,
differentiation of natural regeneration, and improving
the overall structure. The importance of accepting
variability in natural regeneration was stressed. Not
only is it preferable to have patchy regeneration in
order to achieve a diverse stand structure, but
regeneration in canopy gaps tends to differentiate
better than regeneration coming up evenly under a
more or less uniform canopy, thus reducing the need
for respacing; the same phenomenon may be
observed in Sitka Spruce in Britain.

A simple strategy for transformation was outlined
for stands where a plenter structure was not yet
established. The priority was stability, and if
individual tree stability was lacking (taking into
account rooting, crown depth, etc.) this was the focus
of thinning practice. Once stability was achieved, the
likely longevity of the canopy trees was assessed; if
sufficient time remained, relatively heavy and
irregular interventions could be used to promote a
plenter structure in the existing stand, otherwise more
regular regeneration could be sought and
transformation attempted in the successor stand.

From the forest we drove directly to Vitznau where,
after enjoying views across the Vierwaldstättersee,
we took the cog railway up to Rigi Kulm at 1,752 m
above sea level. To the south the nearer peaks of the
Alps were unfortunately partly obscured by cloud, but
the views north across the Zugersee and west across
the Vierwaldstättersee towards Luzern were
spectacular. 

The honour of delivering the final keynote address
went to Professor Jean-Philippe Schütz (Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology Zürich), a familiar face to
many with an interest in irregular silviculture in
Europe and indeed around the world. Prof. Schütz
described the historical and geographical origins of
plentering and outlined changes in silvicultural
thinking up to the present day.

The classic plenter system, or single-tree selection,
arose in the nineteenth century as a response to
social conditions in some mountain areas. With
farms passed down the male line, plentering
provided a way of maintaining the value of the
holding while producing large, valuable logs. It
became established in mountainous regions of
Slovenia, Switzerland, France and Germany, mostly
where the natural forests were composed of Norway

Spruce, European Silver Fir and Beech. Today it is
the management system for only 1% of Europe’s
forests, but its singularity, particularly at a time when
most forest management was highly regimented and
based on clearfelling, earned it a place in every
silvicultural textbook as the ‘other way’.

Adolphe Gurnaud (1825-1898) attempted to free
forestry from clearfelling, developing the check
method on the basis that real observed increment
should determine yield, the application of the method
leading step by step to an optimum. Henri Biolley
(1858-1939) combined the check method with the
plenter system. Alfred Möller (1860-1922) was the first
to extend the plenter concept to other site conditions
and species with the idea of Dauerwald, or
continuous forest. In this concept, the forest was
viewed as an organism (predating the concept of the
ecosystem) rather than as a machine for producing
timber; it favoured mixtures and continuity of renewal
without generational change.

Debates on the best system of forest management
between the 1920s and 1960s essentially pitted
plentering against all other systems. But is plentering
applicable to all species, especially shade intolerants
and broadleaves? Is single-tree selection the only
way? In regeneration ecology terms, is a gap better?
When shade intolerant species regenerate in small
gaps, seedlings at the edges of the gap have poor
wind stability. Perhaps a combination of stem-by-stem
and group plentering, a mosaic cutting system, and
irregular group shelterwood could give rise to the
elusive plenter for all species?

Prof. Schütz highlighted what he saw as an often
overlooked intellectual step; that of Hans Leibundgut
(1909-1993), who focussed on the goal of achieving
heterogeneous forests without large scale disruption
of cover, rather than on the system used. He
developed general principles, including the utilisation
of individual growth potential, every operation
fulfilling both harvesting and nurturing functions,

Professor Jean-Philippe Schütz addressing a group in
the relatively uniformly structured research plot.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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continuity of regeneration, and free choice of cutting.
These principles found their full expression in the
free style of silviculture advocated by Dušan Mlinšek
(a past president of IUFRO). Here the cutting pattern
is not the determinant of the system; rather, deliberate
use is made of all cutting forms, adapted to site and
tree species, with a wide range of variation, but
‘decentralised’ in time and space. Schütz saw this as
the best way to promote forest diversity as habitat,
and therefore the best contribution to biodiversity.

The questions which followed merged into the
closing discussion of the conference. Asked how
disturbances should be integrated into free style
silviculture, Schütz suggested that observations were
needed of virgin forests – of both disturbance and
positive effects – in order to understand forest
dynamics. There is, however, a big difference
between close-to-nature silviculture and virgin forest;
foresters can produce more quickly what nature does
in a very long time, and can avoid senescent phases.

FINDING A BALANCE
We need to use our economic and ecosystem

understanding to find a balance; we need to take
account of utilisation, but equally there may be a good
ecological reason to cut a tree, or even to clearfell.
Although against clearfelling as a system, Schütz
recognised the need to use light intelligently, and to
consider what area is necessary for nature. In some
cases the creation of early successional habitat may be
desirable. However, Schütz made the interesting
observation that felling is really only a jump in time
and so never strictly required ecologically as time will
deal with the situation in due course. But we should
remember that silviculture involves culture so we can’t
only think of nature, and should not lose sight of our
objectives; we still need to manage resources wisely
for a growing global population.

TERMINOLOGY
Returning to the perennial subject of terminology,

it was suggested that continuous cover forestry says
what it means, whereas close-to-nature forestry is too
broad to be clearly and consistently understood and
does not necessarily mimic natural development, so
the term can cause misperceptions. Schütz agreed
that there was no need to mimic disturbances, but
rather to use the dynamics of renewal intelligently to
try to produce a healthy, vital forest faster than nature.
But although there is no need for forestry to mimic
nature, nature is an attractive brand and may be part
of selling the economic and ecological effects of
forestry to the public or policy makers. The question
of what really constitutes an intensively managed
forest also arose, when plentering could in many
respects be considered more ‘intense’ than clearfelling. 

Prof. Schütz closed the discussion of terminology

with the observation that foresters like to classify
forests in many different ways – for example in terms
of sites, dynamics, or silvicultural systems – but it is
important not to rely too heavily on such
classifications, as there is always something in
between. There may be scope for greater objectivity
in classification, for example combining development
phases and cutting types, but much depends on what
we really expect to achieve with any definitions we
impose. Ultimately, classifications are useful tools but
must be viewed critically.

Author’s impressions
Although the division is not entirely clear cut,

the author’s impressions of the main themes and
messages of the conference fall into two main
categories, the more practical and the more
philosophical.

Among the more practical issues, it was interesting
to note that several authors focussed on the
silviculture of light demanding species. Whatever the
drive for species diversity may eventually bring to
British silviculture, for now we remain heavily
dependent on light demanding or intermediate
species. Therefore to see what has been attempted
elsewhere, what can be achieved and at what cost
ought to be very valuable to us. While the structures

Andreas Zingg of WSL addressing a group in the
research plot with an established plenter structure.

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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created by single-tree selection in Pine were found to
be lost so swiftly and recovered so slowly, clearly
showed what was possible with a shade intolerant
species, we would have to consider how much we
valued the structure of the selection forest and how
much resource we could devote to maintaining it;
perhaps our aims could be achieved with a lower
maintenance system?

Also interesting were the comparisons between the
principles of close-to-nature silviculture and those of
climate change adaptation. Much seems to depend
on the perception and management of risk. Much
was made of species and genetic diversity, but there
did appear to be some recognition that we must
exercise some humility in acting on the basis of
future climate predictions.

Moving very much into the realm of philosophical
considerations, it was a little disappointing to find so
much energy still being expended on issues of
terminology. It was interesting to note, however, that
in the final plenary discussion, in comparing the
terms close-to-nature silviculture and continuous
cover forestry, CCF was considered the more
straightforward term, less loaded with meaning and
subject to different interpretations. This perhaps only
goes to show that everything is relative; the author
would argue that, in a British context, the term CCF
has become overloaded with meaning and has given
rise to endless debates over its interpretation,

resulting in attempts to clarify meaning with all
manner of other terms such as lower impact
silvicultural systems (LISS), alternatives to clearfelling
(ATC) and alternative silvicultural systems (with the
rather wonderful acronym ASS). More importantly,
narrowness in the application of terminology was
related to narrowness in the implementation of
silvicultural philosophies, and the limiting of options
for responding to climate change, a theme picked up
again below.

Without a doubt one of the most interesting
contributions to the ongoing debate was the
suggestion that we should not aim to be close to
nature but rather better than nature. What is close to
nature varies as greatly as do the world’s forests, and
the classic single-tree selection system is not
necessarily the closest to nature in all cases. What is
closest to nature may not necessarily best meet
human needs. While forest managers may not couch
it in such terms, we are almost always aiming for
something which, for us, is better than nature,
otherwise why would we intervene in the natural
development of forests ? Perhaps the message is that
we should not allow ourselves to be so constrained
by a management philosophy that it prevents us
from achieving those better than nature outcomes.

The intellectual development from strictly applied
plenterwald to the more general principles of
Leibundgut was mapped out by Jean-Philippe Schütz
in the closing keynote, and thence to the idea of free
style silviculture. In many ways the conference can be
seen to have ended as it began, with a call for a less
dogmatic, more flexible approach to silviculture,
adapted to local species assemblages and
environmental pressures. The difference was in the
viewpoint; in the first keynote it came from North
America, with its shorter forest management history
and vast forest areas, in the last it came from central
Europe, the birthplace of plenterwald, the ultimate
expression of uneven-aged silviculture.

Final word
To attend this conference and the post-conference

tour was an amazing opportunity. The author is
deeply thankful for the support of Woodland
Heritage. Involvement with this IUFRO group is
heartily recommended to anyone with a keen interest
in uneven-aged silviculture, both for the opportunity
to learn about cutting edge research on silviculture
in a wide variety of forests and for the chance to
debate the ins and outs and rights and wrongs of
uneven-aged silviculture with some of the greatest
thinkers in this field. 

The next IUFRO international conference on
uneven-aged silviculture will be in Arkansas in 2016,
and the author certainly hopes to be there ! S

The intimate mixture of tree sizes and species in the
established plenter structure.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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e Garthwaite Travel Bursary

Garthwaite Travel Bursaries

Woodland Heritage
PO Box 168, Haslemere, Surrey. GU27 1XQ

01428 652159 
enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

Since 1994, through the inspiration of our late Patron, Peter
Garthwaite OBE, we have supported foresters of all ages to travel
to many countries to study aspects of forestry, or wood processing
outside the UK. Some twenty-one years on, many of these individuals
remain in touch and are still putting their experiences to good use.
Previous countries visited include the USA, Holland, Germany,
Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, France, Croatia, Ireland, Latvia, Czech
Republic, Greece, Denmark, Italy, Austria and Canada.

The Trustees of Woodland Heritage continue to invite applications
for bursaries to study an aspect of forestry or wood processing
outside the UK.

Eligibility

Applicants must either be forestry
practitioners in the UK, or intending to
become so after completing a forestry
education.  Preference will be given to
those whose interests are in the
production of high quality timber.
Applications for support on compulsory
tours (e.g. as part of a University group)
will not be considered, nor will
retrospective applications.

Applications

Should be sent to Lewis Scott and should contain details of the
proposed travel including costs and a brief (one page maximum) CV.
Applicants should also ask one independent referee to write separately
and in confidence to Lewis Scott in support of their application.

Successful applicants will be expected
to produce a short article/report with
photographs on their travel for
publication in the Woodland Heritage
Journal and/or website.
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Herefordshire & Ludlow College’s Holme Lacy
Campus is situated close to the Welsh border
and has offered training in forestry on its 257

hectares estate since the early 70s. Changes to the
industry have come and gone, but the Campus still
prides itself on providing students with the skills they
realistically need to progress into the workplace. For
some these might be short legislative courses, but for
many they are life-changing qualifications which
offer a route into a dynamic industry with a
passionate community.

For the past four years, groups of young people
aged 16 to 24 years old have participated in The
Prince’s Trust ‘Get into Woodlands’ programme, many
of whom have been in long-term unemployment, or
have not been able to secure consistent work. The
programme is supported and sponsored by MVision
and run in partnership with the Duchy of Cornwall
Estate, Herefordshire & Ludlow College and the
Forestry Commission. 

The programme includes work experience with
local forestry employers, qualification training on the
Holme Lacy Campus estate, as well as work with the
Duchy’s estate team and structured visits to local tree
and timber-based companies. This approach provides
the young people with important qualifications, as
well as developing their confidence, motivation and
skills in forestry. The huge commitment from the
forestry community to widen the routes into the
industry and support those who perhaps feel less able
to secure training, has provided a dynamic and new
direction for many.

Chris Davies completed the programme in 2012 and
within days was accepted onto a Level 2 Forestry
Apprenticeship.  He is now completing his Level 3
with the same employer, Charles Cartwright, who also
trained as a forester at the Holme Lacy Campus some
years previously.  

“After finishing college I still wasn’t sure what I
wanted to do. I spent some time looking for jobs and
whilst I was at the job centre I was told about The
Princes Trust ‘Get into Woodlands’ programme.
During that time I met Sara Roberts, the Forestry
Work-based Co-ordinator at the Holme Lacy Campus
and she found me a work-based placement as an
apprentice to Charles Cartwright Forestry.

The ‘Get into Woodlands’ programme was a brilliant
introduction into forestry and provided me with the
skills and contacts I needed to become more useful to
a potential employer. I have covered just about every
aspect of the subject, from tree planting to felling and
beyond. I also have a better understanding of the
industry and the importance of well-managed
woodlands for future generations. I've also gained
experience in fencing, ecological work including
surveys, domestic garden work, gate building, high
pruning, pollarding, tree guarding and far too many
other things to mention!

My apprenticeship has had a huge impact on my
life – it was one of the best decision’s I've made. I have
learnt so much, but the two most important qualities
are adaptability and a good work ethic. Even if you
haven’t done something before, have a go. Nothing
ever comes easily but it's worth it in the end. 

I owe a lot to the Holme Lacy Campus, to Sara
Roberts and John Tetley my fantastic tutors and to
my employer Charles Cartwright Forestry.  They have
provided me with a life changing opportunity and I
couldn't be happier !”

Although the industry is often referred to as being
male dominated, there are increasingly more female
students being attracted to it, especially mature
learners from varying backgrounds. One such student
is Keely Hallworth who went on to excel in the
industry after completing the ‘Get into Woodlands’
programme. 

‘A Future in Forestry’
Holme Lacy Campus
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Keely completed her apprenticeship with the Duchy
of Cornwall Estate and went on to work for Pryor &
Rickett Silviculture, Forestry Consultants.  

“I really enjoyed the Prince’s Trust programme and
it was a good insight into the industry. The training at
the Holme Lacy Campus also included courses in
chainsaw skills and first aid. Sara Roberts, the Forestry
Work-based Co-ordinator, guided me towards an
apprenticeship, with funding from the Forestry
Commission. 

From day one, Sara has been amazing. She goes the
extra mile and often lets me know about any articles
or books which will widen my studies and
understanding. She is often called ‘The Oracle’
because her knowledge seems to know no limits! 

My tutor, Jon Tetley, has been equally supportive
and his industry experience is second to none. He also
has a brilliant practical working knowledge which is
vital for those of us starting out in the industry.”

Another example is Fahra Collins who, after
completing her apprenticeship, has progressed in
the industry to be a Trainer and Assessor for the
Forestry Commission Apprentices showing that

this training and enthusiasm for the industry can
come full circle and offer a strong future for the
industry’s workforce. S

Holme Lacy Campus
Herefordshire & Ludlow College 

0800 032 1986
enquiries@hlcollege.ac.uk

www.hlcollege.ac.uk/Courses/forestry.html

Editor’s note: 
Both Chris and Keely also attended our ‘From
Woodland to Workshop’ course, as have other
apprentices and individuals on the Prince’s Trust
‘Get into Woodlands’ programme. We have been
most impressed by their enthusiasm and thirst
for knowledge to obtain the skills required to
succeed in the work place.  They are a real credit
to The Prince’s Trust and to their Tutors at
Holme Lacy.
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It has been exciting to
observe the growing
partnership between the

Canadian Institute of
Forestry (CIF) and the
Duchy of Cornwall since
Geraint Richard’s
presentation at the CIF
Annual General Meeting
in 2010. 

I see immense potential in
this partnership, as well as
others between forestry
organisations within both our
nations and I am proud to
be the recipient of The
Prince of Wales Award for
Sustainability, in October
2014.

Through my work as a
CIF member and forestry
professional, I have always
found incredible value in
extension and outreach
organisations as they provide
opportunities for professional development,
networking, collaboration, and increasing public
awareness of forestry. I am proud to be a strong
member of the CIF and continue to be a vocal
advocate.

All of that said, I would like to provide a brief
background on myself. Much of my youth was spent
in North Bay, Ontario, a beautiful city, with a diverse
forest on the Boreal Shield. There I developed a
strong interest in education and outdoor activities
primarily from my time in the Royal Canadian Army
Cadets. 

While in North Bay I
completed a BSc Hons in
Biology at Nipissing
University with a focus on
forest ecology. Here, the best
educational experiences I
had were in the field
engaged in commercial tree
planting and applied forestry
research. Afterwards I moved
2,000 km west to Winnipeg,
Manitoba, for an MSc with a
thesis focused on the impacts
of cattle grazing in
commercial forests which
began my involvement in
agroforestry. I also gained an
English perspective on
forestry through my co-
supervisor Andy Park who
was a native of Grimsby, UK. 

After completion of my
MSc thesis, I enjoyed great
professional opportunities, in
environmental consulting,

tree nursery sales, university instruction, and
watershed planning and management. Through these
positions I began to understand and appreciate the
need to provide outreach and extension to individuals
operating on private land with little to no technical
support.

My current position is as the Project Manager at
the Agroforestry and Woodlot Extension Society,
based in Edmonton, Alberta (another 1,500 km
further west !). This organisation provides extension
services to landowners and encourages the
environmental stewardship and sustainable

Planting Willow stakes in riparian area. Shelterbelt adjacent to cropland.

The Prince of Wales Award for Sustainability 2014 
– Jeff Renton
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management of more than 3.6 million hectares of
privately owned forested land in Alberta, a figure that
does not include the vast amount of trees and shrubs
on agricultural lands. 

There is a strong need for this type of support
because, with the increasing demand on the
landscape from agriculture, private land timber
harvesting, and urbanisation, there are many regions
within Alberta that do not have extension staff
available or with adequate expertise on woodlot
management and agroforestry.  

The primary areas of support we provide are the
establishment and maintenance of shelterbelts for
wind and snow control on fields, properties, and
pasture; restoration and management of riparian
areas, cattle grazing in commercial and non-
commercial forests and value added (e.g. sawmilling
and firewood) and non-value (e.g. timber sales) forest
products. In addition to extension, we are also service
providers for small volume tree planting projects in
areas such as abandoned pasture, riparian zones, and
degraded forests.

Our organisation has had no challenges finding
interested audiences and strong partnerships as there
is an increasing awareness of environmental issues
and the need to find a balance between economic
development and the environment amongst the

public. However, we have not allowed ourselves to
become complacent and are always seeking to
expand our reach. 

Lastly, I encourage members of Woodland Heritage
to come to Canada and experience both the beautiful
landscape that this country has to offer and perhaps
to enjoy a forestry-based educational opportunity.
Feel free to contract the CIF National Office
(www.cif-ifc.org) to see what options are available.S

Jeff Renton

Peace River Valley. Toso Bozic

Do you need money to plant trees?
Do you want to plant trees but need a bit more finance for
it to ‘stack up’?  Then look no further than the Grown in
Britain Forest Carbon Scheme.

Grown in Britain’s partnership with Forest Carbon Ltd led to the first GiB forest, at Cranborne in Dorset, in early
2014. The partnership continues to develop and we are now launching a new search for woodland creation
projects where grant aid and future timber revenue alone are insufficient to make a convincing financial case
for planting.

We would like to talk to any interested parties who are considering planting new woodlands. Projects of at
least three hectares are preferred, although smaller projects would not be rejected if they had particular public
access or environmental merit. Public access of some form is key to projects under the Woodland Carbon Code
and as with all Grown in Britain schemes, we want to see a strong emphasis on economic
productivity to supply the demand that this great initiative is creating.

Like timber and grant income, carbon cash is tax-free. Forest Carbon will arrange payment to the land-owner
as soon as planting is complete and a back-to-back sale contract is in place. The quantum of carbon capture
and hence sale value depends on species mix, yield class, management regime and contract duration.

Contact us on:

0117 958 2189 •  forestcarbon@growninbritain.org
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The Creation of a Wood-meadow Ecosystem 
by Lin Hawthorne, Project Designer and Manager, Hagge Woods Trust

The Hagge Woods Trust project at Three Hagges
Jubilee Wood had its origins in the campaign of
2012 to celebrate the Queen’s Jubilee by

planting six million trees. 
From the planning stage, however, it was obvious

that the simple planting of trees would not achieve
our aim to create healthy and biodiverse woodland
on the model of British ancient woodlands, wherein
much biodiversity lies in the understorey and the vital
but often overlooked ground flora. 

At the outset, the Trust’s primary focus was on our
concerns regarding the losses of biodiversity during
the last century. The State of Nature 2013 reporting of
declines of managed coppice woodland (90%)
lowland meadows (97%), and a recorded net loss of
hedgerow of 24% gave a sense of urgency to the
need for action. As a community woodland, our
motivations differ from those of commercial forestry.
We do, however, share an interest in the heritage of a
woodland culture that crosses barriers of differing
motivations, and a mutual belief that, in recent
decades, woodland creation may have been on the
‘biodiversity back foot’. 

In June 2012 our opportunity to act arose when
Charlie Forbes Adam offered to his wife Rosalind, the
Chair of Hagge Woods Trust, a long-term lease at a
peppercorn rent, on a 10ha site on the Escrick Park
Estate. The creation of a biodiverse woodland
ecosystem on fertile, formerly arable land is not a
simple undertaking, however, and we found no
adequate literature to help achieve it.

We began with what we knew we wanted: a
ground layer of fine meadow grasses and perennials
based on the lowland meadows which once were

characteristic of the Ouse-Derwent Floodplain.
Mixes based on wet (MG4) and dry (MG5) lowland
meadows were sown in early May 2013 into a stale
seedbed, with a nurse crop of cornfield annuals.
Critically, these mixes were formulated in pursuit of
botanical richness and competitive balance, the
latter important on fertile soil, and vital when
planting trees directly into the sward. They exclude
vigorous, deep rooting grasses usually seen in these
meadows, such as Cocksfoot, Yorkshire Fog, and
Rye grass. The perennials, in contrast, were selected
for robustness. 

By December 2013, in the wake of a first harvest of
a Lammas hay crop, we had planted 10,000 native
hardwoods: 24 species of native trees, and seven of
shrubs. The trees form twelve mixed-species,
standards-with-coppice coupes, dispersed to form
open glades and broad rides to maximise woodland
edge (the preferred habitat of up to 60% of woodland
flora). Depending on species, 10 to 25-year rotational
coppice cycles are projected. We reserved some 40%
of open space as meadow.  

During the design and planning sequence, we had
an epiphany.  

In describing our plan to the eminent woodland
ecologist, Prof George Peterken, he commented that
we appeared to be creating a wood-meadow. This
ecosystem is a managed one, combining permanent
grassland and woodland, with meadow margins that
transition through a graduated, light-demanding
edge of flowering and fruiting small trees and
understorey shrubs, to a high canopy of forest trees. 

Although wood-meadows are now rare in the UK,
those extant now provide some of the most

1 2 3
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biodiverse of wooded habitats. The transitions where
wood and meadow meet offer a potential doubling
of floral diversity, and create a perfect set of
pollinator habitats. Together, trees and grassland form
the base of a food web, a resource for pollinators
and a huge variety of other insect life, which, in turn,
are the food source for the young of songbirds, and
so on up the chain. The importance of wood-
meadows is better recognised in continental Europe,
particularly in Scandinavia and Eastern Europe
where these ecosystems include some of the most
diverse plant communities anywhere: 70 plant
species per square metre.

The component parts of the ecosystem distil the
essence of our concerns regarding the losses of
meadow, hedgerow and ancient woodland during the
last century. Recreating them offers a realisable
opportunity to start to redress the losses – and to
leave the country’s natural capital in a better state.
If applied in tapestry across the rural landscape, the

assemblage could create new nature networks and
mosaics, and link existing isolated or fragmented
habitats, without significant depletion in the area of
productive land. On a national scale, it could provide
opportunities to construct an interwoven mosaic of
small-scale biodiverse woodlands on farms, in
communities and schools. Early analyses suggest that
implementation is possible within existing grant
frameworks. 

As with more commercial planting, management is
key to ultimate success. “Considered, consistent,
timely and responsive” is our mantra.  

In brief, meadow areas are managed for hay; an
annual Lammas cut (late July) with aftermath grazing
when trees form a canopy, and are large enough to
withstand the company of grazers. The rides and
inter-rows are managed by brushcutting, rotating
around the coupes, leaving litter in situ. 

It is unconventional to have planted trees directly
into the sward with their bases untouched by
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glyphosate. The first two years growth appears
unhindered by competition, and possibly enhanced
by the inclusion of nitrogen-fixing legumes in the
meadow mix. This suggests possibilities of
benefit from a non-competitive ‘cover crop’ (sun
and wind shelter; reduced soil moisture evaporation),
which may prove invaluable should glyphosate
ever be withdrawn. Long-term tree growth will be
monitored on selected 30x30m quadrats within
the coupes. 

On such small scale, our wood-meadow is unlikely
to be hugely productive of furniture grade timber, but
it will allow us to produce coppice products and
provide a site for the teaching of this and other
woodland skills. 

With wood-meadow as our model, Three Hagges
Jubilee is the Trust’s prototype and research base.

Our research, in conjunction with the Universities of
Liverpool and York, seeks good conservation
evidence for the techniques and methodologies we
have used. Part of our research will investigate the
effect on a whole ecosystem of the arable-to-
woodland transition. 

We are also committed to monitoring changes in
diversity over the next ten years by means of
botanical, entomological, and small mammal and
bat surveys. S

Hagge Woods Trust aims to publish our findings
on the creation and development of such new
ecosystems in book form and on our websites: 

www.threehaggesjubileewood.org.uk  
www.haggewoodstrust.org.uk 

Photos: Lin Hawthorne
1. Alder, Alnus glutinosa, the second-year growth tops the surrounded meadow grasses.
2. Hazel, Corylus avellana, the primary coppice species.
3. Hornbeam, Carpinus betulus, used an avenue planting at the wood entrance, with some in the coupes
intended for coppicing.
4. English Oak, Quercus robur, flushing Lammas growth in its first year.
5. Small-leaved lime, Tilia cordata, became one of our primary standards in the wake of Ash dieback. We have
no Ash in the mix.
6. Wild Service, Sorbus torminalis, grows well in North Yorkshire, but is surprisingly little-planted given the
beauty and utility of its timber, which once had a wide range of applications, including fine furniture.
7. Guelder Rose, Viburnum opulus, is one of the components of the shrubby edge mix and promises fine
autumn colour at the margins of rides and glades.
8. Wych Elm, Ulmus glabra, is the larval food source of the White Letter hairstreak, a butterfly that is in
serious decline. It is intended for coppice at about 15 years, which may prevent infestation by the Elm bark
beetle and subsequent infection with Dutch Elm disease. 
9. The brushcutter is used to cut between tree rows; it mulches finely and litter is left in place, in contrast to the
meadow proper. 
10. Simple and inexpensive deer and rabbit fencing surrounds the site. In our situation it has advantages in
terms of allowing low growth on trees that are to be coppiced. Costs are little more than for guarding
individual trees.
11. The copses were laid out in lazy-S formation with 2.5m between rows. Since meadow inevitably risks
creating ‘vole heaven’, the trees are protected from them with 40 cm wraps.
12. The meadow in full summer glory before hay cut; some fifty species of perennial and ten of grasses are
not only breathtakingly beautiful, but each species provides pollen, nectar or larval food source for
invertebrates.
13. Pathways mown through the meadow allow examination of meadow species and their associates at close
quarters.

10 11 12 13
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Oxfordshire
Dear Woodland Heritage,  
Thank you for sending me the 2014 Journal. I look
forward to studying it in more detail, but have
already read your fascinating article on Continuous
Cover Forestry. I would like to think that the Larch
that we are about to fell here will go on to become
something half as wonderful as one of Ken’s timber
frames. 

The Oxford Woodland Group lives on – the half
page advertisement looks good and I congratulate
you on all that you are doing.

All the best 
Thomas Loyd
Lockinge Estate

Georgia
Dear Peter and Lewis,  
I wish you a very Happy New Year of 2015 and I
hope you all are fine? 

My work continues at the WWF-Caucasus
Programme Office, which is now focused more on
the improvement of the quality of forest
management, rather than simply forest
conservation.

This also includes adaptation to climate change
through forest restoration in high mountains.

Best wishes, 
Ilia Osepashvili, Forest Officer, 
WWF-Caucasus Programme Office
www.panda.org/caucasus

Suffolk
Dear Peter,  

Oak: fine timber in 100 years  
When I received Bede’s excellent translation –
what a project that must have been – I was greatly
impressed and read it several times over. 

By sheer chance, we have at Sotterley a number
of Oak compartments just reaching the critical age
by which Lemaire’s ground breaking book requires
a start to his programme of Dynamic Silviculture if
fine Oak timber is to be produced in 100 years.  

Perhaps it is my lack of formal forestry training,
but I have not found it easy to relate the heights
and girths of our own trees with Lemaire’s graphs
in any meaningful way. It can be done, but it
requires effort. 

As a result, I have re-read section 3 with a more
critical eye. I still find it fascinating and the basic
requirement to select winners early and to have
started to establish a well-balanced crown by age
20 years at the latest comes across loud and clear.

But for a simple back woodsman, the section
contains too much information. For example, on
Page 65 there is a graph comparing the progress of
the current annual increment and the mean
annual volume increments with the age for a crop
of Oak on a YCF1 site. While information of this
type must be valuable for forestry consultants and
academics, it is of little use to me.  

I wonder therefore if section 3 could be
rewritten for practical non-professional growers
who only want to know how to grow Oak in
accordance with Lemaire’s methods so that the
rotation can be reduced to 100 years or better.

The best description of how to grow Oak that I
have found is in Padraic M Joyce’s little book
“Growing Broadleaves” published 1998 in Dublin
(p97). 

If Lemaire’s section 3 could be rewritten along
these lines, using for example, British Yield class
ratings rather than YCF and dbh instead of
circumference, British Oak growers would have a
straightforward path to follow.

I am not against curves – it would certainly be
useful to have graphs against which a grower can
compare the progress of his own trees.
Kind regards, 
Miles Barne

Canada
Dear Peter and Geraint,  
I recently received a copy of the 2014 issue of the
Woodland Heritage journal in the mail, and
apologise for not sending you a note right away.
Thank you so much for sending me a hard copy,
it was a pleasure to see my article in print !  

Both myself and my colleagues have enjoyed
reading through the journal. Although there are
many differences between Canadian forest
management and operations in comparison to the
UK, there are many similarities too!

Congratulations on a job well done, and again I
look forward to visiting WH – whenever that may be !

Sincerely, 
Jocelin Teron, 
Forester, 
Strategic Natural Resource Consultants Inc
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There and Back Again: A Cyclist’s Tale
by Millar Hammond

At the end of September 2014,
I reached the ripe old age of
40. They do say that turning 40

is a significant event in a man’s life
when either “life begins” or a “mid-life
crisis” is surely on the horizon. Four
years ago it appeared as if that mid-
life crisis was indeed just around the
corner (having separated from my
wife and been made redundant from
my well-paid graphic design job), but
now, after a truncated woodland year
at Prickly Nut Wood with Ben Law
(www.ben-law.co.uk), my life has
truly begun again.

When I was made redundant I had two choices –
either look for a new job or leave Dublin (where I
had been living for ten years) and start again. Whilst
living in Dublin I had been consuming my way
through life with barely a care in the world. However,
the recession had changed all that and I was growing
tired of that lifestyle. I yearned for change of some
sort but didn’t really know where to find it. So, in
order to collect my thoughts I went cycle touring and
wwoofing around France.

In 2012, I cycled along the coastline of France (with
an excursion inland to follow the river Loire), met
many wonderful people and experienced euphoric
highs that were enriching my life almost daily. I also
experienced quite a hefty ‘low’ after my bicycle was
stolen in Barcelona. But my new attitude to life
(along with the cost of a replacement being covered
on my parents’ home insurance) helped me overcome
that hurdle so I bought another bike and carried on
pedalling.

During those travels I experienced my first true
epiphany in life when I was introduced to
Permaculture. I loved its message, its simplicity and
its ethos, and realised almost immediately that this
was the change I had been searching for. With winter
approaching and with no time to arrange a new
Workaway host (after ending what was supposed to
be a winter-long stay early because the host was
abusing the volunteer system), I sailed back to
Portsmouth from Santander to spend Christmas and
New Year with family and to begin planning the next
leg of the cycling adventure.

Over the holidays, I enrolled on a Permaculture
Design Course (PDC) in Brighton which ran until
June. In the January and February, I completed an
Introduction to Permaculture, along with a course on
Pruning Fruit Trees and another on Green Roofs. One

wet Sunday in April, a day out
culminated in a visit to the woodland
home of Ben Law (whom I, and
many others, it seemed, knew only
as ‘that bloke who built his house in
the woods on Grand Designs’). As
we walked we learned all about
coppicing woodland from Ben and I
also chatted with Claire (who was his
current “apprentice”) and I was
immediately enthralled by how Ben
managed the woods and by the
opportunity Claire had to learn this
diminishing trade and the skills of
green woodworking. I wrote my

letter to Ben that night asking to be considered for
one of the two positions on offer later that year.

After the successful completion of my PDC, I
returned to France to wwoof at the place where I had
discovered permaculture a year earlier, but rather
than just stay for the month as I had originally
planned, I decided to stay on indefinitely. In late
August, I heard from Ben and was invited to attend a
selection week with the other hopeful candidates in
mid-September. When I returned to France at the
beginning of October, I already knew I had been
successful and was due back at Ben’s for an 11-
month apprenticeship from mid-November.

Whilst nowhere near as cold as the previous winter,
those early days were often pretty bleak. With the
sun barely climbing above the trees that surrounded
us during the day and gone completely by 4.30
plunging us into long dark evenings, I, like many
previous apprentices, wondered how I would fill
those evenings. As it turned out, the near-daily walk
to the local shop for supplies and the time it took to
prepare a meal in an outdoor kitchen in winter, pretty
much accounted for most of the evening free-time,
the remainder of which was taken up reading about
traditional woodland crafts by candlelight in my log
heated cabin, before falling asleep with exhaustion,
often by 9.30.

Each new day brought new challenges, new skills to
master and a whole new vocabulary to learn –
chainsaw training (courtesy of Woodland Heritage and
John Rhyder at Bushcraft School, all of whom I owe a
big thank you to), sharpening billhooks, snedding,
pruning, cleaving, forward leaners, backward leaners,
windrowing, drifts, weavers, cleavers, faggots and
pimps to name but a few – but with an equally keen
fellow apprentice (Paul), Ben, his two lurchers and his
cat for company plus an entire forest to explore,
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looking back now that time just flew by. Spring
seemed to appear out of nowhere, the day's got
longer and the woodland took on an entirely new
appearance once the leaves began to return and the
flowers began to grow. A trip back to France for
Christmas to the understanding permaculture girlfriend
I had temporarily left behind, took on greater
significance when she informed me that she was
pregnant. I was to become a dad for the first time!

I returned to the woods with renewed vigour and
purpose. The longer days also meant more time to
learn and I began to put all my free-time energies into
constructing the yurt I had promised myself I was
going to build. When I had initially told Ben about my
yurt plans back in November, he had rolled his eyes
and given me a wry smile as he said “OK”. Asking
him a few months later about his reaction, he told me
that so many previous apprentices had arrived
wanting to build a yurt but once they had realised just
how much work was involved, only one of them had
ever seen the project through to completion. I already
knew I was going to double that figure!

Come April, with Paul back home to help with
lambing on the family farm, and with Ben often

occupied with writing his latest book, the majority of
the days were taken up with felling the remainder of
the derelict coppice area before the May 1st deadline.
I spent most of April in the woods by myself. But
during that time, things really began to fall into place
for me. Watching the woodland “grow”, literally by
the day, was something I had never experienced
before and I was falling in love with the process of
selecting and peeling the poles for my yurt. 

At the start of May, I was privileged to be given a
place on Woodland Heritage’s ‘From Woodland to
Workshop’ course and was truly taken aback by just
how much knowledge was imparted to me during
those three days. I also tried my hand at wood
carving under the expert instruction of Ben Orford,
and came away with a carved table leg (which I will
endeavour to complete and make three matching
partners for sometime). I can’t recommend that
course highly enough and will continue to follow the
endeavours of all at Woodland Heritage, along with
the great work they do.

Back in the woods during May and June, I was up
with the sun at 6.00am most days and would happily
peel away for a couple of hours before the other
work began. I’d then return to my shave horse and
drawknife in the evenings often until bed. I rebuilt
Ben’s steam bending jig (for curving the roof poles)
and uncovered and repaired the apparatus for steam
bending the hoop for the roof. An entire day was set
aside for finding the right tree, felling it, cleaving it,
shaving it to size, keeping a fire going, steaming the
pole and finally forming it into a circle around an old
wagon wheel. A week later when it was unclamped
and it hadn't split, was a wonderful feeling. All that
remained then was to burn 38 square holes into it to
accept the tapered ends of the roof poles.

My time in the woods though, was coming to an
end, but the courses Ben runs and the fun
interactions with the attendees, was keeping spirits
high. I had also gotten myself a steady stream of
work from many of the local villagers and was
working in the local pub every weekend. I was
spreading myself very thinly but loving every moment
of it. The yurt was not yet complete but with baby on
the way, I returned to France in mid-July to help with
the preparations for our new arrival. My daughter was
born on August 21st and the next chapter of my life
began. As things settled down, I returned to the yurt
building and completed it in the week before my
40th birthday, just in time for inclusion in Ben’s latest
book. I now hope to set up a green woodworking
business within a permaculture environment which I
am creating with my partner and new family.

They do say that turning 40 is a significant event in
a man’s life. I have avoided that looming mid-life
crisis and, for me, life really has begun at 40! S

millarhammond@gmail.com

Millar Hammond (right) and co-apprentice Paul South
sorting product from coppiced Sweet Chestnut poles.

Photo: Ben Law

Millar’s yurt hoop, a 360 degree bend from one Sweet
Chestnut pole, setting on a former. The pole was felled,
cleft, draw knifed and steam bent in the same day.
The ultimate manipulation of wood. Photo: Ben Law
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Moving Onwards and Upwards
by Lu Mason

If someone had told me two and half years ago that
I would have the set of skills that I now possess
then I wouldn't have believed them. Back then I

had been unemployed for over a year, having
completed a degree in drama and gender studies,
and I was living back with my parents in
Herefordshire. I had no idea what I wanted to do
next and there seemed to be very few opportunities
available to me. 

One day when I was ‘signing on’ I noticed a leaflet
promoting a ‘Get Into Woodlands’ taster course run
by The Prince’s Trust. The adviser I was talking to
didn’t recommend the course to me, but I persuaded
her to put me forward for it. Despite living in the
countryside for most of my life and loving nature and
the outdoors, I had never considered a career in the
forestry industry, and I knew almost nothing about it.
I thought that the course looked interesting and I
hoped that it might give me a short break from
signing on at the job centre. 

From the very start the course was inspiring.
Through the co-ordination of The Prince’s Trust,
Holme Lacy College, the Forestry Commission and the
Duchy’s Estate in Herefordshire, amongst others, I
was exposed to a huge variety of people and jobs
within the forestry sector. By the time the course had
finished, I’d decided that I definitely wasn’t ready to
stop getting muddy in the woods. Holme Lacy
College (now Herefordshire and Ludlow College)
then put me in touch with Toby Allen and Aly May at
‘Say It With Wood’.

They kindly agreed to take me on as their first
apprentice while I studied for my Level 2 and then
later Level 3 Work-based Diploma in Trees and
Timber at Holme Lacy. My time with ‘Say It With
Wood’ has allowed me to drive tractors through the

woods, winch big trees around and knock over a lot
of them – I’ve thoroughly enjoyed myself.

In May 2013 I was lucky enough, through
Forestry Commission funding, to attend Woodland
Heritage’s ‘Woodland to Workshop’ course run out
of Whitney Sawmill in Herefordshire. This course
built on the introduction to forestry that The Prince’s
Trust had given me. The experience and knowledge
of the tutors was inspiring, and they were always
willing to talk to us in depth about any questions we
had. I was also lucky enough to be sharing the
course with Dr Sandra Denman, a Forestry
Commission pathologist, who added her insight into
tree diseases and fungi, which was particularly
prescient as the media had just broken the story of
Ash Dieback.  

The course included a full day at the Duchy’s
Timberline Estate. It was refreshing to be outside
in the woods learning about trees, and was an

Lu working her magic on the Wood Mizer.

Helping to squeezing together a Chestnut and Oak
Mordiford gate.

Processing in the yard.
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opportunity to consider the growing of trees in depth
for the first time. 

The workshops at Whitney Sawmill exposed us to
the potential of high-quality woodwork, and I tried
my hand at bowl-turning on an electric lathe. My
bowl looked decidedly rustic ! I also didn’t know
much about milling timber before I did this course,
but I got to use a mobile Woodmizer for the first
time. Using the mill is now one of my favourite
aspects of the job. I also started to learn the skills of
appraising standing and felled timber for potential
faults or defects which has proved very useful over
my years as an apprentice. 

Two years on from the course I am in full-time
employment. I am fitter and stronger, suffering from
mild back pain and becoming slowly deafer. Long
may it continue! S

Editor’s Note: It was fairly early on in Lu’s
apprenticeship that she arrived on her motorbike to
join our ‘From Woodland to Workshop’ course and it
didn’t take long for our Tutors to realise that here
was someone who had tremendous potential.
Congratulations Lu on winning the coveted Silky Fox
Handsaw Award, a Royal Forestry Society Award
given to the student showing most endeavour on their
course of study. And yes – long may you continue!!

Lu on a chair making course at Mike Abbott’s Living
Wood (www.living-wood.co.uk).

Woodland Heritage is proud to announce the dates for its
unique three-day training courses.

An innovative course linking ‘tree growers with wood users’,
to broaden horizons and raise awareness by educating
participants from the forest through to the workshop

and beyond…

Supported by knowledgeable practitioners and eminent
speakers from the industry, our 2015 groundbreaking

courses will take place from

Monday 21st to Wednesday 23rd September 2015
and

Tuesday 4th to Thursday 6th May 2016

at Whitney Sawmill & Joinery Workshop
Whitney-on-Wye, Herefordshire

Based in the woodland, timber yard, sawmill and joinery workshop. Numbers will be restricted
to enable a ‘hands on’ and highly interactive approach, ensuring a learning opportunity of

enduring quality.

Some subsidised places will be available to deserving and committed individuals.

For further information 
please contact Woodland Heritage

01428 652159
enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

“The ultimate
course for those

who want to meet
and learn from the

real experts!”
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Say It With Wood is a small forestry, fencing and
timber products company, the main ethos of
which is to give the

public good quality fencing
and products made from
locally harvested, naturally
durable timber. They also
strongly believe that crafts
and British timber should
be a mainstream item to
be used and enjoyed by
all rather than a high
end luxury.

The company was founded by Aly May and Toby
Allen, who had met in 1994 and finally got together
in 2004. Aly had previously travelled extensively
including going overland from Turkey to Australia on
one trip. She financed most of these trips by being a
very fast apple picker and had a reputation for hard
work which got her the premium jobs (a reputation
anyone that has spent a day working with her will
vouch for). Toby had a background in softwood
fencing and landscaping, living in Cornwall and
setting up events during the summer. He later moved
to Kent and realised the beauty and potential of using
Sweet Chestnut for fencing and learnt cleaving and
coppicing from Tim Rice at the Larkfield estate (now
renamed Pepenbury). With lots of available material
on the estate and Tim’s gentle mentoring, Toby finally
took the gamble to stop offering treated softwood to
customers in 2002 and concentrate on naturally
durable products.

At first the mainstay of business was selling rustic
garden furniture through farmers markets, and taking
commissions for fencing and structures in the Kent
area. Business was brisk with a lot of learning by trial

and error. Toby puts some of the more expensive
mistakes, like under pricing, down to ‘school fees’.

Aly was increasingly
becoming a part of the
business, cutting coppice
and through a LANTRA
‘Women in Work’ scheme
got the first of her many
chainsaw and forestry
qualifications.

The couple moved in
together, settling in
Herefordshire and living in

a vintage horse box at their rented woodyard. They
started out in the area managing neglected woodlands
and cutting derelict coppice, selling most of the
timber as firewood or turning it into garden products
to be sold at markets. At first it was very hard to
source Chestnut coppice in Herefordshire, and they
seriously considered stopping that avenue and
concentrating on the contracting and milling side of
the business that had built up since they had been
there. Then with the help of a well known forestry
agent, a beat officer from the FC and a warden from
the National Trust, they had a supply of Chestnut and
a good sized order in the book. It was with this
confidence that they took the plunge to set up Say It
With Wood as a formal partnership in 2008.

With the push for British timber products, desire for
sustainability and a practical need for naturally
durable products, the company has grown at a
healthy rate and now employs up to 14 people at
times. The skill base for these is varied as the
company carries out the whole spectrum of activities,
and from day to day their staff could be measuring
timber, milling, felling, extracting, cleaving, fencing
and producing anything from agricultural stakes to
cleft Oak gates or even giant arches for events.
Training their team and keeping them at the top of
the game is one of the challenges Toby and Aly face
and something they believe is important. As Aly says,
“our team is our greatest asset”. S

Say It With Wood
www.sayitwithwood.co.uk
info@sayitwithwood.co.uk

Yard: Leighton Court, Much Cowarne,
Herefordshire, HR82UN

Office: Brook House Farm, Avenbury Lane,
Bromyard, Herefordshire, HR74LB

07958345833
Toby / Aly: 07811852704 / 07800578308

‘Say It With Wood’
by Toby Allen

Toby Allen and Aly May.
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Last October I attended an irregular silviculture
course with Andy Poore and David Pengelly of
Selectfor which was funded by a bursary from

Woodland Heritage. I would like to thank them for this
assistance. Growing high quality timber for the future
is important and hopefully this course has gone some
way towards giving me the skills to promote this in
my day-to-day work.

My wife and I have a business based in
Herefordshire. We mainly cut Sweet Chestnut and
other naturally durable timber which is made into a
variety of products sold to several markets. Our lads
can be pointing thousands of stakes one week,
making cleft Oak and Chestnut gates the next, fitting
rustic trellis or working on a landscape structure at a
festival. Over the years, we have built up a range of
skills and kit enabling us to undertake felling and
extraction jobs for other people – often small parcels
with access issues.

One of the challenges facing us is the current high
price of timber, when competing against a subsidised
woodfuel market. We are always looking for ways to
add value to our service and give owners and
managers a reason to choose us to work in their
woodlands. We use different silviculture techniques to
harvest a broad range of trees and aim to help grow
good quality timber for the future. To increase our
range of options for clients, I booked on the
‘Irregular Silviculture in the lowlands, transformation
in practice’ course, hoping to gain some new
approaches to thinning and regeneration control.

The course did exactly that, with enough blend of
classroom and time in the woods to suit the varied
mix of students. David and Andy were good teachers,
and gave their knowledge freely. A lot of things
slotted into place with their help and I left feeling
ready to put some of it into practice. 

Irregular silviculture is very well suited to amenity
woods. Regular interventions with minimal outlay on
restocking are also particularly attractive in farm
woodlands. Since completing the course I have been
able to direct potential customers towards CCF and
aim for ‘clumpy’ groupings when thinning, growing
trees to their full potential, instead of taking out good
trees just because they are close to others.

I felled my first tree in 2001, an overgrown Chestnut
coppice stool which was extracted using ratchet
straps and a pinch bar. Once I had got it roadside
and onto a friend’s truck, I exchanged a couple of
days’ work for having it milled into boards at a local
estate. Most of these boards were made into garden
benches which I sold at farmers’ markets. A few years
later I purchased the mill from the estate. It was
upgraded a while ago, but I still keep a small part of
one of those boards in the shed. 

When I look back, this kind of co-operative
working has been a recurring theme through my
career. I have been fortunate to have been supported
by some good organisations and people – from Tim
Rice who guided me when I first started in the
woods, to Business link when Aly and I wanted to
grow Say It With Wood, to The Princes Trust and to
Holme Lacy College for training our apprentice. There
have been forestry agents helping us source timber
from the National Trust, the Woodland Trust, the
Forestry Commission and many more. All these
people and organisations have a shared interest of
improving our timber resource by harvesting trees
and using them to make products. 

This is why an organisation such as Woodland
Heritage is so important. They provide the link
between everyone in the chain, with a shared
passion for our woodlands and the products to
be gleaned from them. S

Learning from the Experts
by Toby Allen

Training in action. Photos: David Pengelly, SelectFor

An illustration of developing irregular stands.

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Woodland Heritage’s support of HighGround,
a charity which helps ex-military people
find employment in the land-based sector,

has recently paid dividends as the Charity has just
announced its 2015 Rural Weeks programme.

Anna Baker Cresswell started HighGround in 2013
and said: “Military skills and experience map perfectly
into the land-based sector and, having worked with
veterans to deliver Horticultural Therapy, not
previously used in the UK, although widely used in
the US since Vietnam, I saw there was a need to help
these highly motivated people find their way into the
rural economy and HighGround is the result.”

At the core of HighGround’s land-based
employment service are Rural Weeks, an opportunity
for Service Leavers, Reservists and Veterans to learn
about the vast range of opportunities in the land-
based sector; how their military skills and experience
will transfer; where their skills gaps lie and how to
access training and funding.

To test the structure of the programme and produce
an accurate costing for the Rural Weeks, two pilots
were successfully delivered at Plumpton College in
Sussex in Autumn 2014 and Woodland Heritage made
a generous donation towards the cost of this ground-
breaking initiative.

Dr Zoe Morrison of Aberdeen University conducted
an independent evaluation of the pilot weeks and
commented, “Without exception, all participants felt
this intervention assisted them in employment
planning. I was moved by the responses we had to

this evaluation and congratulate HighGround on this
important new service.”

Plumpton College has supported HighGround’s
initiative from the outset and Des Lambert, their
Principal, added, “We are very proud to be working
with HighGround and helping them develop their
programme. The participants so far have been keen
and enthusiastic and hopefully we have been able to
give an insight into the wide range of land-based
opportunities for which the college teaches. The
land-based world is a diverse one with many
opportunities in addition to production agriculture.
We hope this will be a long association with
HighGround and ironically we are fulfilling one of
the objectives which the College was set up for in
1919, following the First World War, which was to
train personnel leaving the Armed Forces for a career
in the land-based industries.”

The New Year brings HighGround and Anna new
challenges and now that the pilot weeks have been
evaluated and costed and a programme for 2015
agreed with Plumpton College, her Trustees have
stipulated that before the 2015 Rural Weeks
programme can begin, the total cost of the 6 weeks,
£74,118 must first be raised…

Often, when people leave the military they don’t
know what they want to do next (plan A was to join
up) and whether they are made redundant, medically
discharged or have just had enough, the one thing
many do know is that they ‘don’t want to work in
an office.’

This is where HighGround fits in. The Charity’s
criteria are simple – you must have served, and you
must be looking towards employment in the land-
based sector.

Taking the HighGround
by Anna Baker Cresswell, Founder and Development Director

Pilot 2 Martin on log grabber.

Our second Rural Pilot Week at Plumpton College.
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People find HighGround via all sorts of means and
after contact has been made, a visit, usually to its
offices in the Regimental Headquarters of the London
Scottish Regiment in Westminster, is arranged where
the Careers Manager will meet them and work out
how best HighGround can help.

For those who know what they want their next
career move to be (for example a tree surgeon), they
need tickets and work experience. HighGround’s
ever-expanding network of landowners and farmers
are on hand. Clinton Devon Estates have generously
agreed to act as pathfinders for the first HighGround
beneficiaries in need of practical experience to get
them work-ready for forestry companies and other
estates and find their way through HighGround’s
system.

For others, who really don’t know what they want
to do, a Rural Week at Plumpton College can help to
give them focus and support. Outcomes from a Rural
Week can be getting booked onto a Woodland
Heritage course; easing back into the workforce by
volunteering (Kew Gardens, the National Memorial
Arboretum and the Woodland Trust are all offering
opportunities) or signing up for a course to pursue a
new career – forestry is proving very popular !

HighGround is growing exponentially with the help
of a small Board of Trustees and crucially, a
Development Board of subject matter experts in the
land-based industry, resilience training, transition and
employment support. Geraint Richards has generously
agreed to represent the Forestry industry on the
Development Board.

Anna adds: “We are extremely grateful to all the
people and organisations who have shown such an
interest in getting involved as we develop
HighGround’s land-based employment service for
these motivated, team-working, problem-solving,
communicating people. We can never have enough
support (or funding!) so please, do get in touch
wherever you are in the UK and let’s really get
behind these unique people and help them to find
jobs they enjoy and are really good at.” S

HighGround
RHQ

The London Scottish Regiment
95 Horseferry Road

London SW1P 2DX
anna@highground-uk.org
www.highground-uk.org

Available from Woodland Heritage 
these weather-proof guides are perfect for aspiring foresters.

For copies please contact   01428 652159  enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk
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UK Squirrel Accord Attracts Wide Support
by Simon Lloyd

An Accord aimed at protecting red squirrels
and the UK’s woodlands from damage caused
by grey squirrels, has gathered the support of

some of the largest forestry and conservation
membership organisations in the country.

The stated long term aim of the UK Squirrel
Accord is: Red squirrel populations protected and
thriving and greys controlled, through targeted and
sustained action.

Why is this an important development for woodland
owners and managers?

First, the Accord establishes the principle that
control of greys is a complementary but equal priority
to protection of reds. The case for protecting the
endangered population of 140,000 red squirrels in
the UK has been well made and is widely accepted.
But for most woodland owners in England the
reintroduction of reds is very distant prospect. Their
priority is the control of greys to prevent damage to
trees. This case has not been well made, has not
been recognised in government policy, and is not
yet widely accepted.

In an RFS survey last year, landowners and managers
responded that greys represent the greatest threat to
the health of their broadleaf woods. This echoes the
interest in this subject shown by RFS members at most
woodland meetings. Survey participants called for a
change in government policy to raise the profile of the
grey squirrel as a threat to both woodlands and reds,
conduct further research, and provide practical
support. The Accord is a powerful statement of intent
which captures these strongly held views.

Secondly, the Accord recognises that the driver for
control of greys is not only related to preservation of
commercial timber value but also to protect the
environmental and social benefits of well managed
woods. When trees are ring barked or suffer stem
deformation and broken tops between ten and thirty
years, it is not only timber that is devalued. These
trees will never take their rightful place in the
landscape as things of beauty for the appreciation of
the public and never provide the habitat for the
diversity of mammals, birds, invertebrates and lichens
that they should if they were to grow on healthily to
maturity. This is quite apart from the resultant failure
to fulfil a host of other environmental and societal
benefits provided by healthy woods. It is in
everybody’s interest to tackle this problem.

Third, the Accord acknowledges that to control greys
successfully requires a collective effort over a long time.
Grey squirrel control is currently largely an individual
effort, done very effectively by some landowners, done
not very well others and not at all by many. The result

is that we are losing the battle and more and more
woods are being turned to scrub. Feedback in the
RFS survey suggests that there is a need for more
effective control methods and a wider awareness and
understanding of how to apply existing methods to
best effect. There is also very widespread support to
develop collaborative projects between neighbouring
landowners so that control can be applied on a wider
scale. By bringing the Accord signatories together,
there is added impetus to make this happen.

The Accord was initially drafted by a small ad hoc
committee including representatives from Defra, FC
England, RSST, RFS and the Duchy of Cornwall. An
advanced draft was initially released for consultation
at a meeting convened at Dumfries House in May
2014 where it received strong support.

The final version of the Accord has been signed
by 32 organisations, including representatives in the
four UK devolved government administrations, large
conservation NGOs including the RSPB, RHS,
Woodland Trust and National Trust, as well as
numerous woodland NGOs, including Woodland
Heritage. Taken together the signatories of the Accord
have over 5.5 million members between them. This
level of interest and support has been a major factor
in the process which resulted in the English squirrel
policy update in December last year. The Accord

Bark stripping on young Oak ©RFS.
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has already been responsible for improved
communications among interested parties and in
particular between governmental bodies in the
constituent parts of the UK.

What happens next? At the first meeting of the
Accord signatories in London earlier this year, it was
agreed that the priority is now to bring the Accord’s
aims and objectives to life. This means work to
facilitate communications between signatories, raise
public awareness and understanding, support
research and development of more effective controls
methods, and promote collaboration among
landowners and local groups. A formal committee has
been elected to implement the Accord, but its work
will be considerably more effective if it proves
possible to appoint a dedicated project manager.
As the Accord currently has no money, fundraising
to make this possible is now underway.

It is very helpful that hot on the heels of the
Accord, Forestry Commission England published a
revised squirrel policy which is closely aligned to the
aims of the Accord. This was followed by publication
of the National Forest Squirrel Policy in January
which is also entirely consistent. There is a sense that
we are now in a better place on this topic than we
have been for many years. It is important to maintain
the momentum and that is what the Accord will be
striving to do in 2015.

The full text of the Accord can be found at:
www.rfs.org.uk/news/hot-topics/grey-squirrel-damage/ S

Simon Lloyd
Chief Executive, Royal Forestry Society

simon.lloyd@rfs.org.ukGrey squirrel in action ©RFS.

Silky Fox Saws
Foxley Estate Offi ce, 
Mansel Lacy,
Hereford HR4 7HQ

Tel:  01981 590224 
Fax: 01981 590355

enquiries@silkyfox.co.uk

Secateurs, hedgeshears and the world’s fi nest 
pruning saws in tempered Japanese steel

Visit www.silkyfox.co.uk to fi nd your local stockist

POCKETBOY 170

TSURUGI 300-10

HAYAUCHI 4900

ZUBAT 390-7.5

KST104

KST217
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The National Forest: Coming of Age
by John Everitt, Chief Executive, National Forest Company

There is something fundamental
about the simple act of
planting a tree. Not only does

it signal a new life and a new
beginning, but it can lift the spirits
by rooting you in the environment.
When you see row upon of row of
trees planted side by side like a tiny
army marching across the landscape
there is an added sense of togetherness, of creating
something greater than the sum of its parts.

I’ve just experienced my first Plant a Tree event
as the new Chief Executive of the National Forest
Company – 400 people happily braving the morning
chill and mud to help create a new woodland on
the outskirts of Leicester – and that fundamental
feeling is one that has stayed with me. Each of the
groups and individuals planting a tree had their
own story to tell – a celebration, birthday,
anniversary or memory – and through these the
woodland will take shape, grow and mature, built
on some very personal emotions.

The National Forest demonstrates
how the simplicity of planting a tree
can multiply into myriad benefits;
more resilient habitats, a place for
improving health and wellbeing, a
sustainable local economy, a sense of
pride and belonging. 

After years of heavy industry
The National Forest landscape is

evolving as a new place and a new identity. Just as
the industrial landscape was carved out through the
hard graft of mining and quarrying, so the Forest
landscape is emerging, buoyed by the emotions of
local people.  

With over twenty years of activity the Forest is now
coming of age. Those first saplings planted in the
1990s are now ready for thinning, and are providing
the beginnings of a new woodland economy. As the
Forest itself changes so the National Forest Company
is changing. The organisation that was set up 20 years
ago to create a new Forest for the nation, is now
redefining itself to meet the challenges of the next
decade. How do we make the woodland economy
viable ? How do we complete the Forest as a visitor
destination ? How do we develop a new woodland
culture ? These and many other questions are ones
that will occupy us over the next decade as we move
to becoming a charity and developing a more
entrepreneurial approach.   

With Forest cover now pushing 20%, we have
reached a key milestone. We now need to raise our
game again to challenge ourselves on what it is
possible to create across this part of the Midlands.
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Over the last 20 years we have seen a new
generation growing up with the emerging Forest, and
what is really exciting is that the next generation will
be growing up with a maturing Forest. That means
the connections should be so much deeper, with
peoples’ sense of place, prosperity, enjoyment and
wellbeing intrinsically tied up with the Forest itself.
This next phase of managing the Forest, establishing
woodland businesses, developing the visitor
destination and embedding community engagement is

where our future aspirations and ambitions will take
us. It is truly inspiring to be leading The National
Forest through this period of change and the
organisation is well placed to set the agenda, test new
approaches and break new ground. And wherever it
takes us, we will carry that fundamental feeling that
comes from planting a tree, rooting us in our
environment and reminding us of our connections
to the natural world.  S

www.nationalforest.org
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The book contains a personal, almost
autobiographical, account of Roderick Leslie’s
career between joining in 1976 and his

retirement 30 years later in the part of the British
Forestry Commission called Forest Enterprise. It
does not deal with the Forestry Authority which
administers grants. He started just as the FC was
ending the huge planting programmes of
the first 50 years of its
existence to managing the
forests it had created: a period
of major changes which have
also been paralleled in Ireland. 

Mr Leslie joined the
Commission after graduating
from Oxford University. In the
subsequent 30 years, he worked
in a very wide variety of posts
and ended up as Head of Policy
for England. He was at the
centre of some violent verbal
conflicts that eventually stopped
new conifer planting in the
uplands; he lived through the
near fatal unpopularity of the
Forestry Commission in 1988 after
the ‘Flow Country’ episode, to the
trusted organisation that it is now,
with overwhelming public
support. This public support halted
the Government’s plans to sell all
the Forestry Commission’s forests, first when John
Major was Prime Minister in 1993-94 and then again in
2010-11 under David Cameron. How this was
achieved is what the book is really about. It is an
account of splendid leadership during a period of
great difficulties.

Mr Leslie describes how the requirement arose for
timber production to be balanced with care for the
environment, wildlife, landscape, heritage, local
employment and recreation. He explains how he
recognised that where the population was largely
urban, rural areas would lose out. Urban people see
the countryside as a place for entertainment and
leisure and do not recognise the wider social and
economic diversity present in it. In the New Forest,
for example, the priorities for management are, in the
order stated below:
• Conservation of the Natural and Cultural Heritage
• Public Enjoyment
• Rural Development (including timber production) 

The author also points out that the importance of
carbon sequestration is largely ignored although it
was rated above both timber and biodiversity in a
study by the Economics for the Environment
Consultancy. A theme throughout the book is how
much politicians and career Civil Servants (or
‘quangocrats’) appear to dislike what the Forestry

Commission stands for and have
frequently attempted to emasculate
it. Early attempts to do this were
efforts to extinguish common rights
in the New Forest. The current
view is usually either that you are
commercial or you are for wildlife,
or for people, but never all three
combined. The problem with the
FC is that it operates both as a
business and as a spending
department and bureaucrats
simply cannot understand this.
The normal government approach
revels in its ignorance as people
‘with wide experience’ are
appointed to posts requiring a
foundation of relevant scientific
or technical knowledge. They
then try to manipulate policy
but are at a complete loss when
a situation fails to improve. This
has applied equally to the

failure of those appointed from the outside to the FC
to make it more businesslike. FC staff are quite the
opposite; they have the technical skill, and are
flexible and programmed to immediate action and fast
delivery. There has been a view within Government,
and especially Defra, saying ‘do nothing – it’ll be OK,
we’ll get away with it’. Agencies are casually re-
organised in ways that look designed to deplete the
national knowledge base. The lack of professional
expertise has been a big factor in the problems. 

On recreation, the National Household Survey
revealed that after parking the car, countryside visitors
want good toilets, refreshments and a chance to buy
a souvenir, in that order. The serious museum-style
displays of the 1970s feature around 15th in people’s
preferences. New chunky picnic furniture designs
were introduced and standards of construction and
design were vastly improved during the 1980s.
The importance of catering for local visitors was
recognised for the first time. Creating facilities that
appeal to children was accepted in 1990 with the

BOOK REVIEW
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TRANSFORMING THE FORESTRY COMMISSION
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opening of the play trail at the Moors Valley country
park in East Dorset. The author regrets that more
versions of this popular place were not constructed
more quickly.

The management of unusual habitats was also a
major priority; heathlands have been a target for
restoration as the biggest potentially open habitat in
England. This is in spite of the view that it is more
‘natural’ not to manage. Doing nothing does not lead
back to the ‘Wildwood’ before human intervention.
Even the Woodland Trust and National Trust now
recognise this. 

The 1985 British broadleaves policy signalled an
end to planting conifers in England and the beginning
of a phase of restoration. The author goes into some
of the many financial problems endured by the FC.
He says that every time foresters saved 10% on costs
the value of timber went down 20% until he finally
realised that the FC’s financial problems were not
going to be resolved by a recovery in prices. Other
assets, especially income from recreation and
cellphone transmission masts, had to work. English
woodlands are so under thinned and generally
unmanaged that timber production could probably
double without planting a single new tree. In 1992,
as part of the fallout from the Flow Country episode,
the FC was split between land management and
regulatory functions; the so-called Forest Enterprise
and Forestry Authority.

After a somewhat rocky start, Forest Certification
has become entrenched as part of forestry in Britain,
in fact the UK was the first country to have the whole
of its publically owned forests fully FSC certified. It
remains unpopular with smaller owners, being
disproportionately costly for them.

In a chapter entitled ‘The Cutting Edge’, the author
explains how a new and powerful alliance between
the FC and the private sector developed. Such things
as concerts, mountain cycling and ‘Go Ape’ have
proved immensely popular with teenagers and young
adults. The latter two also provide popular adrenalin
fixes. The aftermath of the collapse of the coal
industry in the 1980s signalled the start of
environmental improvement of derelict land for
deprived communities. Urban practitioners were of
little help and, being egged on by landscape
architects on percentage fees, their schemes were
often hugely expensive and inappropriate. In the
drive for ‘privatisation’ it was found that medium to
large companies’ proposals were unimaginative, risk
averse and greedy; and where local authorities were
involved, the scale of enthusiasm and ambition by
local people and organisations died away as local
authority involvement increased. Smaller businesses
have proved very different, ranging from Go Ape to
cycling. Local people were also involved in
imaginative planning, which resulted in a dog

swimming pond being constructed at Jeskyns Wood.
Roderick Leslie believes that what the FC did in the
urban fringe during the 2000s is an achievement
comparable to the original drive for reforestation. 

For the future the author notes that the Bishop of
Liverpool’s Independent Panel on forestry called for a
new woodland culture to be developed. He (Mr
Leslie) believes that there are two obvious, big,
directions for FC and forestry in England: the first is
round towns and cities, and the second is related to
the low carbon economy and climate change. These
will be the challenges for the future. Another key
challenge is that, whoever owns the present FC
estate, it will be desirable to do several things
simultaneously, the way FC does today. Roderick
Leslie concludes that the forests are not safe yet.

This splendidly written book will interest anyone
involved professionally in forestry or who appreciates
and enjoys forests, especially those who have been
involved since the 1970s. It is clearly and simply
written and reveals much that is completely new to
lay people. I only wish it had been available for
our students at Oxford before I retired. S

Peter Savill
Roderick Leslie – Forest Vision: 

Transforming the Forestry Commission. 
New Environment Books. Pp. 218. 24 x17 cm.

ISBN978—9928789-0-0. £12.99. 
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Introduction

In December 2014, I was privileged to visit the
Sheba estate in Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe has recently
been in the news for all the wrong reasons and I’m

pleased to have the opportunity to share some
positive news from this fascinating, diverse and
incredibly productive country. I can honestly say that
despite all the economic, political and social
upheavals of recent years, parts of Zimbabwe still
have a thriving and expanding woodland heritage.

The Sheba estate is one of five estates owned by
Border Timbers Ltd, a constituent company of the Rift
Valley Corporation (www.riftvalley.com). Located
north of the city of Mutare in the eastern highlands
of Zimbabwe, mean annual temperature is 19°C and
the rainy season delivers more than 2000 mm of rain
a year (WMO, 2015).

90% of Zimbabwe’s exotic plantations are found in
the eastern districts, occupying an area dwarfed by
the estimated 25 million hectares of indigenous
woodland (table 1). The Forestry Commission of
Zimbabwe estimates that about 70,000 ha of
indigenous woodland are lost to agriculture each
year, yet the expansion of exotic plantation continues
(FAO, 2001). It’s important to note that this data is
nearly 15 years old now and precise area figures
should be treated with some caution.

Table 1 Forest types and areas found in Zimbabwe (FAO,
2001). Percentage of total land area is calculated from land
area of Zimbabwe (39 million ha).

Forest type Area (000 ha) % of total land area

Natural forest 11.5 0.03

Exotic plantation 155.8 0.40

Indigenous woodland 25,771.4 65.92

Total forest area 25,938.7 66.35

My host for the visit was Pierre Nel, the operations
manager of Ozol; the subcontractors responsible for
harvesting, pruning and weeding on the Sheba estate.
The subcontractor was employed subsequent to the
mismanagement of harvesting operations by direct
Border Timbers employees which had resulted in a
reduced timber supply for the estate’s sawmill, a
crucial part of the viability of the Sheba estate. To
restore the supply Ozol had invested heavily in
training its employees and purchasing forestry
machinery and equipment. 

Silvicultural practices 

The 6,000 ha estate is comprised of Pinus patula
(native to the highlands of Mexico) and Pinus taeda
(native to south-eastern United States); both species
are managed as monocultures using the clearcut
system. The rotation begins in the estate’s nursery
where seedlings are grown for restocking (above);
improved seeds are sourced from Zimbabwe’s
Forestry Commission. 

Seedlings are planted in the field at 2.5 × 2.5 m
spacings to give a density of 1,600 stems per hectare;
to reduce knot formation in the timber the stand is
high pruned when it reaches 3, 5 and 7 metres in
height (below). 

Weeding is also a very important for establishment
of seedlings; the invasive Lantana camara and
Acacia mearnsii (black wattle) are monitored and
cleared from the forest, much as Rhododendron
ponticum is in the UK. Pests are also problematic in
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Forestry in the Eastern Highlands of Zimbabwe
by Gruffudd Rhys-Sambrook

The Sheba estate tree nursery.

Careful high pruning at age 3, 5 and 7 years ensures
final crop trees have excellent form.
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the forest with the majority of damage being caused
by baboons; leaders broken when trees were young
led to poorly formed low value stems (similar in
some senses to the damage caused to young trees by
deer and grey squirrel in the UK). Control of the
baboons is difficult with shooting doing little to ease
the problem; poisoning has been found to be
effective but is considered too inhumane and has
been abandoned. A Fusarim spp. (a type of fungi)
had been found to have diseased the crop in some
areas. Aerial application of a copper based fungicide
had been trialled as a way of tackling this fungi but
with as yet unknown effectiveness. When questioned
on the threat of Dothistroma septosporum (red band
needle blight – which affects both native and exotic
species of Pine in the UK), the operations manager
reported no knowledge of the disease in the country.
Clearly the forests of the UK are not alone in the
threat they face from pests and diseases.

Harvesting operations
Rotations in the eastern highlands are short when

compared to typical UK rotations with final felling
occurring at 22 years old. Perhaps even more
surprisingly, three thinnings are also performed in the
duration of the rotation at approximately 7, 11 and
16 years old.

The standard of silviculture was impressive. A team
of markers worked ahead of the felling crew marking
every tree to be removed; marking favoured the
retention of well-formed stems while crown thinning
to achieve a target number of stems per hectare
according to the thinning stage. All felling was
undertaken by 13 local chainsaw saw operators. On
clearcut sites an individual was tasked to fell and
sned 80 trees per day. Tree length extraction was
achieved by a John Deere grapple skidder in clear-
fells and by skidder tractors when thinning. Several
‘mombe’ (cow) crews consisting of a man and two
cows frequently extracted 100 m3 of timber a day.
Extraction records were meticulous with the volume
of every single log measured at the crosscutting bay.

The subcontractor was a member of the Forest
Industry Safety Accord and took safety very seriously;
all operators attended safety refresher courses every
three months and were provided with PPE equivalent
to what would be expected from a UK employer. This
exemplary assertion of safety is unusual in a country
where safety is generally an afterthought in all
industries.

To mitigate the risk of fires in the dry season
subcompartment sizes are kept small and fire breaks
and forest roads are regular, the maintenance of which
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The brand new John Deere grapple skidder in 
action.

One of the team of 13 chainsaw operators putting in a
back cut.

An example of the damage caused by baboons when
seedling leaders are broken early in the rotation.
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is upheld by three of Ozol’s road graders. My visit took
place during the rainy season, which limited access to
some 80% of the sites; a situation familiar to UK foresters.

Sawmill
The estate sawmill plays a significant role in the

viability of the estate as a whole. The poor state of
the Zimbabwean economy in recent years has created
opportunities for any business that has been able to
continue trading and in particular those with export
markets. Sawn timber from the Sheba estate sawmill
is typically exported to Dubai and South Africa,
earning much needed foreign exchange for the
country and the company. The downside to this is
that very few products are sold locally due to the
poor economic conditions in Zimbabwe; the
exception being low value utility poles.

The mill itself was experiencing difficulties at the
time of my visit; its output was a mere 200 m3 a day,
considerably short of the daily target of 800 m3. This
appeared to be largely due to the age of the
equipment, however, various staff management issues
were also contributing to the output shortfall and
measures are in place to address this. This led to
timber being stacked at roadside for extended periods
resulting in excessive blue staining. 

Despite the relatively low daily output, the sawmill
is at the forefront of the Zimbabwean timber industry;
it is the only sawmill in the country offering kiln dried
timber. Four woodchip/sawdust fuelled kilns are used
to cure timber over 4 to 5 days to about 12% moisture
content. The sawn timber is then visually stress graded
before being manually stacked on pallets. It was
claimed that up to 90% of the log is recovered at the
mill; 40% in timber, 25% woodchip/sawdust for the
kiln boiler and 25% as firewood for the workforce.
The remaining 10% is discarded; however, markets are
developing for mulch and animal bedding.

Conclusion
The visit to the Border Timbers estate was

immensely valuable in raising awareness and
understanding of commercial forestry on Zimbabwe.
It exemplified the role played by a forest manager
and the challenges faced therein; it also gave a
broader context to the industry and highlighted future
employment prospects, including opportunities for
young forestry graduates at such estates. It also
challenged deep-seated preconceptions about what
has been widely portrayed as a failing state.  

It was evident during the visit that cheap labour
facilitated a type of forest management that once
prevailed in the UK where a large unskilled
workforce undertook the majority of the work and
enabled tasks such as high pruning and regular
thinning to be undertaken. Something that those of us
interested in Woodland Heritage must bear in mind if
we really are to make serious progress with the
creation of a woodland culture in the UK. Most
noticeable however was that the type of problems
faced by the estate were comparable with many of
the challenges faced by foresters in the UK, despite
the contrast in culture, climate and work methods. 

About the author
Gruffudd Rhys-Sambrook is a final year BSc Forestry

student at Bangor University and was president of
Bangor Forestry Students Association 2013-14.
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The 2014 Eurocoppice conference

Perspectives on Coppice from Home and Abroad
by Rhun ap Siôn Rowlands BSc Forestry (Bangor)

Introduction

As a final year Forestry student at Bangor
University, I was privileged to have the
opportunity to attend the three-day COST

(European Cooperation in Science and Technology –
www.cost.eu) EUROCOPPICE (www.eurocoppice.uni-
freiburg.de/) conference in early November 2014,
thanks to a grant from Woodland Heritage. The
overarching aim of the EUROCOPPICE project is to
evaluate the current state of the coppice industry
within Europe and to work out ways of moving it
forward.  This report provides a summary of the
event and focuses in some detail on the keynote
address and four fascinating site visits.

In the UK, the Sweet Chestnut (Castanea sativa)
coppice industry is concentrated in the south east of
England, representing around 60% of the growing
area for this species in England. The vast majority of
the remaining UK coppice woodland is in England
and under private ownership, with only a small
proportion, (about 13% or 165 ha), owned by the
public forest estate. (See the Forestry Commission’s
National Forest Inventory for more information).

The conference itself, was held on the third and
final day during which the various COST Working
Groups gave a synopsis of their findings, followed
by short addresses by the various invited speakers
and representatives of the coppice industry in the
south east. 

Once the Working Groups had reported, delegates
were treated to a fascinating key-note address entitled
“Ancient management for a modern age” by the
eminent Dr. Keith Kirby of the Department of Plant
Sciences at Oxford University who described coppice
as similar to the Hydra of ancient Greek myth –
where, if you cut off its head another grows back!
He took the audience on a whirlwind tour of coppice
through the ages, from the natural processes that
govern trees and coppice and it’s origins in the
wildwood via nature’s coppicers (beavers and
herbivores). Then on to mankind’s many uses for
coppice, (including corduroy roads), the industrial
age with its multifarious uses, (including fuel-wood
for smelting), all the way to today’s issues of cultural
landscape, soil conservation, its value to wildlife,
sustainability and localised production, not to mention
the fact that you can grow your timber to the size
that you require.

The rest of the day was varied, interesting and
entertaining, with presentations ranging from issues of

conservation, ownership and management, views on
working in the industry all the way up to new
products and uses for coppice materials. To finish the
event, there was a seminar by Rob Jarman of the
University of Gloucestershire on his on-going
research into the origins of Sweet Chestnut in Britain.
(Was it the Romans or is there more to tell ?)

The second day of the conference was the one I
was most excited about as it involved being out and
about in the woods and was also an opportunity to
see the ‘business end’ of the industry in the south
east of England. We visited four different sites across
the day, beginning with a working coppice at the
Torry Hill Estate in Kent. 

Torry Hill Chestnut Fencing (www.torryhill.co.uk) is
a family-run business which owns a 1,000 ha estate of
orchards, woodland and agricultural land. Our first
port of call, on a gloriously crisp early winter’s day,
was to Minching Wood, a 400 ha coppice site with a
stocking rate of 1,500 stools per hectare (s/ha). The
owner, and our guide for the morning, John Leigh
Pemberton, informed us that the stools here were a
staggering 600 to 700 years old ! 

Harvesting is carried out year-round on a strict 14-
year rotation. The current system was established by
Mr Pemberton’s grandfather who made the decision to
cut out all the standards, thereby converting the whole
woodland into pure coppice. He was apparently
quoted as saying that to him coppice with standards
was “rubbish with rubbish”, he was probably right in
this case as the coppice sites we saw were very
productive indeed with healthy and vigorous re-
growth from the cut stools. The cut was estimated at

The conference.

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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somewhere between 150 and 200 tonnes of usable
wood per hectare per 14-year rotation. Any gaps in
the stand are filled by layering from a nearby stool. 

There is a no-thin / selection policy for each cant
and the stems from each stock will have reached an
average diameter of 15-20 cm at the butt-end and up
to 3-5 cm at the tip by time of harvest. Anything
below this is either turned into a high quality G50
Grade woodchip, or goes to the production of faggots
(used for riverbank stabilisation); all remaining brash
is then burnt. There was very little ‘waste’ to be seen.
The cants are all cut manually by chainsaw for a fixed
price per hectare and extracted by forwarder to the
nearby manufacturing plant.

Chestnut Blight (Crypho-nectria parasitica) has,
thankfully, yet to be reported at this site. 

More information can be found here:
www.forestry.gov.uk/chestnutblight

Manufacturing
The manager, Frank Holland, took us on the next

leg of our tour. We saw the cut wood arrive at the
manufacturing area in eight metre lengths, where it is

then ‘lengthened’. This is an important part of the
process whereby the wood is sorted and skilfully cut
to length according to its potential end-use. This
process takes into account any knots, bends and
other deformities and presents another opportunity
for quality control. The selected wood is then peeled
mechanically.

A large part of the business involves the
manufacture of Chestnut paling – to this end the
lengths are in turn peeled, split / cleaved and
pointed. The company employs up to 40 staff and
there were around half a dozen staff cleaving and
pointing the peeled blanks, on piece-rate, when we
visited. This is a skilled job, using the froe and brake
to their greatest effect takes many hours (if not
years) of practice as was evidenced in the ‘cleaving
shed’. Slow [sic] and steady gets the job done as the
saying goes... 

The pointed pales are then bundled and taken to
one of several paling machines which twists a heavy-
gauge wire around the pales in variable widths and
lengths, whilst rolling it up, according to the needs of
the customer. They are then compressed and put
onto pallets ready for transportation.

John talking to the Eurocoppice group.

Newly cut cant.

The forwarder heading to the manufacturing plant.

Stacks of paling ready for market.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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The end product
The company has identified many uses for their

Chestnut, including: high quality sawn-timber and
rustic gates, cleft post and rail and even their own
form of Chestnut panel fencing. They also produce
chestnut stakes, bollards and posts as well as the
ubiquitous hurdles and hop poles. All the products
are made to order as Sweet Chestnut timber is
susceptible to ‘blacking’ after a few short weeks when
left cut and exposed to the atmosphere.

The market-place
Between 60 and 70 percent of the finished product

is destined for the export market with the majority
being sold in north-west Europe. In any given week
Torry Hill send several articulated lorries filled with
product for export.

Godinton House
The second visit was to Godinton House

(www.godintonhouse.co.uk). This 900 acre estate is

home to a rare Pin Oak (a Champion Tree in its own
right) and to a Sweet Chestnut with an impressive
girth of 9 m, amongst many other fantastic specimens.
It is well worth a visit for the trees alone. The main
purpose of our visit, (apart from a tasty lunch and the
obligatory tree-spotting), was to see how an estate’s
managed woodlands could provide enough timber (in
the form of chip) to power a large biomass boiler
with an output of 350 kW.

In essence the boiler heats up the water, which is
stored in a buffer tank, which is then piped to the
main house and also to the estate’s tenants. Everyone
can keep an eye on their consumption by means of a
heat meter. This has proved a substantial saving for
the main house which cut its fuel bill to a third of
the cost of running the old oil heating system. 20%
of the capital cost of installing the system was met
by a grant.

The annual cut for chip on the estate is around 250
tonnes at two to three inches diameter. The wood has
to be clean and is dried to a moisture content of 30%.
This system is seen as a means of bringing the
estate’s woods back into production as a coppice
system and a way of maintaining the cultural and
historical management of the estate. 

CWP Fencing
A short journey later, the appropriately-named

owner Colin Roots and his team welcomed us to CWP
Fencing (www.cwpfencing.co.uk). They cheerfully
demonstrated the art of milling Chestnut saw-logs of
around 40 cm diameter to an inquisitive audience. 

They were being milled to produce gate-making
material of a standard which is, arguably, equal to, if
not better than Oak in terms of quality and durability.
Colin was enthused that he found Sweet Chestnut
timber to be just as stable and strong as Oak and that
they could produce a five-bar gate up to 20% cheaper
than an Oak equivalent. Many of their finished gates
are for the export market.

Cleft Sweet Chestnut.

Godington House. Milling demo.
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Maintaining and creating tradition
The wood and timber required for their varied

range of Chestnut products comes from woods within
a 16 mile radius of their manufacturing site near
Egerton. Their philosophy is one of sustaining a local
industry from often over-stood cants that have been
neglected as a resource for many decades.

They maintain this tradition by bringing the
woodlands back into management often via a
gentleman’s agreement and are embracing modern
mechanised techniques with the recent purchase of a
new tractor-mounted felling grab and bench to tackle
larger and oversize trees (more than 40 cm dbh). 

CWP estimate that they can fell a cant of an acre
within two weeks. The aim is to bring many, if not
all, of the cants back to a system of coppice with
standards, thus providing the company with a greater
selection of timber sizes according to the wide
variety of products that they market and
manufacture. When they are performing the annual
cut they buy the standing timber, fell it and then

transport it to the mill for processing. Once milled
the timber is then kiln-dried to achieve a moisture
content of between 19-25% over a period of between
six to eight weeks.

Their product range varies from the ubiquitous
cleft-wood paling, picket gates, post and rail, fencing
material (cleft or sawn), woven panels and hurdles, to
other uses such as cladding (as an attractive and
rustic alternative to ship-lap), entrance gates of many
designs, pergolas, arches and gazebos; not forgetting
the sawn-wood field and cardinal gates. 

This highlights the versatility of Sweet Chestnut and
the fact that it is so durable when in contact with the
ground is an added bonus. In fact, there were a few
grumbles that it was TOO good and that it lasted
TOO long – reducing the frequency of future
replacement sales ! One delegate at the conference
the following day (Steve Homewood of the Surrey-
based firm Homewood & Son) demonstrated this
durability by distributing amongst the delegates
sections of chestnut paling that his father had
manufactured and erected I think back in the late 60s
or early 70s. Correct me if I’m wrong Mr Homewood.
He had been asked to replace the previous paling
and was amazed and impressed, as were we, at how
well it had weathered the decades.

King’s wood, Challock
The sun was setting and the temperature dropping

and it was time to turn towards our last objective of
the day – the Forestry Commission’s 600 hectare
King’s Wood at Challock. We were guided this time
by Mathew Woodcock of Forest Enterprise.

He explained that we were visiting an ancient
woodland site that has large areas of over-stood
Sweet Chestnut coppice. The forest also contains
Beech and plantations of Corsican Pine and Douglas
Fir and Fallow deer are a common sight here, as are
people taking advantage of the easy access to

Colin addressing the group.

Felling grab.

Mathew Woodcock and Debbie Bartlett address the group.
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recreation opportunities such as horse riding, walking
and cycling. There is also a sculpture trail established
by Stour Valley Arts who are involved in many other
arts-based activities within the forest.

It was getting rather dark but we did see some
impressively large and sculptural, over-stood Sweet
Chestnut coppice. This provoked a wide-ranging
discussion regarding the fate of England’s coppice
resource and the approach to the management of
hardwoods as well as an exploration of the relatively
recent decline in their use – the decline that
Woodland Heritage aspires to reverse. 

The historic decline was attributed in most part to
modernisation of methods and techniques used in
construction and industry and that rural uses for
coppice products had diminished (despite much
evidence to the contrary from site visited earlier in
the day). It was also linked to the earlier decline of
the charcoal industry.

The shift towards the exploitation of other
resources; such as concrete, steel and plastics for
construction, the use of cheaper conifer timber for
fencing and gate construction, and also the fact that
we import between 60-70% of our timber (and have
done for quite some time), and high labour costs are
all major factors. Perhaps there is less and less
demand for coppice products in the modern world –
how can this trend be reversed ?

The perspectives provided by the delegates
concurred with this interpretation of events and
highlighted rural de-population as an additional factor
together with the subsequent loss of skills and the
dis-continuation of the management of coppice
woodland as true coppice. They did however point
out, that in some Mediterranean areas in particular,
the continuing use of Sweet Chestnut orchards to
provide nuts as a prized food in the region. The fact
that the Sweet Chestnut is at the northern limit of it’s
range in Britain, in terms of temperature and the

length of the growing season, perhaps accounts for
this not being the case on these islands, at least not
to such a degree.

The idea of store coppice was an interesting one
even though this inevitably leads to the conversion of
coppice woodland to high forest. It is worth noting
here that the risk of ‘ring-shake’ and other related
defects increases in trees over 40 years old, an
important consideration if the owner or manager is
considering growing trees to produce good quality
planking and veneer-grade saw-logs.
www.forestry.gov.uk/southeastengland
www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/englandkentnoforestkingswood

Conclusion
I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to the south-east of

England, not only for the conference and the
generous sharing of knowledge on our numerous
visits, but also for the opportunity to get so many
different perspectives from across Europe. As a
student of forestry it was a great insight for me into
woodlands and their management and the potential
that they continue to hold for the future, both
nationally and internationally. 

I would happily return for an another experience
such as I had last November.
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Impending dusk.
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Irregular Silviculture in the Lowlands: 
Transformation in Practice course, March 2014

by David Thomas

Woodland Heritage kindly supported both
forestry student Dan Haslam’s and my
attendance at the two day Irregular

Silviculture in the Lowlands: Transformation in
Practice course run by Andy Poore and David
Pengelly of SelectFor. This is an excellent course which
I recommend to anyone interested in learning about
Continuous Cover Forestry (CCF). Much is covered,
combining classroom lectures, a practical marking
exercise, and various field visits. The instructors are
highly experienced and enthusiastic practitioners.
Stourhead (Western) Estate is a great location that
has clearly invested in and enjoyed its forestry.
The diversity of participants further enhanced the
experience, with a contingent from Natural England,
the Forestry Commission and private woodland
owners.

The first day set the scene with CCF, its roots in
Europe, and a quick look at problems with
shelterwood in the lowlands. Then key ideas to
irregular silviculture like rethinking spacing towards
a clumpy distribution, an emphasis on natural
regeneration, careful consideration of the light regime,
importance of diameter increment, growing vigorous
quality stems to their financial optimum, and target
basal areas. 

We looked in more detail at conifers, covering stand
structures and the three broad stages of
transformation from a regular to irregular structure.
The Association Futaie Irrégulière (AFI) network of
permanent sample plots in Europe was discussed.  

The marking exercise in the Marteloscope plot
followed, putting the lectures into practice. The
Marteloscope is a fully enumerated one hectare plot.

In pairs we selected trees for removal, recording tree
number and the reason for removal. The instructors
accompanied the exercise allowing very constructive
discussion of felling decisions. The information
recorded was entered onto a spreadsheet based model
giving a detailed output of the silvicultural and
financial consequences of removing the trees selected.

Day one finished with harvesting and marketing.
Permanent planned extraction racks are key to
reducing the impact of the periodic harvest operations. 

Marketing drives the financial sustainability of this
system with the icing on the cake for conifer systems
in Stourhead being the premium price for large
diameter Douglas Fir. Conversely there may be
financial limitations to developing CCF systems with
species for which larger trees do not command a
premium price.  

Day two started with feedback on the data analysis
and discussion of the marking exercise. The output of
trainees was compared with the forest managers and
discussed. Unsurprisingly, the number of large
Douglas Fir felled was a major factor in the financial
outcome. The discussion was followed by talks on
irregular silviculture in broadleaved woodland, then
the rest of the day was in the forest visiting a range
of different situations in broadleaved stands on the
Rushmore Estate. 

As well as stands in the process of conversion we
visited systems supplying niche markets such as horse
jumps, and heard about others such as Ash for hurley
sticks. We discussed the need for monitoring plots to
derive key information such as increment by diameter
class data.

CCF Instructors Andy Poore and David Pengelly.

Extraction rack.

Another Woodland Heritage G
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I very much enjoy and appreciate woodland with
a variable structure wherever it is; the forests of
Stourhead are a pleasure to visit. There is more and
more information on CCF available for instance on
the Forestry Commission and Forest Research, the
Continuous Cover Forestry Group and indeed
SelectFor’s websites. 

Clearly a change from clear felling to alternative
silvicultural systems is not a decision to be taken
lightly. The technical input required is different and
specialised, a reliance on natural regeneration may
well be impossible where there is unmanaged
browsing pressure, and over enthusiastic interventions
during transformation will be very vulnerable to
windthrow on exposed sites and severe weed
competition on fertile sites. 

From the conservation perspective there are
obvious benefits compared to a clearfell system, but
irregular silviculture, though manipulating natural
processes like regeneration and sometimes described
as ‘close to nature’, results in a managed not a
‘preserved’ wood. 

All in all, CCF strikes me as a great way of meeting
multiple objectives for, and deriving a wide range of
benefits from, woodland in lowland England.

The course also prompted me to reflect on my
previous overseas experience with irregular
silviculture, proposing selection systems in natural
tropical forests to community forestry initiatives. 

The similarities between tropical Ecuador and
lowland England don’t go far, from the major
obvious differences of species mix, climate and the
physical environment, to the socio-economic
situation and market characteristics, to the
effectiveness of forest law enforcement to the ease of
access to harvest areas. 

But by default there are some similarities such as
using natural regeneration, challenges regenerating
light demanding species (especially some valuable
long lived light demanders), reducing damage during
harvesting and the need for a different skillset to
plantation silviculture. 

Even down to risk from wind, I remember a
particularly violent localised storm devastating a
block of high forest ripping the crowns off the trees
which didn’t fall. Interestingly, the financial viability
of CCF clearly defended during this course was one
of the fundamental weaknesses of natural forest
management in the tropics.

The course left me really motivated to learn more
and spend some of my free time volunteering my
input to local woodland owning charities interested
in developing CCF. My thanks to Woodland Heritage
for their support. S

Standing deadwood.

BFSA is known as the forestry society but it attracts
students from all courses in SENRGY and other
departments in the college and across Bangor University.
It’s a great way to meet new people on your course and get
subsidised trips to all kinds of interesting places.

Throughout the year we host regular talks from industry
professionals, from a number of backgrounds. These talks
bring together students from all across the School of
Environment, Natural Resources and Geography, providing
a valuable insight into the working world. Our talks are
open to all, students and the wider public.

This year has also seen the formation of our “Firewood
Production” scheme, which is based at the University farm
at Henfaes. We aim to produce seasoned firewood to
supplement the Society’s income and give students some
experience in firewood production.

If you are interested in taking part, or would like to hear
more about our activities, please see our facebook page for
further details:

www.facebook.com/groups/2223783770

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Irregular Silviculture – transformation in practise course 
by Nick Turnbull

As a recent graduate of the MSc course in
Forestry at Bangor University (via distance
learning), I have become used to people

talking passionately about forests and trees. After all,
trees matter. But persuading others to look again at
what they have in front of them sometimes needs
evangelists. Experts in the transformation of even-
aged plantations to continuous cover forestry, Andy
Poore and David Pengelly of SelectFor, take on this
role aware that those who attend their course are
likely to be a mixture of traditionalists, CCF converts,
forest owners, forest managers and students. They
understand that such eclecticism requires guidance,
tolerance and answers, but also bags of enthusiasm.  

Using the Stourhead (Western) Estate as the venue
for this course is a masterstroke. As the backdrop to
the famous Stourhead landscape gardens, it provides
the evidence that careful continuous cover
management techniques can pull-off the challenge of
ensuring the production of excellent timber whilst
maintaining a beautiful environment. But before the
course members get to trees, lectures are delivered in
the Stourhead memorial hall, administered by the
National Trust which manages the landscape gardens,
which historically were part of the whole Stourhead
Estate. This neighbourliness seems to work, although
I learnt later of the creative tension that different
management objectives can bring, with the National
Trust removing its Larch to protect its Rhododendrons
whilst Stourhead (Western) Estates removed its
Rhododendrons to protect its Larch. 

A good deal of information has to be delivered in
these sessions, which included a mixture of technical
principles, explanations and history. Absorbing such
issues, it becomes clear that continuous cover forestry
reeks of common sense; this way we both sustain our
forests and make them economical. Nurturing ‘stems-
with-a-future’, providing a helping hand to an

alternative ‘survival of the fittest’, means that the best
trees fulfil and exceed their potential. The economic
return and quality of such trees has to be greater than
the average growth achieved from even-aged
plantations. But such management requires skill in
monitoring, thereby providing a truthful definition to
Silviculture as being both a ‘science and an art’.
The product of such management we were able to
see for ourselves.

The Stourhead (Western) Estate woods are a
pleasure. Walking amidst a range of species, such as
Douglas Fir, Spruce, Larch, Western Red Cedar,
Western Hemlock and various hardwoods, one is
struck by the sheer diversity, the careful manipulation
of nature and the encouragement of the best trees to
thrive. The most striking specimens are Douglas Fir,
many of which have grown beyond the dbh that they
would have expected to reach for harvesting
elsewhere. Its rate of growth rises markedly in later
life unencumbered by rivals in the canopy.

Sustainability is a key word in continuous cover
management. Natural regeneration is an important
component, circumventing the need and expense of
planting, but also providing a healthier, more
genetically robust forest stock that is able to
withstand more readily the current onslaught of tree
disease and pests. Similarly, wind-throw will occur,
but its impact will be absorbed as younger, more
robust trees survive. 

One vital component of the course is putting the
lessons learnt into practise and this is achieved
through the use of the Martelescope. This one hectare
site contained within the Stourhead (Western) estateExercise underway in the Marteloscope at Stourhead.

Douglas Fir, the potential....

Another Woodland Heritage G
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has every tree within it recorded, measured and
graded.  Potential capital has also been pre-judged
against which a marking exercise can be measured to

reveal whether the principles of continuous cover
management have been absorbed. Course members
are divided into teams and scores are provided. On
this course, a husband and wife team, who own
woodland in both Oxfordshire and Dorset, but were
new to continuous cover forestry, led the way. Their
secret weapon: the wife was French, and the French
have always appreciated and understood their trees.
No surprise therefore, that Andy Poore and David
Pengelly have close association with the French
organisation, the Association Futaie Irregulliere (AFI),
who have long been involved in researching and
practising these methods.

Whilst the Stourhead (Western) Estate has been
practising continuous cover forestry for many years, by
way of contrast, we were shown work in transforming
hardwood compartments at the Rushmore and
Cranborne Estates in Dorset, undertaken by Andy
Poore. Their example is now being replicated at the
nearby Crichel Down Estate, also under the
stewardship of Andy Poore, where previously well-
loved and well-managed woodland has produced
some superb trees through the previous owners’
penchant for high pruning. The challenge will now be
to similarly transform this woodland to ensure its
economic, ecological, and aesthetic viability fit for
the 21st Century. S

...and the end product.

Marking is a difficult skill to learn, particularly within an
unfamiliar discipline such as Irregular Silviculture.
These Courses provide an in-depth introduction to the
theory and practical application of irregular silviculture in
coniferous and broadleaved stands with the emphasis on
lowland forests.
The Courses incorporate a marking
exercise in which the trainees, in
groups of two, undertake the marking
decision process for themselves
within a one hectare stand under
trans formation and interact with two
experienced practitioners. On the
completion of the marking exercise,
the trees selected for removal by
each group are inputted into a
spreadsheet which provides a detailed
summary of the silvicultural and

economic consequences of each marking. These data can be
compared between the groups and with the marking of the
local manager.  
The two day course incorporates site visits in irregular
coniferous and broadleaved stands and looks at

the silviculture of transformation in
more detail. 
The Courses are based on the
Stourhead (Western) Estate, Stourton,
near Mere, and the Rushmore Estate
on the Wiltshire/Dorset border.
The Courses are designed for 14
trainees and will be led by Andy Poore
and David Pengelly, both leading
exponents of Continuous Cover
Forest Management. 
Woodland Heritage will be offering
some bursaries on a case-by-case basis.

COURSES IN CONTINUOUS COVER FOREST MANAGEMENT

IRREGULAR SILVICULTURE IN THE LOWLANDS: 
TRANSFORMATION IN PRACTICE

Wednesday 28th to Thursday 29th October 2015

For further information see the Courses section on www.selectfor.com
or contact David Pengelly at david@selectfor.com

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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WHO ARE THE FORESTRY COMMISSIONERS?
by Sydney Draper

Without trees there would be no life on
Earth. So says Tony Russell in his book
“Trees – an Illustrated Identifier and

Encyclopedia”.
1 He is not alone among many highly talented

specialists in making this assertion. See also Hugh
Johnson’s immaculate discussion of the Ice Ages
and their role in stabilising the critical mix of
carbon/oxygen in the atmosphere in his 2010
revised edition of “Trees”.

2 I recently tested this quite profound assertion on
my GP doctor and dentist, (both sons of my
former doctor and dentist). To my delight, they
both responded by saying ….“Oh yes, we were
taught such at school”. I did not press them as to
whether they kept this notion in the forefront of
their minds or simply filed it away in the back of
the cranium together with other myriad bits of
information.
Even if this monumental

claim is only half true,
bearing in mind the other
factors essential for tree
growth and other forms of
carbon absorbing flora, it is
of such importance that it
cannot simply be passed off
as enlightened knowledge
and left at that.

So, where are our Forestry
Commissioners and what are
they doing to sustain the
crucial function of trees vis-a-
vis our Life on Earth ? You
can be forgiven for not
knowing who they are and
what they are doing. One can
also say the same about the
responsible minister in Central
Government who would be
expected to exercise an
oversight and establish long
term policy on so crucial and ongoing phenomenon.

I’ve kept a fairly sharp eye open to these matters
since I retired in 1987 and got back into actually
planting and tending trees as a full-time job. During
this period I can recall only one occasion when the
local press reported that a prominent businessman,
who had founded an extremely efficient large-scale
softwood sawmill based on super efficient mechanical
handling of logs within a strictly controlled range of
diameter, had retired and been appointed a Forestry
Commissioner.

One could ask whether there was some conflict of
interest in such appointment ?

Regarding Central Government involvement, the
only instance I can recall when a significant change
was made in policy was in 1988 when the then
Chancellor of the Exchequer (Nigel Lawson)
announced the scrapping of Schedule D tax relief for
expenditure on forestry with a countervailing tax
concession that sales of timber would be tax free. If
ever there was a prima facie case for favouring the
exploitation of trees rather than the planting of them,
then you have it there ! It should be of no surprise
that the now Lord Lawson is a leading figure in an
influential group denouncing that human activity is
influencing climate change. 

He seems to have an apostle in Mr Paterson,
who until recently was the Minister responsible for
forestry, who, in a recent speech, stated there

had been no increase in
temperature over the past nine
years. Seemingly, he may have
been referring to some of
those famous Yorkshire coastal
resorts such as Scarborough,
but seems to have omitted the
amassed scientific evidence of
the depletion of the ice caps at
both North and South Poles
and among many high
mountain ranges.

Thinking back, I never did
have much success when
growing Cupressus lawsoniana
– far too many double headed
trees and far too branchy ! It is
true that the present
government did commission a
study into “A Woodland
Culture for the 21st century”,
April 2012. This was headed
by Bishop James Jones, (a
somewhat mysterious choice

for such a task) and seems to have become lost to
further discussion as the months have passed. I
thought it was just another piece of bureaucratic
bumbling without any profound findings of worth.

On a positive note, what can be said about the
custody of the country’s woodlands and forests, is the
glimpses into the ongoing work of many private
woodland owners, the National Forest, small parts of
the Forestry Commission, the RFS and some of the
work of the UK Wildlife Trusts, which as members of
Woodland Heritage, we have had the privilege to
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examine and discuss on their technical merits. (To say
nothing of the joyous wonders in beholding some
noteworthy specimens and the very warm and
generous welcome from the woodland owners and
their staff). 

Furthermore, I want to keep this article on a more
serious note. For my money, the people behind these
ongoing programmes of woodland development are
the true Forestry Commissioners. To name a few;
where could you get more dedicated people than
Major Davenport, Hereford; Trevor Trevor and family,
Powys; the Clive family, Hereford; the Horton-Fawkes
family, Otley W. Yorks; the Barne family, Beccles; the
Meynell and Coke families in Norfolk; the Price
family, Aberfeldy, Perthshire; and, of course, our
Patron, and many others we have visited.

Without such people and the enthusiastic and
very capable dedication of their staff, it would be
extremely difficult to describe any meaningful
activities to sustain our woodland heritage and
hence…. Life on Earth.

But this raises the question as to whether the
present structure for responsibility and leadership is
satisfactory ? 

I think the answer is a resounding NO. Indeed, the
question is so important that it supersedes political
bias and requires a consensus that in this sphere we
simply need a symbiotic synthesis of social and
private capital to secure a sustained forest and
woodland continuum.

I do hope that WH can play a lead role in
achieving this. S

This book, which was translated by Bede Howell from
the original French publication, continues to arouse

much enthusiasm and interest. 
It is the outcome of over 30 years research, which has demonstrated
that Oak can be grown on a much shorter rotation than was previously
practised. Here are some comments that we have received:

Just a note to congratulate Woodland Heritage for supporting the translation of ‘Le chene
autrement’ in which I am totally absorbed. You have done lowland forestry a great service. 
I am filled with awe at Bede’s competence and industry – what a man!
Miles Barne, Sotterley Estate

Receiving Jean Lemaire’s Technical Guide entitled “Oak: fine timber in 100 years” was
like a draught of cool water on a hot day. It almost goes without saying that the book is a

translation of a French study put together over 30 years of study meetings, site visits and field
trials by a group with its origins in true Oak country, Central France. Participants included a
full range from experienced professionals to private owners, all sharing an enthusiasm for Oak
and looking at the possibilities it has to resist the threat of “la Douglas” and coniferisation in
general by evolving better ways of using the light-demanding character of Oaks to make them

more productive and more adapted to providing for the shape of future markets.
David “Tanarus” Taylor

Thank you for sending the new book. You can see Bede coming through the translation! 
It is very readable and I am much enjoying it and making notes about what we ought to be doing. 
Nick Halsey

This is an informative publication, accessible to a wide range of audiences. Although of a
technical nature, the use of copious diagrams and photographs makes the information very
digestible and it contains lots of useful, practical advice. I would recommend it to anyone

interested in growing Oak, or in broadleaved silviculture in general.
Andrew Leslie MICFor, National School of Forestry, University of Cumbria

“Oak : fine timber in 100 years” 
by Jean Lemaire. Translated by Bede Howell OBE MICFor

176 illustrated 
full colour pages. 

Paperback. 
ISBN 992934508. 
£30 plus postage

Copies are available from:
Tim Rowland, 

Future Trees Trust
01453 884264

tim.rowland@futuretrees.org
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Tree marking for pleasure and profit
by Ted Wilson

Another Woodland Heritage G

The Ontario Tree Marker Program is an
innovative professional development initiative
designed to enhance skills in sustainable forest

management in southern Ontario, Canada.  
In the early years of my career, I had the great

good fortune to study and work in Canada. At that
time, most jobs in the forestry sector were tied to
management of industrial woodlands, primarily the
vast areas of public forest on Crown Land.
Professional forestry education, quite reasonably,
focused on landscape-scale planning, management
and operations, with tree planting and clear-fell
harvesting being the dominant silvicultural activities.
We studied soils, wildlife and habitats, sociology and
economics, and many other aspects of sustainable
forestry, but most of the technical elements were
bedded in even-aged management thinking.

My first appointment as a forester was in southern
Ontario, not far from Toronto, in a lovely landscape
peppered with small towns, farms and “woodlots”.
Broadleaves dominated the forest scene, with only a
small component of conifers, such as the majestic
Eastern White Pine. As a Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) forester, my role involved two main tasks: to
manage small parcels of Crown forest that dotted the
district; and, to support private owners in the active
management and improvement of their woodlots. 

There was strong interest in our forestry programme
thanks to a tax relief available to private owners who
had a ten-year management plan for their woodland.
Known as the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program,
woodland owners with an approved plan were, and
continue to be, eligible to pay only 25% of the
municipal tax rate set for residential properties. 

Typically, clients owned 20 to 40 ha of woodland
linked to a house or small farm. Most of the woodlots
in my “patch” (Cambridge District) were composed of
Tolerant Hardwoods, a working group of species
dominated by Sugar Maple. However, because my
district was situated in the transition between the
Carolinian (Hardwood) Forest to the south and the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest Regions to the north,
there was a remarkable diversity of trees to consider
(Farrar 1995). In addition to the Sugar Maple, our
broadleaved species included Beech, Black Walnut,
Butternut, Basswood, several Oaks, Hickories, Birches
(especially the valuable Yellow Birch), White Ash and
in the far south, occasional specimens of Kentucky
Coffee-tree and Sassafras. Conifers included Red Pine,
Eastern White Pine, Eastern Hemlock, Eastern White
Cedar, Tamarack and several Spruces. 

At that time, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, most
of the planning work was done by MNR foresters. We
would first receive a call from an owner and arrange
to visit their property. It was not unusual to arrive at
the top of someone’s drive to a humorous welcome,
such as “Now then, don’t tell me you’re from the
government and here to help!” And without any hint
of irony, that’s exactly what we did. We would walk
over the property to assess its potential for timber
production, and to learn about the values and
priorities of the woodland owner. Then we would
head back to the house for a “kitchen table
encounter” (with coffee and “donuts”, which are an
essential part of Canadian life) to talk things through.
Later we completed an inventory, and collected data
on the species, size-frequency distribution, wildlife
and overall health of the woodlot. 

Back in the office a simple management plan was
written up and returned to the owner for approval
and signature. Looking back, this was a very special
time and highly formative in terms of my own
professional development and outlook. Halcyon days! 

The most striking feature of my visits with forest
owners in southern Ontario was that not one single
person ever wanted to clear-fell their trees. Everyone
had a multi-functional agenda. 

Wildlife conservation, recreation and landscape,
firewood and Maple syrup production were usually
in the mix of top priorities. It was important to have
red cardinals, squirrels, chipmunks and butterflies
all around. But amongst all of this, most people also
had a pretty good idea that they could improve
their woodlot by actively managing the productive
species and feeding the best specimens to a local
hardwood mill, while retaining the poorer material

The first woodlot I marked in southern Ontario
(1990). Most of the wood removed was mature and of
poor quality, making space for natural regeneration
and growth of the best mid-sized trees.
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for firewood. It all made sound conservation and
economic sense.   

But how was a forester, especially a young forester
schooled in plantation forestry, to manage a multi-
species and often complex hardwood forest ? The
answers came from an understanding of the
regeneration and growth requirements of each target
species, and, critically, through an ability to mark the
correct trees for removal at the first and subsequent
interventions. 

Nowhere in my professional experience have I
been more aware that forestry is both an art and a
science than when I was working up my numbers,
determining the appropriate basal areas to target in
each tree-size class, and then working through a
wood with a colleague to identify the trees to stay
and the trees to go. If you love trees and forests, then
it is hard not to become totally passionate and
mentally absorbed by the practice of tree marking. 

In those days, tree marking skills were mainly
taught as part of a tradition within the forestry
community of southern Ontario. The best tree
markers tended to be forestry technicians who built
up a life-time of experience, often returning to the
same woods on successive interventions. They knew
woodlots where the quality of the timber was
gradually improving as a result of their careful
selection and recruitment of the most appropriate
specimens. 

My teachers were the foresters I worked with at the
district office, including Brian Batchelor, John Irwin,
Bill Tilt, Dennis Orton, Bill Shunk, Joe Reid and
Bruce Zavitz, all under the watchful eye of our
manager, Sheref Yorgan. If we went to a
neighbouring district, then the tradition was slightly
different, informed by the distinct species
compositions and local markets for hardwood. It was
very much an apprenticeship, and like any situation
in life where you “learn by doing”, the thinking and
the practice tends to stick!     

There are some very good reasons why tree
marking is taken seriously in southern Ontario.
Historically, forests throughout the region, especially
on Crown Land, were subjected to various types of
unregulated harvest, from clearcutting where strong
pulpwood markets existed, to varying degrees of
“selective cutting”. This latter approach amounted to a
form of high-grading that favoured removal of the
better quality material and retention of everything
else. Through time, these practices had a significant
negative impact on forest health by reducing timber
quality, growth, wildlife habitat, and species
composition. 

From the 1960s, it was recognised that single-tree or
group selection, clear cut with seed trees, and
uniform shelterwood silvicultural systems were most
appropriate for the vast majority of forest types

(OMNR 1998, 2004). Implementing sustainable
forestry plans where there are partial-cutting systems
requires tree markers who can select trees for harvest
or retention based on tree size, vigour, quality,
biodiversity concerns, and wildlife habitat value. The
tree marker bears a high proportion of the
responsibility for planning of harvesting operations
and the future stand’s health, vigour and ability to
meet the needs of other forest values.  

In 2014, some 23 years on from my time as a
district forester in Ontario, I had the opportunity to
return to the hardwood forests of southern Ontario,
thanks to a travel grant from Woodland Heritage.
Things have changed quite dramatically; there is no
longer a network of forest districts across southern
Ontario with teams of technicians doing tree marking
on behalf of woodlot owners – everything is now
done in the private sector. However, the traditions
and skills associated with managing hardwood forest
have not been lost. A dedicated team of MNR
silviculture specialists has organised and now delivers
a Tree Marker Training Program, which not only
provides the necessary skills but maintains a register
of certified tree markers who are qualified to work on
both private woodlots and Crown forests. 

The Level I Tree Marker course lasts five days and
introduces students to a wide range of core skills and
knowledge required for proficiency as a tree marker
in both hardwood and pine stand types: 
• Identification of tree species and understanding

their silvical characteristics
• Knowledge of the principal silvicultural systems,

especially selection and shelterwood approaches 
• Familiarity with site and land features
• Recognition of tree defect characteristics and

indicators 
• Appreciation of tree quality and vigour, including

the use of a tree classification system
• Comprehension of stocking levels and structural

types
• Stand prescription design and work organisation
• Appreciation of commercial values of species,

products, and grades
• Appreciation of wildlife habitat, biodiversity, and

other ecosystem values
Through a range of practical exercises and

examinations, students are challenged to integrate,
interpret and apply information to make appropriate
decisions about individual trees and achieve the
agreed management objectives for a stand. This is all
undertaken at a training site, near Bracebridge,
Ontario, where large plots have been laid out and
subjected to a 100% inventory of standing trees,
ground conditions, regeneration, tree health/decay
and wildlife features. A large team of expert trainers
are involved so that students can work in small
groups and under close supervision (three to four

e Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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students per trainer). Technical guides for tree
marking, conservation and silviculture in southern
Ontario provide important supporting information
(Burke 2011; OMNR 1998, 2000, 2004).

Completing the course requires a series of formal
exams and field tests, with a combined score of not
less than 80% from the exams, and a minimum of
70% on each field test. Full certification can only be
achieved at a later date, when a student arranges for
a field audit of an operational marking project.
Approved auditors will complete separate assessments
in hardwood and conifer stands before a tree marker
can become fully qualified and registered. 

Tree marker certification is valid for up to five years
in approved forest types. Thereafter, tree markers must
attend a refresher course if they wish to continue with
work on Crown Land. In addition, a Level II course is
available, which qualifies tree markers to take on an
auditor role. Although there is a necessary formality to
the training program, it is also a highly rewarding and
stimulating experience, and with high approval and
satisfaction ratings from participants. 

Concluding Thoughts
Becoming an Ontario Tree Marker is not a simple

case of completing a short course; to become fully
proficient requires a serious commitment to training,
mentoring and continuing professional development,
as well as accreditation. There is also an ethical
dimension, as judgements about individual trees must
consider the long-term health of the forest being
managed. The Ontario Tree Marking Program links
forest science and practice, but also demonstrates
how a strong sense of camaraderie and common
purpose can be engendered within a professional
group working to achieve a greater good.  

My trip to Canada in September 2014 was an

opportunity to see for myself how forestry has
developed over nearly a quarter century, and to learn
about the evolution of tree marking in Ontario. As is
the case in most other jurisdictions, government has
stepped back from front-line delivery of many forestry
services and new approaches that combine public
and private sector partnerships have developed. The
Ontario Tree Marker Program appears to be a good
example of how this can be successfully delivered. 
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Ontario (2014). Students work in small teams to
complete assessment of the stand and their results are
compared with those of the expert practitioners.
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Hebrides 
Dear B,  
Listen, I’m the belated one to thank you. It was the
most fantastic weekend and I wanted to send you
an actual card but ran out of time in getting ready
to head for the Cairngorms.  

It was such a treat to see some of the most
stunning trees we have ever seen, especially with
such expert guides bringing a real depth of
knowledge to what we were seeing. And it was a
real tonic to be with the wonderful Woodland
Heritage people with all their different interests
in trees.  

The trees and the people we met were a real
tonic to the soul, offering such a different
perspective where the longevity of the trees, the
long-sighted vision of the continuum of woodland
management, and people’s real passion and
knowledge lifted above all else and truly inspired
them. They were in awe of Bede Howell, Sydney
Draper and Tom Christian who made a lasting
impression on them.  

Peter was absolutely right that Murthly was worth
the short visit. What a magical place ! I do hope
that you had a good weekend too.   

Our journey home through the Great Glen
was full of observations about clear felling or
continuous cover forestry, the children looking in
greater detail at what the trees were. As we crossed
Skye all we saw were great swathes of clear felling.

We've just stayed a few nights at the woodland
Bothy near Plockton then went in convoy with our
friends to the Cairngorms with the horses. Cador
has turned into the Lone Ranger on Elvis –
cantering off into the sunset up some precipitous
path out of a glen last night, with a beaming smile
that he has moved up into fifth gear, and Isolde
not far behind on Echo. They were laughing like
drains which is something I haven’t heard them do
for many years. Our appreciation of the forests
we’re riding through is all the richer for having
been on the Field Weekend. 

It was just great to see you and Lewis, Peter,
Doug and Rob and meet Sharon and Mark and
many others. Woodland Heritage has been a big
part of our lives and we were really honoured to
be able to join you.  

I hope you enjoy the rest of the summer.
With lots of love, 
Beatrix

Ireland
Dear Lewis,  
Just a short email to express a special ‘thanks’ to
you for sending me a copy of ‘Woodland Heritage
2014’ which I really enjoyed reading and seeing all
the familiar faces including Peter Savill, Bede
Howell, Miles and Tessa Barne, Gavin Munro,
Graham Taylor, Peter Goodwin and Geraint
Richards to mention but a few. 

It was also interesting to read an overview of
Acute Oak Decline – Research Report No 1 by Dr
Sandra Denman of Forest Research and also learn
about the threat to our Oaks from the Oak
Processionary Moth, by Dr Terry Mabbett. 

Woodland Heritage is indeed to be complimented
on producing such a wonderful journal and again
many thanks.

Unfortunately due to previous commitments I will
be unable to participate at your Perthshire Field
Weekend. I would like to wish you, Peter Goodwin
and all the members of Woodland Heritage a
wonderful weekend and I hope that the launch of
Bede Howell’s translation of ‘Oak: fine timber in
100 years’ is a truly outstanding success.
Kind regards 
John Fennessy,  COFORD Ireland

Hampshire
Hi Lewis,  
There was a loud thud on the doormat today and I
so spent a pleasant hour reading through the 2014
issue of your Journal. 

I have to say that you have really stepped up a
gear this year and especially with the inclusion of
colour photos for all of the articles. There are a
significant number of really good and informative
articles and I particularly liked the one on
Continuous Cover Forestry !
Once again – congratulations ! 
Ken Hume, Oxfordshire Woodlands Group

Devon
Dear Belinda,  
Hope all’s well for you. I was delighted to receive a
copy of the WH Journal. Through the Silvanus
Trust, I now have an apprentice, Jamie Malczewski
and he is very much looking forward to coming on
your September W2W Course. Might I have
permission to reproduce my article from the 2013
issue on my website and include a link to WH ?
Thanks in anticipation 
Jim White, White Wood Management
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United Nations High-Level Symposium on Sustainable Cities:
Connecting People, Environment and Technology
by Simon Evans, Director of Operations, National Forest Company (NFC)

In January 2015 I had the great pleasure to be
asked to speak at a prestigious United Nations
High-Level Symposium on Sustainable Cities, held

in Toyota City, Japan. This presented an invaluable
opportunity to promote the achievements of The
National Forest to an international audience of 300
delegates from across the globe.

The focus of the event was to examine and share
global best practice in economic, social and
environmental approaches to developing more
sustainable cities in the future.  

The National Forest’s experience provided a unique
perspective on how it is creating a major, new,
environmental resource for its resident population
(220,000 people) and the ten million people who live
within an hour and a half’s drive time around it. 

The event was hosted by Toyota City Council,
which has strong twinning links with Derbyshire
County Council, Derby City Council and South
Derbyshire District Council, who worked together to
help bring the main UK Toyota car plant to
Burnaston, close to The National Forest. Toyota City
Council was keen to see UK representation at the
Symposium to reflect this important twinning link.
The NFC was very pleased that Toyota UK kindly
contributed towards the cost of my representing the
NFC, the three Derbyshire local authorities and the
UK at the event.

The National Forest’s experience was very well
received. Woodland cover has now risen from 6% to
20% since 1991, well on our way towards an
eventual target of around 33%. In the context of
sustainable cities, the Forest is providing a ‘green
lung’ for the major cities of the East and West

Midlands and is playing an important role in
contributing to sustainable urban living. 

In particular:
- it provides health benefits for people, through new

trails, recreation and sports activities. (Around 80%
of the 7,000ha of new woodland has some form of
public access).

- it is improving people’s wellbeing, by re-connecting
them with nature and providing opportunities to
look after their local environment. (Around 20,000
people are involved each year in community
activities linked to the Forest; plus a further 38,000
children benefit from environmental education
activities.)

- it is improving air quality and helping to combat
climate change.

- it is creating new greenspace with development,
creating more attractive places in which to live,
work and spend leisure time.

- and the improved Forest landscape is providing a
more attractive environment for inward investment,
in and around the Forest area.
A key ingredient of the Forest’s success has been

the involvement of local communities and a wide
range of public, private and voluntary sector
organisations and landowners in creating the Forest.
Around 7.2 million people now visit the Forest each
year, which contributes £336m to the local economy
and supports 4,500 jobs in the leisure and tourism
industry. The Forest touches and enriches the lives of
many people in many different ways.

The findings from the Symposium will be posted on
the United Nations website. It is a measure of how far
the Forest has come, in a relatively short space of
time, that it was recognised in the summary of the
Symposium’s proceedings as “an international model
of how environment-led regeneration is achieving
sustainable development.”

On a personal note, however, the Symposium also
made me think how fortunate we are to have The
National Forest in the UK. In other parts of the
globe, the term ‘sustainable cities’ is about prioritising
basic shelter, food and sanitation for hundreds of
thousands of refugees in war-torn countries. We are
truly blessed that we can talk about creating fantastic
‘green infrastructure’ that will benefit people, the
economy and the environment when some other
global cities face the long-term challenge of
providing basic ‘social infrastructure’ in order for
people just to live. S
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So You Want to Work in Forestry?
by Ted Wilson

Plotting a career as a forester or arborist is not
easy; whilst the profession is dynamic and has
many exciting avenues, identifying the right

place to start is a challenge in itself. Here, Professor
Ted Wilson gives us his ‘Top Ten Tips’ for establishing
a career in forestry, forest conservation and
arboriculture.

Increasingly, there is strong competition for the best
jobs so it is vital that your first steps take you down
the right path. This article provides my Top Ten Tips
on how to secure your favoured first post and launch
your career as a forester or arborist. The list is based
on my extensive personal experience as a tutor and
feedback from colleagues across the global forestry
sector.

1 Demonstrate your knowledge with passion!

Demonstrate a genuine interest in your chosen
field. You must be comfortable with the fundamental
concepts of forestry and arboriculture and be able to
use technical terminology with ease. Keep on top of
your formal studies and education but impress
prospective employers by attending events,
volunteering, writing or giving talks and gaining work
experience – all outside the classroom.

The skills/knowledge employers seek can’t always
be gained from forestry or arboriculture alone, so get
involved in sports and hobbies, especially team
activities, to develop additional skills that are
important in the workplace. No one wants to hire an
automaton! Develop your knowledge, passion and
distinctiveness – identify and hone your unique
selling points (USPs).

2 Know your trees and silviculture

Early-career professionals who know their trees are
at an advantage. A good grasp of the major native
and non-native species, their silvical characteristics,
and associated pests and diseases will impress
employers and immediately establish your credibility.
Knowledge of trees and other plants is a useful skill
for short contract and consultancy work, which will
strengthen your CV and help to open doors to more
permanent employment.

As more and more tree health issues and
ecosystem changes emerge there is increasing
demand for basic plant skills. If your university or
college does not have dedicated courses in these
topics (and you should ask why not !) train yourself
with an authoritative guide book, keep field records

or earn a certificate by attending courses or training
events, such as those offered by the Field Studies
Council.

Similarly, knowledge of silviculture is important for
most practicing forestry and arboriculture
professionals. Join field visits run by the Royal
Forestry Society, Royal Scottish Forestry Society,
Arboricultural Association and Woodland Heritage to
experience different types of woodland, management
approaches and silviculture systems.

3 Network

Network to boost your job opportunities, career
progression and longer-term development. Talk to
people already doing the jobs you want. This will
help you gain real-world information about working
life and enable you to meet potential employers
ahead of any job postings. Attend or volunteer at
professional workshops, symposia and conferences to
demonstrate your enthusiasm.

Crucial networking events include the APF Show,
the ICF National Conference and the ARB show. Do
your research, meet as many practicing professionals
as possible and make a positive impression –
essential elements of the networking mix!

Recently, a fellow passenger on a flight to Inverness
hooked me with his life story. A successful smoked
salmon salesman, he was shortlisted for a business
award at a ceremony addressed by former CBI
Director General Lord Digby Jones. The business guru
asked: “How many people have a business card in
their pocket?” The only person to respond positively
was my smoked salmon salesman who was invited to
the podium to speak about his product – free
publicity in front of an influential audience !

The moral of the tale? Networking opportunities
occur in the most unlikely circumstances so carry a
business card, and have a twenty-second speech
ready to introduce yourself. Be prepared to stand out.

4 Gain practical experience and technical qualifications

Build your CV. Undertake work experience,
internships and voluntary work. Learn to drive!
A clean driving licence is an absolutely essential
qualification for forestry and arboriculture – lack of
one is a bigger barrier to employment than not
completing your diploma or degree. Gain
qualifications and experience along the way with
chainsaws, herbicide application, fence construction
and tree planting (also sources of income to offset
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college or university fees). Industry-standard health
and safety training and first aid at work certificates
are a huge plus.

However, be prudent in the courses you choose –
‘quality not quantity’ is a good strategy. For work in
ecology or conservation develop the necessary plant
identification and soil surveying skills. But if your
goal is urban forestry or arboriculture then additional
tree climbing, project management and safe working
qualifications will come to the fore. Employers know
you will be working to a tight budget, so additional
qualifications are always impressive and demonstrate
your resourcefulness.

Time management is crucial so make sure practical
work does not have a negative impact on academic
performance.

5 Attend talks and give your own

Attend technical presentations, conferences and
workshops to enhance your knowledge. Ask
questions, mingle and engage; but why not give your
own talk?

Start with a small conference; give talks at forestry
society meetings or to local community groups. This
will boost your confidence, hone presentation skills
and prove your passion for communicating outside
your peer group. Another option is to volunteer a
poster at an academic conference.

Recently, the Continuous Cover Forestry Group held
an international event that displayed student research
posters (many based on dissertations) and published
them in the delegate pack – excellent exposure!

6 Write and travel!

Write/publish an article about forestry/arboriculture
to grab potential employers’ attention. Seize the
moment – do not be daunted. Openings include
student publications, local/regional newspapers,
forestry magazines, blogs, online forums and social
media. Editors are always on the lookout for fresh
new talent.

Travel and learn! Several forestry organisations –
including The Royal Forestry Society, Woodland
Heritage, Confor and the Institute of Chartered
Foresters – support students to travel in pursuit of
their education, usually in return for a short report for
publication in their professional magazine. Several
students with whom I have worked have succeeded
in this area. Published articles increase your name
recognition and display your writing and
communication skills.

7 Be flexible and persevere

An ultimate career goal is important, but when

there is a gap between your ideal job and what is
available – do not give up!

Be flexible, persistent and ready to seize new
opportunities. The right technical qualifications and
skills will get your foot in the door.

Future progress sometimes needs dogged
perseverance and a positive attitude.

8 Make social media work for you

Social media can boost your online profile, provide
a heads-up about new opportunities and let you
network with people all over the world. But you must
choose the platform that works for you.

Clearly distinguish between your private and
professional life. Employers routinely check Facebook
and Twitter postings during their recruitment process.
Establish appropriate privacy settings. Create a unique
profile on the professional networking site LinkedIn to
help you build contacts and join discussion groups on
relevant topics. It’s great to see student foresters and
arborists getting involved and making contributions.

9 Join a professional society

Join the professional body, the Institute of
Chartered Foresters, and if possible other membership
organisations such as the Arboricultural Association,
ConFor or one of the Royal Forestry societies. Most
organise conferences and meetings and publish
newsletters and e-News bulletins, which help you
find out about jobs, access academic literature and
learn about career development opportunities.

10 Embrace life-long learning

Some jobs require additional professional training
and qualifications. For example, consultancy work
may need dedicated species licences or professional
qualifications (i.e. MICFor) whilst a job in research
will almost certainly demand an MSc or PhD.

More generally, it is now accepted that life-long
learning is a key requirement of professional practice,
so take advantage of training courses that develop
your expertise. Keep a portfolio containing relevant
certificates and qualifications to evidence your
commitment to continuing education.

There are excellent advanced training opportunities
overseas. Universities in Europe, the United States
and Canada offer excellent programmes in
professional and scientific disciplines allied to
forestry, tree biology, arboriculture and urban
forestry. Funding will often follow a strong CV and
good academic record (First or Upper Second
Honours degree is normally expected). Travelling to
learn will give you fresh perspectives and enhance
your long-term employment prospects. Travelling to
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gain work experience is also an excellent option –
but make sure you get the correct visas and work
permits organised before you go.

Research and plan early to secure funding for your
chosen course.

The following websites offer valuable career advice
and information:
• Forestry Commission –

www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-7KGCYT
• Institute of Chartered Foresters –

www.charteredforesters.org/educationcareers-and-cpd
• Royal Forestry Society – www.rfs.org.uk/learning
• Arboricultural Association –

www.trees.org.uk/training-events/Training
• Woodland Heritage – www.woodlandheritage.org

Final thoughts

My Top Ten Tips are tried and tested techniques
that can be applied to almost any profession. The
path to success is best summarised in three points:
1  Knowledge and technical competency
2  Commitment and perseverance
3  Passion and engagement with your chosen discipline.

While my Top Ten Tips will help you be the ‘stand-
out’ candidate in any recruitment process, don’t
expect success to be immediate or easy. Everyone
endures setbacks ! Actively seek constructive
feedback, maintain a positive mental attitude in the
face of apparent adversity and remember that things
usually work out in the end.

Finally, while it is essential to invest time and
resources in career planning, it is also important to
have fun and enjoy the journey.

About the author

Professor Ted Wilson is a silviculturist and forest
scientist. He is Director of Silviculture Research
International, and Adjunct Professor of Forestry,
Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, Canada.
His varied career in the UK and Canada has included
roles in woodland management, forest policy,
research and academia. His forestry passions include
silviculture, professional education and public
engagement with forest conservation issues. S

ted.wilson@silviculture.org.uk
Reproduced with kind permission from Forestry Journal 1/15.

Careers in forestry overview
• Forestry and arboriculture offer a wide spectrum of diverse

and exciting career options. At the present time our forests
are experiencing unprecedented threats from climate change
and introduced pests and diseases. New priorities and
opportunities are emerging in forest conservation and the
forest products sector. Ensuring that our forests, woods and
trees are resilient and sustainable requires professionals
who are problem-solvers and adaptable, can embrace and
apply new knowledge and are comfortable working across
the science–policy–practice continuum.

• Roles in forest management and urban forestry require a
unique set of ‘hard skills’ and competencies related to
delivering the multiple values and benefits from our forests,
woods and trees. Well-honed ‘soft skills’ in areas such as
teamwork and communication are also vital, especially as
foresters often work in multi-disciplinary teams on large-
scale and complex projects.
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Background

Forestry is undergoing a period of
profound change and reassessment.
At the forefront is recognition that

many current practices need to be
adapted in response to global climate
change and increasing threats to forest
health from invasive pests and diseases. We seek new
ways of adding value and delivering social,
economic and environmental benefits, while at the
same time diversifying the species and structure of
our productive forest estate.

Continuous Cover Forestry (CCF) is now recognised
as an important approach with the potential to create
structurally, visually and biologically diverse
woodlands. It is often referred to as “close to nature”
forest management, and results in forest stands where
a permanent growing stock is maintained on the site
and where growth increment is harvested in relatively
short-term cyclical interventions. Continuous cover
forests are managed by a set of principles that sustain
the production of high quality timber and satisfy
many other values, including conservation and
regulation of hydrological cycles, carbon capture and
storage, and provision of diverse wildlife habitats. 

The appearance of and the approach in CCF
woodlands contrasts strongly with plantation forestry
where periodic clear-felling leads to a radical change
to the forest environment. However, the
transformation from largely even-aged stands in
Britain to more irregular structures remains a
challenging area of professional practice. There is
continuing demand for a stronger evidence-base and

practical demonstration of CCF systems
across a range of woodland types, and in
both public and private ownership. 

Since its founding, in 1991, the
Continuous Cover Forestry Group (CCFG)
has championed the discussion and sharing
of experience in continuous cover forestry.
The group has collaborated with many

forestry associations across Europe and worked to
strengthen the evidence-base through its technical
reports, field meetings, workshops and international
study tours. In June 2014, the group held a major
conference to discuss a wide range of issues
associated with the science, ecology and practice of
CCF. The event was supported by many organisations
from across the forestry sector, including Woodland
Heritage. There were 140 participants, ensuring a
busy and lively gathering.  

The Conference Themes and Structure
The conference was held over three days (3-5 June)

at Braithwaite, near Keswick, Cumbria. This location
is surrounded by several public and private
woodlands managed on CCF principles, which made
it possible to hold over 60% of the conference
programme in forest settings.   

The conference addressed five critical themes:
• Ecosystems services – using CCF to integrate

multiple functions and values of woodland,
including timber, recreation, conservation and
environmental quality.

• Ecological resilience and climate adaptation –
the role and importance of species diversity and
multi-aged structures in forest ecosystems.

• Monitoring and management approaches –
tools for informing decision-making and measuring
progress towards management and ecological
objectives.

• Learning and skills – identifying opportunities
and challenges for future best practice.

• Timber quality and value – enhancing value and
outputs through designed stand interventions.

A combination of plenary lectures and field tours
made it possible to address all the themes. Two
keynote presentations provided an overview of
developments in the UK and overseas. Graham Gill, a
founding member of CCFG and Forest Management

Continuous Cover Forestry:
Delivering Sustainable and Resilient Woodlands in Britain

by Ted Wilson
Report on the 2014 National Conference of the Continuous Cover Forestry Group, held at Braithwaite, Cumbria

and woodlands of the Lake District National Park. Woodland Heritage was a leading supporter of this event. 

Participants at the CCFG 2014 National Conference.
Photo: Rob Grange 2014.
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Director at the Forestry Commission North England
Forest District, set the scene with a review of
silvicultural systems, and practical examples of CCF at
Kielder Forest and other locations in Britain. Later, the
Scottish Forestry Trust International Keynote Lecture
was delivered by Klaus Puettmann, Edmund Hayes
Professor of Silviculture Alternatives, Oregon State
University, USA. This informed us about the extent to
which CCF has been adopted in many regions,
particularly North America and Europe, and
highlighted the scientific challenges associated with
managing complex forest structures. 

Several overarching issues were also addressed
including climate change, ecological resilience, and
long-term monitoring and inventory systems. Mark
Broadmeadow (Forestry Commission England)
provided some of the latest climate research that
underpins current forest policy in Britain. This
supports the diversification of species selection in
new woodlands and the adoption of a wider range of
silvicultural systems than previously. 

Gary Kerr (Forest Research) explained the concept
of resilience (i.e., the capacity of an ecosystem to
respond to disturbance by resisting damage and
recovering) and questioned whether our present
understanding of the main building blocks of
resilience has a sound knowledge base and, if not,
what can be done to rectify this situation. 

Understanding growth and development in CCF
woodlands was a theme picked up by Áine Ní
Dhubháin and Lucie Vítková (University College
Dublin). Their use of long-term monitoring plots and
innovative sampling methods is providing new
insights into volume increment, timber quality and
valuation of various woodland functions and services. 

Other speakers presented case studies and research
demonstrating where CCF already delivers positive
outcomes for owners, the wider public and the
natural environment: Andy Poore and Phil Morgan
(both SelectFor Ltd) on monitoring increment,
production and timber quality enhancement at
Stourhead (Western) Estate, Wiltshire; Christine Reid
and Saul Herbert (both Natural England) on
biodiversity and conservation benefits and impacts;
Graham Taylor (Pryor and Rickett Silviculture)
through case studies based on his experience in
lowland broadleaved woodland, mostly in
Herefordshire. Scott Wilson presented a summary of a
recent study that followed up on Cyril Hart’s review
of CCF sites in 1995. This found that 2-3% of British
woodland is managed according to “classical”
silvicultural alternatives to clear-felling (e.g., group
and single-tree selection forests), but a much larger
area is managed on a more eclectic basis where
thinning is adapted in response to natural
regeneration and to encourage an irregular structure.

Woodlands visited for field sessions included

Thirlmere Forest, managed by Vicky Bowman, Paul
Philips and his team at United Utilities plc, and
Forestry Commission woodlands at Wythop,
Blengdale and Miterdale, managed by Gareth
Browning and colleagues from the office at Peil
Wyke, Cumbria. Topics presented in the field
included: CCF, water quality and harvesting and on
sensitive sites by Simon Webb (Natural England) and
John Gorst (United Utilities); CCF and timber quality,
by Elspeth MacDonald (Forest Research) and Nick
Martin (UPM Tilhill); implementation of long-term
monitoring systems and their application, by Phil
Morgan (SelectFor Ltd), Sharon Rodhouse and Mark
Rodhouse (both Sylvatic Ltd); CCF and ancient
woodland restoration, by Richard Thompson (Forestry
Commission Scotland) and Peter Lowe (Woodland
Trust); under-planting and natural regeneration
options by Gary Kerr. In addition, there was a
practical exercise led by Jens Haufe (Forestry
Commission) that considered tree marking and crown
thinning techniques for initiating the transformation
of stands to CCF. 

Sessions were chaired by Rik Pakenham and Chris
Starr, with introductions and summaries by Richard
Leafe (Lake District National Park) and Bill Mason

Discussing understorey light levels and natural
regeneration, Wythop Forest, Cumbria. Photo: Rob Grange 2014.
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(CCFG Chair and Forest Research), respectively. A
letter of support from HRH Prince Charles reminded
everyone of the importance of forest resources and
conservation in the British landscape, and the
challenges associated with managing woodlands in the
face of growing uncertainty about future conditions.  

Outcomes and Achievements
The conference was an opportunity to reflect on

past achievements and determine future priorities for
CCF in Britain. The presentations, case studies and
field sessions confirmed that CCF is growing steadily
in importance. Several recommendations were made
to help guide future action, especially in the areas of
monitoring forest conditions, research and knowledge
exchange: 
1 Monitoring – Regular monitoring of forest

development is a critical means of assessing the
implementation of CCF. This requires new
approaches based on periodic surveys of mature
timber as well as the condition and status of
regenerating and intermediate classes of saplings
and maturing trees. Such monitoring needs to
allow for evaluation of the impacts of browsing
animals and other pests. Combined with financial
information on product outturn and management
costs, the data will provide essential information
on the viability of CCF in different forest types and
ownerships.

2 Research – There is an ongoing need for careful
research on numerous aspects relevant to the
wider use of CCF, such as improved growth and
yield models that can accommodate a range of
species and varied stand structures while providing
useful predictions of forest development over time.
Other areas include better understanding of the
effect of CCF on carbon sequestration and storage,
as well as analysis of cultural and organisational
factors that may affect the uptake of CCF.
A comprehensive list of research priorities for
CCF is provided on the CCFG website.

3 Knowledge Exchange – Wider uptake of CCF
will be made easier through an expanded

programme of knowledge exchange which will
enhance the silvicultural knowledge and skills of
owners, policy makers, and those responsible for
transforming forests to CCF. This programme
would greatly benefit from the expansion and
consolidation of the small existing network of well
documented demonstration sites located
throughout Great Britain.

Resources from the conference, including
presentations, posters and conference reports have
been archived on the CCFG website:
www.ccfg.org.uk/conferences/conference2014
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Mature Douglas Fir with a developing structure of
mixed broadleaves, Wythop Forest, Cumbria. 

Photo: Rob Grange 2014. 

AWW CONSULTANTS Ltd

Professional Services for the
Forest and Timber Industries

enquiries@awwconsultants.co.uk
www.awwconsultants.co.uk

Peter Wieland BSc (Hons), MSc
Deborah Wieland LLB (Hons), MSc

As a small company with low overheads we are
able to offer our services at an affordable price.
This brings professional forest management
services within reach of small woodland owners.

TIMBER AND FOREST PRODUCTS
• EU Timber Regulation advice

• Timber certification advice

• Ethical guideline compliance advice

• Statutory regulation compliance advice

FOREST SURVEYING
• Detailed stocking surveys

• Research plot establishment

• Timber volume assessment

• Individual tree measurement

• GIS Services
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Continuous Cover Forestry Group 
2015 Events Programme

CCFG England Field Visit to The New Forest
‘Management of Oak, Beech and Douglas Fir in Separate Stands’

Thurs 4 June 2015
CCFG England visit moves south this year to Hampshire. The programme, still to be finalised, will focus on the

management of Oak, Beech and Douglas Fir in separate stands. It will include first thinning and final crop tree selection
(tree marking exercise possible), use of shade casting understorey to create favourable seedbed conditions, examples of

transformation via group system, fast shelter wood (OK) and slow shelter wood (BE) system, respacing of natural
regeneration, and operational aspects such as soil preservation. This visit will be led by Dr Jens Haufe, principal forestry

trainer for the Forestry Commission, with inputs from Forest Research and the private sector. Cost: £15 to non-members.

Joint CCFG/Pro Silva Ireland Visit to Southern Poland
24 - 27 June 2015

Joint CCFG/Pro Silva Ireland study tour to Southern Poland to include visits to two reserves and a range of forestry sites,
with some opportunities for local site-seeing. Fully booked. 

CCFG Scotland
Evanton Wood: Novar Estate (North Highland 612 676)

Thursday 24 September 2015
Past management has created diverse woodland with a complex structure incorporating a wide range of species

and age classes in an intimate mixture. This diversity creates visually attractive woodland with a greater array of habitats
and micro-habitats attractive to a range of species including European Protected Species (EPS) and UK Biodiversity
Action Plan (UKBAP) species whilst maintaining stands of productive conifers capable of producing a sustainable

supply of timber from the site. 

CCFG Wales Field Visits
Ffrwdgrech Estate and the wider Usk courtesy of Pryor and Rickett Silviculture

Date tbc
Revisiting the estate managed from 1959 onwards by the late Talis Kalnars under CCF. 

A more detailed itinerary will be available closer to the time.   

In addition – CCF for Foresters Courses 
The Forestry Commission has kindly made these courses, which are designed to provide a general introduction to the

principles of CCF, available to the private sector.  
There are spaces remaining on the following courses in 2015:

•  8/9 April – Clocaenog Forest (Ruthin) – focus on spruce and shade tolerant conifers.
•  2/3 June – Aboyne (Aberdeenshire) – focus on pine and larch. 

Each course has 6 to 12 delegates and costs £200. Course leader: Jens Haufe. (FC course ref. 3.48b)  
Contact Katrina Gardner: katrina.gardner@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

Non-members are welcome to all events.
For further information contact: administrator@ccfg.org.uk

Or see: www.ccfg.org.uk

Editor’s note: WH continues to co-operate and support the CCFG by offering bursaries to its members to attend events both
at home and overseas. Students and young foresters, in particular, are encouraged to apply for support. Applications

are judged on their own merit with preference to those engaged in forestry and/or the production of high quality timber.
An illustrated report for publication in WH Journal or website and the CCFG Newsletter is required.
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Visiting The Massive   C
A life-long dream of Peter    an

The Eden Project in Cornwall have just planted

a cloned sapling from one of the biggest

Coastal Redwoods ever found. This was felled in

1890 when it was around 3,500 years old and

it left a stump of 35 feet in diameter, wider than

any other known single trunk. If it hadn’t been
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e   Coastal Redwoods
er    and Sally Goodwin comes true

cut down it would likely be the world’s largest

tree. Material was taken from basal shoots

growing from the stump to clone new saplings.

A hundred specimens have been sent to Cornwall

where the climate is not dissimilar to Northern

California where these trees grew naturally.
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Changes in Forestry in British Higher Education
by James Walmsley, Peter Savill and Jeff Burley*

The last time this topic was aired in the
Woodland Heritage Journal was in 2009 when
Martin Price wrote an article entitled ‘What is

happening to our forestry education?’ In this article,
we hope to update readers on the topic since there
have been a number of recent developments.

Burley et al. explained in 2009 that academic
forestry is not a discipline in its own right like botany
or zoology but multidisciplinary, akin to engineering
and medicine. Even if it is narrowed to the biology
and management of woody perennials, it still
embraces many other elements of natural sciences, as
well as some economic, social and environmental
sciences, engineering, policy, management and
business studies. 

Forestry education must therefore introduce scholars
to this wide range of disciplines and this can present
a number of interesting challenges for educational
institutions, particularly when relatively few students
choose to study forestry.

It is hard to underestimate the size of the challenge
facing individuals and institutions engaged in forestry
education. The timescales involved with forestry are
perhaps the greatest challenge at a time when
concepts such as ‘just in time’ and ‘instant
gratification’ are the norms of society. 

New foresters need to be equipped with a ready
grasp of the skills and knowledge to develop complex
dynamic forests which can be managed to meet
unexpected needs, survive unexpected threats and
adapt to ever changing societal expectations.

In forestry education, evolution occurs constantly
and fashions change. Generally speaking, up to and
including the 1950s and 1960s a great deal of the
teaching emphasis was on the biological and
ecological aspects of forestry, especially botany and
silviculture. Management, economics and policy were
also significant components of courses. 

There have been substantial developments in the
forestry profession since the 1970s. Technologies such
as Geographic Information Systems and Remote
Sensing have been invented. Concepts such
as sustainable forest management, multipurpose
trees, continuous cover forestry, agroforestry,
environmental forestry, social forestry and urban
forestry have been coined. Though not new, all have
become subjects worthy of special attention and have
modified the subjects taught in courses. 

More recently still, forestry employers have
changed the set of skills and competencies sought
and these continue to develop as society’s
expectations of forests evolve. Leslie, in his 2014

book “Forest Vision”, for example, believed there are
two obvious, big directions for forestry in England:
the first is round towns and cities, and the second is
related to the low carbon economy and climate
change. What is needed is to produce adaptable
graduates with the ability to gain new skills in an
independent manner as some aspects of the
curriculum date rapidly.

It is probably because of the varied and
interdisciplinary nature of forestry that its value as an
academic subject has always been viewed with
suspicion by many universities. In recent years,
Forestry Departments have been incorporated into
such things as Schools of Biological Sciences,
Geography, Environmental and Natural Resources or
Ecological Sciences. Many universities now offer
‘forestry’ degrees that are amalgams of courses
offered by a range of Departments. 

From one perspective, this potentially enables the
full range of disciplines relating to forestry to be
covered. At the same time, this approach runs the
risk of a loss of course cohesion and forestry specific
context for students and may potentially leave key
forestry skills, such as forest management,
mensuration, silviculture and soil science vulnerable
if they cannot be offered to other degree courses. 

At Oxford the one-year taught MSc course in
Forestry was popular and attracted many outstanding
candidates; it began to suffer a decline in the
numbers of qualified applicants from the mid-1990s,
in common with forestry courses worldwide. This also
meant universities were less selective in the
applicants they accepted. This trend reflected the
declining interest among school-leavers in pursuing
careers in science generally and in vocational applied
subjects specifically. 

Further, in many developed countries at least, there
has been a strong public opinion against the term
'forest' and the practice of ‘forestry’; favouring instead
the term ‘woodland’. 

There has also been an increasing requirement
among some employers as well as funders for more
emphasis on social sciences in forestry and more
recently “people skills”. The Institute of Chartered
Foresters Continuing Professional Development
survey showed climate change to be the greatest gap
in terms of knowledge of ICF members, and among
others for more on business skills, echoing a US
survey of forestry employers, educators, and recent
graduates that revealed some discrepancies between
what employers want and what University
Departments could provide. 

* James Walmsley, Lecturer in Forestry; Course Director for MSc Forestry by distance learning, Bangor University. Peter Savill, Retired Reader in Forestry, Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford.
Jeff Burley, Emeritus Director, Oxford Forestry Institute, and Emeritus Professor of Forestry, University of Oxford.
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Today, University Departments are funded
according to the quality of their outputs of biological
research; most Departments are ill-equipped and
unmotivated to respond to the demands specific to
forestry teaching. In addition, forestry, as with all field
sciences, attracts relatively small research grants
compared with the molecular sciences. Research
income for many universities is vital for the
appointment and retention of academic staff so it is
scarcely surprising that, as forestry staff left or retired,
they were replaced by molecular biologists. The loss
of a core of dedicated, qualified and experienced staff
is not something that can be reversed quickly.
Academic forestry does not fit neatly into a
conventional academic structure.

In 2001, Kanowski produced a very broad review
of how forestry and forestry education have changed.
He noted that it is no longer about trees but about
people [although FAO and Jack Westoby had
promoted this including the 1978 World Forestry
Congress in Jakarta with the theme “Forests are for
People”.] It relates to trees only insofar as they serve
the needs of people. 

Latest news from Bangor
It is ironic that, at a time when recognition of the

importance of forests has never been greater, there is
a global decline in forestry education. Against this
gloomy backdrop, the new distance learning MSc
Tropical Forestry course at Bangor provides room for
optimism. The support of the Commonwealth
Scholarship Commission since 2011 has enabled
dozens of forestry professionals from across the
Commonwealth to study forestry together at Bangor
from a ‘distance’, with tropical forestry summer
schools opportunities for ‘face to face’ field-based
teaching and learning.  

Five new members of the academic forestry staff
have been appointed at Bangor University in recent
years. The part-time postgraduate forestry distance
learning courses at Bangor University are also proving
very popular and successful. The number of mature
professionals from other disciplines who use the
distance learning course to change career is surprising.
They enable much needed fresh insight, energy and
expertise to be brought into the forestry profession.

Meanwhile, Bangor University is currently focusing
efforts on enabling its part-time MSc distance
learning students to study alongside full-time MSc
students; internet technology enables students who
are distant from Bangor to ‘attend’ lectures in real-
time, participate in group discussions and activities
with fellow students and even record and upload
‘presentations’ to staff and students in Bangor. In
essence, what this means is that staff investment and
resourcing of traditional, forestry discipline specific
topics such as silviculture can be prioritised due to
greater student numbers per course, and that high

quality forestry teaching can reach a far wider
audience than merely the (relatively few) students
registered on traditional, full-time, face to face
courses.

Latest news from Oxford 
In Oxford, the last undergraduates reading for the

three-year Honours degree in Forestry were admitted
in 1969, and the degree was replaced by a highly
successful and popular degree in Agricultural and
Forest Sciences. This lasted until 1981 when changes
in the Government funding arrangements to
Universities reduced contributions to agriculture
(including forestry) very significantly, while increasing
those to biology. The consequence of this was that
the Final Honours Schools of Botany, Zoology and
Agricultural and Forest Sciences were merged into
Pure and Applied Biology and, in 1988, to Biological
Sciences, which has remained until the time of writing
in early 2015. In both these degrees, aspects of the
philosophy, science and practice of forest resource
management were and are taught as components of
very wide-ranging biology courses but, though
popular, they are minor parts of these courses.

There are indications that forestry education is
being revived in Britain. A new Professor of Forest
Science, John McKay, has been appointed at Oxford
with the help of an endowment by Sir Martin and
Lady Wood and the Patsy Wood Trust. The newly
formed Oxford Centre for Tropical Forestry in the
Oxford University Centre for the Environment is an
excellent research unit and provides some teaching
in social, environmental and policy topics.  

During December 2014 in the UK, according to the
University and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS)
website, some 31 undergraduate courses and 27
postgraduate courses containing at least an element of
forestry are currently being offered. In reality there
are currently only three large players: Bangor,
Cumbria and the University of the Highlands and
Islands (plus those teaching arboriculture).   

Oxford biology undergraduates who are studying
forestry in Thetford Forest
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IUFRO, in its 2014 review of teaching needs,
concluded that the development of skills, enabling
graduates to tackle novel, complex problems, has
been widely missing and the focus was on contents
instead of generic skills and methodical competence.
Other developments include the growing role of
universities in continuing education and new
approaches to distance education.

The IUFRO report concluded that the development
of forest sciences curricula should move towards:
• Focusing on generic and methodological

competence instead of contents and descriptive
approaches, enabling graduates to tackle novel,
complex problems; 

• Developing competence to integrate and
communicate knowledge across disciplinary
borders and to analyse the existing interactions; 

• Developing new learning units addressing
challenges such as climate change, adaptive
ecosystem management, governance systems,
gender issues, forests as sources of energy, role of
forests and forest products in rural development
and poverty alleviation, as well as the assessment
of other environmental and social impacts.
The first and third conclusions of the IUFRO report

somewhat contradict each other, with the first point
suggesting that forestry education should adopt the

‘problem-based learning’ model of education
commonly used in medical training, whilst the third
point suggests that additional ‘content’ should be
‘taught’, harking back to the traditional didactic model
of education.

In any case, changes reflecting some of the IUFRO
conclusions are afoot in some forestry education
institutions and these offer great hope for reversing

James Walmsley (far left) Woodland Heritage Trustee
with MSc Forestry (distance learning) students
gathered for a residential course based in Bangor

Changes in Higher Education     
Industry continues to expand and the demand for
forestry and arboricultural graduates is strong.
Historically companies have been able to recruit
directly and fill positions at all levels, but today many
firms are faced with developing career structures for
new staff. For large firms such as UPM Tillhill, who
have a graduate programme, this is nothing new, but
it is alien to many small and medium sized firms
whose numbers dominate the sector. 

So why, when job prospects are high, is the sector
still struggling to attract and retain high quality
students ? If we look at engineering or oil and gas,
both of which also have cyclical employment, they
recognised that they were seen as “dirty jobs” by both
future graduates and, importantly, their parents, thus
discouraging applications. Both these sectors worked
hard to change their image through marketing and
by engaging more with children to raise awareness.
Forestry and arboriculture need to follow suit. 

As a sector we are slowly changing and new
awards such as The Prince of Wales Forest Leadership
award are a start. Grown In Britain is also a positive
message for the sector. 

The National School of Forestry recently moved to a
new campus in Ambleside; they and Scotland’s School
of Forestry are recruiting staff. In addition new
forestry masters programmes e.g. Reading, are

starting and reflect the changes employers seek.
Educational institutions do need to up their game to
compete but they can’t work in isolation and we all
need to be promoting our sector and the careers on
offer whenever the opportunity arises.

For its part, the Institute of Chartered Foresters (ICF),
Britain’s professional body for forestry and arboriculture,
is facilitating meetings with all HEI providers offering
courses accredited towards chartered membership. The
ICF itself is at its highest ever membership, which
perhaps also signals how the future is perceived.
Julian Evans, President ICF
Russell Horsey, Deputy Director, ICF

The article provides a useful review of changes in
Higher Education in forestry and will hopefully lead
to a wider discussion. There has been a considerable
loss of provision since the early 1990s, with many of
the traditional forestry schools, such as Oxford and
Edinburgh, no longer offering focused forestry
courses. As discussed in the article, this was
precipitated by a significant decline in applicants,
resulting in reduced investment by universities in
forestry and also less selectivity when accepting
applicants to courses. However, the current vitality in
the forestry sector is having a positive effect. 

At the National School of Forestry, University of
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the declines of recent decades. The internet presents
huge scope to increase learning opportunities in
forestry.  

The advent of Mass Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
represents one approach and it is now possible for
anyone, anywhere in the world, to ‘study’ online at
leading academic institutions. For example, in early
2015, the University of British Columbia provided a
free course on ‘Forests and Livelihoods in Developing
Countries’ providing a ‘taster’ of university forestry
education to a worldwide audience who may then
decide to pursue further forestry education
opportunities.  

There can be no doubt that recent years have been
difficult for forestry education, but nostalgia and
reminiscence are not going to ensure that forest
education merely survives. Instead, those of us
involved with forestry education must seize the huge
and growing recognition of the importance of forests
and use it to our advantage. We can use information
technology imaginatively and creatively to enable a
global audience to participate in learning more about
forests and forestry. This will ensure demand for
forestry knowledge and expertise is increasingly
recognised and valued and help guarantee the future
sustainability of forestry education.  

However, the problem remains that current trends

suggest a future where diminishing amounts of forest
science become increasingly separated from practice,
raising the question of who will teach in more
applied, predominantly teaching universities, and
who will do the applied research S

www.forestry.bangor.ac.uk/
01248 382281

www.cumbria.ac.uk/Courses/SubjectAreas/Forestry
01539 430274

Further reading
Burley J, Mills, RA, Plumptre, RA, Savill, PS, Wood, PJ and
Wright, HL (2009). A history of forestry at Oxford. British
Scholar 1 (2), 236-261.

IUFRO (2014). Education in forest science. Accessed in
December 2014 at www.iufro.org/science/task-forces/education-
forest-science/

Kanowski P (2001).Forestry education in a changing landscape.
International Forestry Review 3, 175-183.

Leslie R (2014). Forest Vision: Transforming the Forestry
Commission. New Environment Books. Pp. 218.

Price M (2009). What is happening to our forestry education?
Woodland Heritage Journal 2009, p4.

    in Forestry – some comments
Cumbria, we have now had two consecutive years of
excellent recruitment on our full-time undergraduate
courses and our good students rapidly find
employment in the sector. At Bangor, as mentioned in
the article, innovative distance learning MSc courses
are proving popular. While the use of modern
technology offers flexibility in learning, it cannot
fully substitute for field skills in a practical discipline
like forestry. Perhaps the greatest difficulty facing
educators is tackling the potential breadth of skills
required by a forester. Given how rapidly the sector
changes, the only solution is to develop individuals
able to learn independently and to learn new skills
quickly. Traditionally forestry education has focused
on technical skills but it is increasingly recognised
that equally important is the ability of those entering
the sector to interact effectively with other people. 
Andrew Leslie
Senior Lecturer in Forestry, University of Cumbria

The article about “Reflecting on changes in forestry
in higher education” mirrors almost exactly the same
trend in Sweden of a gradually reduced status of
Silviculture as an academic subject. We have moved
from a strong department of Silviculture to a small
group of teachers in the newly created department of
Forest Ecology and Management. 

The main reason for this trend is that the University
is striving to become “an international university of
excellence”. Molecular researchers are taking over
most positions and applied research has problems in
competing for resources. The number of competent
teachers is declining – just as in Great Britain – and
even worse the number of Ph.D students and Post
doctoral workers is now very low. There is no light at
the end of this tunnel. 

This scenario is confusing in a country with 25
million ha of productive forest land, supporting
sawmills and 25 pulp mills with 87 million m3 of raw
material in 2014. Interest in Silviculture is high among
320,000 forest owners and a large proportion of the
public walk in the forest at least once a week.  

There is a high demand for research in modern
Silviculture by society in general, and worldwide,
including research into the social values of forests,
forests and human health, rainforest management,
carbon sequestration, and biodiversity. But few
institutions wish to allocate resources to forest
research and education.  

On a more promising note, the number of students
choosing an education in Silviculture remains stable
and high. 
Jan Falck
University Lecturer, University of Umeå
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Continuous Cover Forestry Course with SelectFor
By Dan Haslam, Forestry Student, Newton Rigg, University of Cumbria

Day 1

We arrived at Stourhead House at 9.00 am
When the introductions had been made
we had a presentation on CCF in conifers.

This was followed by a tour of the woods through
a compartment in which the CCF technique was
being used. 

After lunch we went round the designated area in
pairs, marking trees to come out for a thinning. We
were equipped with maps noting every single tree
within the designated area, a list of all these trees’
DBHs, a list of the desired DBH at which each
species of tree should be thinned and the total thin
target basal area. 

So from this information we went round marking
trees which we thought were ready to come out; if
the tree was over the target DBH it would be marked
for thinning. However upon coming to this decision
we had to also account for the structure of the
surrounding woodland. This essentially means if this
tree comes out, will it have a detrimental effect on
the surrounding forest structure ? 

This was a really good exercise to get you thinking
not just about the office statistics, but also the actual
woodland structure itself, which is a paramount factor
in CCF management.

Day 2
The focus of this day was broadleaved CCF. Again,

we had a presentation in the morning and went over
the results from the marking exercise on the previous
day. In the afternoon we went out to see some
broadleaved woodland in transformation into
CCF management. 

Overall it was an interesting and informative course
with nice people and some useful contacts. I enjoyed
the practical task on the first day the most as it put
everything we had learnt in the morning into practice
and it made a lot more sense at that point. It was
also good getting out in the woods with some big
Douglas Firs ! 

I am very grateful to Woodland Heritage for
helping me to attend this course. It has given me
a deeper understanding of CCF management, which
is only briefly mentioned in the Silviculture Module
of my degree. 

Thank you very much for all your support. SThe marking exercise.

An area of CCF wood with natural regeneration
coming through.

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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ASHS has had a long association with Woodland Heritage. 
This is clearly indicated by the fact that both our current and 
previous chairmen, as well as a number of our other members 
have attended the ‘Woodland to Workshop’ course in Hay on 
Wye. This is a connection we hope to continue and develop in 
the course of time.

www.ashs.co.uk

Associate & Retired members are now welcomed
Associate and Retired membership for ASHS is now launched. People of all 
ages and organisations who are interested in the ‘Full Circle’ and making best 
use of Scottish Woodlands can now get involved and be kept informed by 
becoming an associate or retired member. 

Broader Membership. New Journal. New Website. New Beginnings...

ASHS Journal: The Full Circle 
ASHS has launched a biannual journal. This will be a publication that brings together all 
aspects of the Scottish Hardwood and quality Softwood Industry.  It will include 
articles and news covering local, national and international topics from Forestry 
Commission Scotland, Sawmillers, Furniture Makers, Heavy timber Framers, Farmers, 
Land owners and much more. It will be written predominantly by our members and
each member will receive a free copy. An app will also soon be available for 
members to access it on iPads, tablets and phones. 

SOLAR KILNS IN SCOTLAND

Ulrich Leoning

FEATURE YARD VIST

Pol Bergius, our first sawmill profile...SFMA INTERVIEW
Interview with Scott ish Furniture Makers Associat ion member Angus Ross...

FEATURE ARTICLE FROM FCS

Forestry Commision Scot land

Featuring...

Edition 1 - Spring 2015

The journal for The Associat ion of Scott ish Hardwood Sawmillers

New Website goes live 24th March: www.ashs.co.uk 
ASHS has also launched a new website which is compatible with all mobile as well as desk-top devices for easy access 
anywhere, anytime. It also includes a new online registration and payment system for anyone interested in becoming a 
member.

ASHS Chairman: dovetailscotland@gmail.com  |  ASHS Administrator: nick@leaf.me.uk
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WHITNEY SAWMILLS 

 

 

Celebrating our 25th year as
Home Grown Hardwood Specialists

Whitney on Wye, Herefordshire

We send Fine British Timber to 

Builders, Oak Framers, Cabinet Makers, 

Joiners, Shipwrights, Musical Instrument Makers

and many others

For More Information

Visit www.whitneysawmills.com

Or call us on 01497 831656
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